FARM. CARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

Our

Republican Journal.

For this department brief suggestions, facts and
experiences are solicited from housekeepers,
Address Agricultural
farmers and gardeners.
editor, Journal Office. Belfast Maine.]
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Measles

and

Scarlet

Fever.

It is

important to be able to readily
distinguish between these two diseases,
which are in some respects similar. Measles present the appearance of a patchy
dness of a circular form, showing w hite
between, with small pimples that feel like
little hard points. The mouth and throat
are red and intiamed, causing a cough
and other symptoms of cold.
About the
third day the eyes become intiamed and
In spite of all remedies the
watery.
-ymptomsdo not abate. A day or two
ter the eruption appears upon the head
.aid neck, and then 'extends over the
list of the body.
At last it attacks the
iwcls, causing diarrho a, and then the
Un i symptoms quickly disappear. The
essoin: tl point in the treatment is to
There are few disavoid taking cold.
.-,im's that so readily and completely re11vc; 111 ! perfect nursing, and few that
entail such a series of misfortunes witli; it.
Medicine is seldom necessary A
portion of the bodv at a time inav be
-ponged w ith warm water and thencareiy wiped dry before extending the op1 im mom should be wed aired,
iatin':
'■at no current of air should touch the
Tin food should be light and
i'-nt.
tsy ol digestion.
'arlet fever is also red. but it lias a
nooth leel in the skin, and the redness
-aliased like a blush, which deepens
t > 'cry red
There is loss of apte. pn ns iii the limbs and sore throat :
the dangerous part.
In scarlet ferash comes out the second day:
tsi-'s the fourth.
In scarlet fever
<-re
sore throat, none in measles.
In
••
feve' the patient seems to have no
a.- in measles.
Hut little treatment
ne.-deii in mild cases.
IT the urine is
five, drink llax-sced tea or lemonade,
vie tin thmat witu red jie]>])er, vineaid water, or a solution of chlorate
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potash.

to

bring

out

the

[

|

and keep it out. Nothing can comwith frequent warm baths for this
anise
or, if there is much debility.
( heck thirst with
ii sponge baths,
.a* li*.
butter 11.. ;k. etc.
Keep the
cool and well ventilated.
Meat or
ay i in:’ aiid soups may be given.
a "t feji'i' :s a disease that must also
; its course, and the
patient is to be
:it:eh by careful nursing from death,
tile "f tin- unfortunate complications
,:.it so frequently follow this disease.
II: 's ,! e.rnal of Health.
A

Defence

of Horse
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Clippie*;.

tiioir long n intei coats perv when
at work, ami be.— otj.
i wu! .-neat. when the eollcirculation feeble,
ou ami : in
is protracted, ami freici
ed requires hours to complete it. In
cases li e long-continued evapora
nt.litis a cold surface, and not 011:
'vs to obstinate skin disorders,
.itewise to internal congestions alid
jumations of tile most important or!

: ii

I

Asleep.

Education.

The subject of agricultural education
was discussed ut considerable length at a
recent meeting of the Connecticut State
Hoard of Agriculture. Href. H. <P Northrop thought that the application of science to agriculture should he taught in
our common schools by the use of suitable
text hooks.
Prof. s. W Johnson of Yale
college said
“A reading hook touching agriculture
truly, is perhaps the easiest and simplest
means of putting farm science into our
primary schools. In addition to our primary schools there nni.-t he advanced
schools of agriculture, between the comour village and
mon school and college,
city schools arc quite as much interested
in farm education, with their annual increase uf wild hoys, ignorant of the soil,
No one will
as farmers themselves are.
deny that the American farmer of the
future will need a systematic education
for his business, they may haw already
facts enough, hut they are not in system
We have had many
atic order for use
good farmers in spite of this vital want,
hut all must agree that we have for the
coming tins to winnow our methods from
We can best take care of our
chaff.
commonwealth h\ leading and teaching
our youth, to see the health, wealth, respectability and liberty waiting for them,
in a systematic, intelligent culture of the
land."
Prof. \V. .1 Heal of the Michigan \giieultural college presented some interesting statistics in regard to agricultural ed
ucation.
He said
"The agricultural colleges of the I Hi ted
states number Id. some of them combining agricultural and mechanical arts.
The state agricultural college of Michigan is the oldest, having been organized
It has graduated did students..
in I-54.
Of whom so arc farmers, s iViiit culturists.
:j professors of agriculture,
farm manage;', and four agricultural editois. Yen
m arly three-tilths of all the graduatesare
now engaged in pursuits which are in
keeping with the tmining of the agricultural college."
Tlio

--

Largest

Farm

in

the

World

is the Sullivaut (arm, Foul County, Illinois, consisting of forty thousand (-KUMMI)
awes. It is owned by iliram Sibley, i.sq.,
Rochester, X. 'f.. who is also proprietor
of tile Howland island farm of -1,0(10
acres, near Syracuse. X. Y.. and about

four hundred other farms of various sizes
in that state anil the states of Illinois and
Michigan. Xot only is Mr. Sililey the
;t
largest farm owner in the world, hut he
is also extensively engaged in railroad
:.
enterprises, being sole proprietor of a
railroad in Tennessee and largest .stockes.
when clipped, hecomt alto
bolder in three other Southern loads. He
in
I
character.
he
changed
apwas for fifteen years
;• u proves, their spirits are height
president of the
: '.in
action, before sluggish, becomes Western 1'nion Telegraph Company, in
ami ,i.unity. the general tone of the the organization of which lie was an ac1
improved, and feats of strength tive mover, and was also > ontraetor tor
mica me an performed without the construction of the l’aeifu Telegraph
Mr. Sibley is emWhen and under vvliat circuiu- across the continent.
> .-h< ..Id be
clipped or singed phatically a self made man. and though
it this .- asoti of the year interesting now past sev enty years of age, seems as
stiims
File t me : a- removing the active and full of business a. ever. Durit is too frequently governed by the
ing tile past few years lie lias become
aperature ami character of the vveath- very i. rgeiy interested in the growing
and sale of all kinds of seeds, a business
W het e the month of < ictober is mild
open, many horses are allowed to which of late years lias assumed immense
n their coats until November, and to
proportions. The firm of Iliram Sibley
a pletely
develop a new jacket before A Co., Rochester. X. Y., occupy a mamclipper is used. There are reasons, moth eight-story warehouse, ami do no
v think,
for questioning the policy of small share of the seed trade of the counTile name of Mr. Sililey issntiieienf
m'h a practice.
If the hair is to be re- try.
lieved. it should be done while the vveatli- i assurance of their undoubted responsibiliris vet niild. befori' the new coat has i ity : and tile fact that they raise so large
c
'me li.iU developed.
The elfects of! a proportion of their stock on their own
p| ng a:- then less severely felt, and grouts Is enables them t" guarantee its
increasing cold is lletter tolerated quality. We have been favored with a
v.i if the hair be removed later in the
copy of their catalogue for I SSI, an announcement of which may lie found in
Some persons who eschew singelip two or three times in the course another column. It is sent free to any
the winter, and so long as it is not address on application.
:
closely there is nothing to be said
Curative Uses of Cnarcoal
gainst it: but where dose clipping is
The value of charcoal for other puridupted a second and a third time, all
asequences can only be avoided by the poses than fuel is hardly understood by
cist scrupulous after-care,
the public. When laid tint, while cold, on
i'o say that all horses should be elip- a burn, it causes the
pain to abate imd would be a little absurd, but when
mediately : by leaving it on for an hour
work is quick and the general health the burn .seems almost healed when the
-■"id. both old and young are equally wound is
superficial. Tainted meat, sur•audited by the operation, notwitbstand- rounded with it. is sweetened.
Strewn
our very
mutable climate.
When over heaps of
decomposed pelts or over
acre exists any morbid sensibility of skin
dead animals, charcoal prevents any unand tendency to disease, both clipping
pleasant odor. Foul water is purified by
ind singeing should be avoided, as either it.
It is a great disinfectant, and sweetens offensive air if placed in shallow
ay awaken a dormant eruptive malady
trays
ad thus lead to considerable inconven- around
apartments. It is so very porous
ice and trouble.
London Agricultural that it absorbs and condenses
gases rapilazette.
idly. erne cubic inch of fresh earcoal
will absorb nearly Kin inches of gaseous
Temporary JJeatnens.
ammonia. Charcoal forms an excellent
Acin'iling 'n l)r. 11. Augustus Wilson, poultice for malignant wounds and sores.
In cases of what is called proud llesh it is
cry common cause of deafness is the
mlening if wax in the car, and the un- invaluable. It gives no disagreeable odor,
eutiiie plan that people adopt for Its corrodes no metal, hurts no
texture, in"tnoval. 1 hey generally succeed in makjures no color, is a simple and safe sweetug a had matter worse. The ear is not ener and disinfectant.
A teaspoonful of
s
exquisitely sensitive to the presence of charcoal in half a glass of water often re
foreign matte! as the eye, and lienee lieves a sick headache.
It absorbs the
tho.-f wiio work at the ear with hairpins gases and relieves the
distended stomach,
o
t.ipieks ar< likely to injure them- pressing against the nerves which extend
irreparablj. Only the softest ma- from the stomach to the head. [Ithica
terials and the gentlest pressure should (N.
V.) Journal.
i.-ed ii: leaning the ear.
If the tiekof a watch can he heard a distance of
A report issued by the
Agricultural
A.-nty-eight inches, the hearing is good, Department contains some interesting
alt ear should lie tested hy the watch facts concerning the
potato crop. The
p,irately. Noises in the head, some- acreage planted in Dho was about the
ties ringing, frequently are due to hardsame as in
but the yield shows a
ied wax m the ear. Sudden deafness is decided
falling off compared with that of
et mes caused as follows:
A small the latter year.
The yield per acre in
miss of wax. from ill health or uneleanlil^dfl was !H bushels against D.~.D bushels
A continued secrein is?i* and <!!*.!• in D's. The average
i-ss, becomes hard.
ioii of wax then blocks up the ear tube value as returned on Dec. I, lssn, was
-till more.
An injudicious attempt is nearly 4s cents per bushel. The total
ben made to remove the wax by intro- product of IHHII is
lddplHo.hlt't bushels,
iucing, perhaps, a match end, a pin and at a value of 47.s1 cents a bushel we
maid or a penholder, which instead of re- have a total value of
sid),<>:*;,127 last
iving pushes down the wax and packs year, against *7!i,ir>:{,iiiH) in D7p.
against the tympanum; or hy a sudden
draught or the act of swallowing the wax
\ italizing. nourishing and stimulating, without
suddenly pressed upon the membrane, intoxicating, arc Malt Bitters
mil loss of hearing immediately ensues,
A red headed man
attended a mas
because the membrane can no longer vi- querade wrapped from recently
his neck to his heels in a
brato. The removal of the wax is in some brown cloth, and with iiis head bare, lie
represented a lighted cigar.
••uses, especially those of long standing,
somewhat difficult: but with gentle treatFor impaired digestion, and for debility from
ment and patience may finally be accomany cause, i know ot nothing equal to Fellows’
Its direct effect in
plished and the hearing fully restored. Compound IJypophospliites.
the nervous system renders it suit
I be best ordinary means for removing strengthening
able for the majority of diseases. Weakness of
'.ix, when not badly compacted, are half the Joints and Muscles.
Impurity of the Blood,
and
Inward Hastings may he cured bv Fellows'
drachm of sodium carbonate dissolved
m an ounce of water,
applied lightly by- Hypophosphites.
Wm. S. IIowe. M. 1) Pittsfield, Me.
means of a hit of absorbent cotton or
>
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■

■
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sponge attached to a suitable handle.
W lien the wax is much
compacted it maylie softened hv means of water, quite
warm, and

a

syringe.

Burning Green

Wood

Greatly Wasteful.

Water passing into vapor absorbs and
ides nearly 1,000 degrees of beat. A cord
of green wood produces just as much heat
as a cord of the same wood dry. In liurnthe dry wood weget nearly all the heat,
hut iu burning the same wood green, from
one-half to three-fourths of the heat produced goes off latent and useless in the
evaporating sap or water. Chemistry
shows this, and why, very plainly. Therefore get the winter’s wood for fuel or kindlings, and let it be seasoning as soon as
possible, and put it under cover in time
to be dry when used.
It will, of course,
season or dry much faster when split fine.
A solid foot of green elm wood weighs fid
to <;5
lbs., of which Ml to 35 lbs. is sap or
;• uter. As ordinarily piled up, if we allow half of a cord to be lost in the
spaces
between the sticks, we still have a weight
of about two tons to the cord, of which
nearly one ton is water or sap. Such
wood affords very little useful heat; it
goes off in the ton of sap. The great
■saving of hauling it home to dry is evident— as we get the same amount of real
hiol for half the team work. Jieecli wood
loses one-eighth to one-fifth its weight in
drying: oak, one-quarter to one-fifth.
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Fashion says:
(lathered waists are still very
much in favor with young ladies.” They are with
the young gentlemen also.
Mothers ar,‘ overtaxed and cannot
supply their Babies with proper nourishment.
Then the child has Stomach Ache. Diarrho a. Wind
Colic and Worms. Pitcher's Castoria assimilates
the food, cures all these ailments and gives health
to the child and rest to the mother.
Most

The San Francisco Chronicle mentions a dam
nearly two miles long. The fellow must have
stammered.
Could a Census be Taken
of those whom I>i:. (Irosyknoe's Liver Aii> has
relieved and cured, it would prove to be voluminous and
The remedy is so well and
widely known as a curative of constipation, piles,
weakness of the female organizations,
impurities
ot the blood, arising from biliousness, that to at
a
calculation
of
its cures would he unneces
tempt
sary. Its curative effects are radical and complete.
It does not palliate, hut roots out disease. All
that is necessary is to continue its use until posi
tive and appreciable effects are experienced.

The solemn purple pansies stood,
(iay tulips red with tloral blood,
And wild things fresh from lield and w ood.
Alive with dainty graco.
Deep heaven-blue bells of columbine.
The darkly mystic passion vino.
And clematis, that loves to twine,
Bedecked that happy place

Surgery.
Parties living at

cases,

dwJ

can

a

distance

bo treated at home.
Dr I).

(except

in Surgical

Address

Kennedy, Roundout,

\. Y.

walking slowly along):
“You misconstrue me entirely.
me explain my motive that you may

There

Struggle

with

Fate.

A story is told in San Jose that one
evening in August, some three years ago
a stranger made his appearance in that
city, and shortly after created a breeze
He had wandered aimin social circles.
lessly about the streets for two or three
days, speaking to no one, caring for nothing. He was a young man, and might
have been considered unusually handsome if his clothes had been good; but
they were old and faded and threadbare.
There could be no mistaking the fact
that he was an adventurer, who had succeeded in finding only disappointment,
and poverty.
He was tall and had a distinguished look.
One evening of about the third day he
was accosted on San Fernando street by
a man exceedingly drunk.
This man
was called “Tarantula Joe," but some of
the boys petoisted in addressing him as
“Tarantula Juice”—not a very inappropriate appellation, but one which was indignantly resisted by Joe, who was a
tighter from Tuolomme. who boasted,
among his numerous other exploits, that
in his early days he had frequently rolled
a barrel of whiskey fifty miles a day, and
taken a drink every time the bung turned
up.

••Hello, stranger!" he said to the seedy
young man. Joe w as everybody’s friend,
but had a strange way of showing his
friendship when he was .drunk. "What
yer prowling around here in that hangdog style for, a skeerin’ people
“It's none of your darned business," replied the meek-looking stranger.
Joe was not the man to brook such an
insult. The stranger attempted to pass
on, but Joe stopped him.
“See here, young fellow , do yer know
that yer a-tackliug the wust man in this
town 1
An’ Fm on the tight bigger'n a
wolf.
Yer misra’ble cockroach eatlier
I’ll -”
Hut lie never did.
lie thought a brick
had struck him, but it was the stranger’s
It
fist that 1 aid him out ou»the sidewalk.
there was one thing that .toe respected
above all others, it was a man who knocked him down. As he scrambled laboriously tu his feet, his breath considerably
shortened, he found himself face to face
with the stranger who had done the
square tiling in Joe's opinion, by not following up his advantage while Joe was
down, hut who nevertheless assumed a
posture so aggressive that Joe became
aware of gloomy possibilities.
So he began to temporize.
“Can't yer take a joke ?” he said, holding out his hand, which the stranger
grasped. Joe eyed him in absorbed admiration.
“Who’d thought,” he said, “thet a slim
spider like you—beggin’ yer pardon for
callin' yer a spider—could ’a’ let out so
strong ?’’and with his left hand lie felt
the stranger’s right arm, gauging the
muscle.
“Quiker’n a grizzly, too," he
added. So they immediately became
fast friends. Joe proposed that they take
a drink.
The stranger acquiesced, saying that he hadn't had a square drink for
some time:
but he was considerably
shocked when he discovered that lie had
to pay for the liquor, Joe being in his
chronic condition of pocket emptiness,
and the stranger evidently hated to part
with the money.
They then became very
communicative. The stranger told how
lie had such a run of had luck that the
world seemed dreary, and there was
nothing to live for. Joe spoke words of
encouraging consolation; and, as a last
and purely conventional expedient, urged
the stranger to marry some rich girl and
settle down. Joe explained how easily it
could he done. His friend had brains,
good manners, nerve and good looks all
the necessary requisites for doing “the
correct thing.” The stranger was modest
on that score, but Joe clung to the proposition, saying that such a man with such
a style could marry any girl in Christendom—and half a dozen, in fact, if he wanted that many.
All that was necessary
was unlimited cheek and a well arranged
plan. They parted late.
*

*

*

*

*;

“Sir!”
“I requested merely—”
“Who are you f How dare you ?”
“1 am simply a gentleman.
1—"
“Hut you made a mistake. 1 don’t
know you ”
They were standing on Santa Clara
street. She spoke in a rather loud tone,
and the stranger showed a little nervousness and dread that the passers-by
might

interfere.

“I have not
1

am

so

It

lie said, “that
be known bv
the very desire to know you

intimated,"

fortunate
was

as

to

you.
that impelled—”
“I don’t understand you, sir.
I’ll call
an officer unless you leave me instantly.”
“Such language humiliates me exceedingly, madame. Accept my humble apologies for having caused you any uneasiness or fright. The street is thronged, and any one would protect you against
an indignity at my hand.
1 beg you wait
just a moment, that I may explain mvself.”
“But to be seen standing in the street
conversing with a man of your—your—

appearance!”
“Madame, if my face is crimson at
cruel remark it is merely evidence
weakness that 1

that
of a

unable to conquercall it pride, if you please.
I regret that
mv
poverty obtrudes itself, obscuring
everything else.”
A look of pity appeared in the girl's
eyes and although she evinced in her attitude of impatience a strong desire to be
left alone, her original feeling of fear and
repugnance gradually melted under the
am

Her tongue uttered these words.
Her
“I dare you try me a little
eyes said:
further.” He heard the words but saw
the look.
She felt the superiority of this

lie

this time they had advanced a
few steps.
The girl looked at the ground
confused. The man at her side was evidently a gentleman. He was in distress,
w as reminded by her of his
mother, heal
no friendsperhaps was in want. Poor
fellow!
liut what would her friends
think of such an escapade i
Nevertheless. after hesitating a moment, she admitted she had been conquered, by say-

ing

:

"I'll

grant your

strange request, sir,

I'm afraid I'm doing wrong."
It is somewhat singular that, at that
particular moment, it did not occur to
her that the street cars passed over the
terrible Duadalupe bridge. Furthermore,
nobody was ever know n to require escort
over it.
After introducing themselves,
she commenced to tell him about her fear
in crossing the bridge alone at night: and
he said yes. that he had heard it was a
dangerous place. They were both terrible liars.

though

i
i

His name was Hardy : hers Sophronia.
Her father's name was Morris.
He was
a rich, kind-hearted old
gentleman, who
had a mansion on the Alameda.
As they passed the post-office corner, a
pair of bleared eyes winked quietly, and
a couple of whiskey tasting lips grinned
sardonically. They belonged to “Tarantula Joe."

“Precisely.”

“And after \ou did get that thrashing
you turned it to account by getting our
doctor, 1 suppose?”
“That’s the idea.”
She laughed awhile, somewhat hysterically, and got up and slapped him, and
then threw her arms around his neck and
kissed him.
“What did you tell me for, you—fraud.”
“Because “Tarantula Joe” wanted to
put on too much style, and was black-

He was master of the field.
A dead
remained.
lie quickly removed the gag from the
mouth of the fainting girl.
He restored
to her the jewelry the robbers had dropped. The blood covered his face.
“You are seriously hurt,” she said, as
soon as she could recover her speech.
"It is nothing," hi' replied, wiping the
blood from his face.
Nevertheless, lie walked unsteadily as
they proceeded, and at length was compelled to stagger against a fence and lean
Kverv noble and
upon it for support.
generous feeling in the girl’s heart was
aroused. There was no longer any cereShe put her hand
mony between them.
caressingly on his face. Then she took
it away and looked at it by the light of
the lamp.
It was stained with blood.
Soon he regained his strength and they
continued on their way.
They stopped
before the gate.
“Come in,” she said, “this will be your
home until you are well.” And she added. somewhat embarrassed, “You are a
hero.”
“Thank you. I must go. Hood-night."
“You must come. 1 shall never forgive
! may never see you
you if you don’t.

body

mailing

“Perhaps not,”

J
j

j
j

he said,

outrageously.”

me

American

Magazines

in

England.

The American monthlies are now conceded to
be the best in the world, and two of them, Scrib
ner's and Harper's, are obtaining a large circula
tion in England.
This is not surprising, fur
there is not an English illustrated magazine that
can at all
compare with either, nor one that equals
them in general interest. I’ictorially and typographically Harper's and Scribner's monthlies are
far in advance of any publications from British
presses. Tho London correspondent of tho New
York World says—
"What I was going to tell you about was the
wonderful way in which American magazines are
getting on in London. Scribner's has had a very
large sale here for some few years past, and its cir
culation must now be, I th’iuk. fully as great us
that of any English magazine, and it would not
surprise me to hear that it is greater. Its illustra
tious have made its way easy for it. A very dis
tinguished wood engraver once told me that no
work done in England in Ins line nowadays is
worthy to he compared with what he saw every
mouth in Scribner. If I mentioned his name,
there is no one on either side the Atlantic who
would dispute his tituess to pronounce an opinion
on such a
subject. I be rapid advance or Scribner's is easily accounted for, and is thoroughly
well deserved."

again.”

sm,l.

ings.’’
During

the determination and im-

pocket.

continued,

"1 don't believe," said the stranger,
“that a woman with as much strength of
character as I see in your face would naturalh lay ns much stress on conventionalities as would those o! shallower feel-

at

strength of Hardy, and disgusted
with an enterprise that had already cost
them so dear, were easily put to flight bv
a knife that
Hardy whipped from his
mense

“that
apart from the necessary consideration, I
did not think it would be wrong, or that
1 was lacking in respect to speak to you
to be with you a few minutes and then
leave you forever.
1 put to you, as a reasonable, sensible woman, whether or not
1 appear to do anything in violation of a
man’s proper regard for things that should
be handled tenderly and sacredly.
I am
separated from every face and,scene that
has heretofore made life pleasant.
I am
a stranger in a strange
country, and it is
with shame that I admit that the appearance 1 make precludes nn entry into society congenial to my tastes: 1 am lonely
and desolate, hungering for a kindly look,
and it is only desperation on that account
that forces me to approach you.
And
then your face reminds me so strikingly
of my mother's that 1 could not resist the
desire to hear your voice.”
1'his fellow was a diplomat: The gal
was about eighteen or twenty years of
of course she was handsome and
age.
had a.sweet face.
The young man had the
bearing of a polished though unfortunate
gentleman; proud, but with pride tinctured with sorrow aid loneliness; calm,
slow, erect, and possessed of that ability
to look steadily and undauntedly into
the eyes of a woman that has more
weight as expressing power and superiority than ail other things combined.
The girl was touched with pity, and
spurred by a desire for an adventure.
>he had a strong self-reliance —the ruin
of nine-tenths of the California girls that
are ruined.
“I really don't know what to do,” she

saving,”

or twenty feet.
The remaining robbers, evidently dis-

fall of fifteen

couraged

was such a delicate little comconcealed in this that she was

was

and have a good laugh over the affair and
to report progress, this fellow met me,
mad as a Turk for spoiling his clothes
and nearly breaking his neck.
You see
it wasn't on the programme for me to
pitch him over. That was going it a
little too strong ; but I couldn’t resist the
temptation. “Tarantula Joe” said I’d
have to tight him, as 1 hadn’t done the
square thing. We went at it and he gave
me the worst licking a mortal ever got.”
That was really so rich that the young
wife made the house ring with her laughter.
“I’m glad he did—you mean old thing!
I wish he had beaten you half to death !
11a ! ha ! ha 1 So you wouldn’t come into
the house because vou had no wounds,
eh ?”

a

Hattered.
“1

gle

bitterly.

This made her thoroughly determined
to detain him.
She had a strong will,
but his was stronger. She became almost
angry ; then she bit her lips in the dark,
and implored him to remain.
He declined in a respectful, kindly way.
“Well, then,” she said, “where do vou
live
“Now here."
“Please tell me."
‘•Now here.”
“Will you let me know to-morrow f"
••1 don’t know.”
“Please do.”
"Perhaps. Here is a street ear. Good-

The

English publisher of Scribner's has tele
graphed for 17.000 copies of the coming Midwinter
(February) number, an advance of six thousand
Few
upon his orders for the same issue last year.
if any of the English magazines have so large a
circulation as Scribner lias now attained in that

country.

Harpers, with characteristic enterprise,
have begun the publication of ail English edition
of their magazine in England.
Elates of the regular articles are to he sent

across

tho Atlantic, and

the printed leaves struck off in London ; but the
editorial departments will be different from those
of the American edition, and will he written by

Then she did a foolish thing.
Siie
threw her arms around his neck and kissed him.
He felt doubly a conqueror.

Euglish

editors

lias also

a

The

different

English

edition o!

from that

cover

so

Harper's
long famil-

iar to American readers.

Tho color is the same,
is very unlike. A bird's eye view
of London, with the dome of St. Haul's in the dis
tauce, is seen at the top of the page, while New

There w as tremendous excitement over
the affair. The police were informed as
soon as the girl's lather could hear the
terrible story and reach the police station. The officers could find only a quantity of blood on the bridge, the body having been removed. Vigorous search for
several days failed to reveal the identity
of the robbers. Several arrests were made
and the strictest vigilance maintained,
but without avail.
Another mysterious development was
the disappearance of Hardy,
lie could
not be found.
However, on the second
day the old family physician of the Morris
household came panting up the w alk in
great excitement, and exclaimed to the

design

hilt the

York, with part of

bridge,

runs

and the

Brooklyn
the

across

edition starts with

bottom.

connecting
English

This

circulation of i.'i.ooii, which
a very short time
An ex

a

is sure to he doubled in

change

thinks that in thus catering for the people
hemispheres, Harper's is likely to he broader
and more cosmopolitan in the future than it has
been in tho past.
It is probable, however, that
the qualities which have made Harper and Scrib

of two

successful in this country have also created
the demand for these two popular monthlies in

ner

so

England

girl:

Editorial

“1 have found him.”
She turned pale with excitement and

The

joy.

English

Notea

critics

are

unmerciful

on

Beaconsfield’s novel,

Endymion. His personalities and plagiarisms are alike held
up to censure of the most sweeping kind.

“Where is he
she asked breathlessly.
“dump into my buggy, and I'll take
you to him."
But with $50,000 in his pocket as the
She did so. They found him in a small
dilapidated abode house on Market street, proceeds of his work, B. can alibi'd to put
with a Spanish family.
Ho was delirious
with a good deal of abuse.
At least,
and in a high fever.
The girl sat down up
we
think
we could.
by the bed, took the hot hand in hers,
and before the old doctor knew what
Mr Henry Giles, now almost forgotten by the
As soon as the couple got under the was coming next she commenced to cry. i public that admired his lectures and essays forty
shadow of the wall of Notre Dame, Hardy Then she kissed Hardy’s hand.
years ago, lives in seclusion in Hyde Park, Mass.
The old man took her home, and she For the past ten
placed Sophronia’s arm within his own.
years he lias been a patient sufShe did not object.
He entertained her came twice a day to see him, bringing ferer from paralysis. The lioston Herald says
marvellously well. His knowledge of the her father or mother, and always taking ■Mr Giles' declining )ears are being made easy
world was extensive and his education j some delicacy and doing whatever a kind
by the Unitarian Association, and also by a relative
good. She began to think he was an j and generous heart could suggest. Gradu- of Mr. Giles at Hucksport. Me. He is eared for by
ally he recovered, and as soon as ho could Mrs.
angel in disguise.
Mahoney, who was a nurse in his own and his
At the end of the bridge there stood a ; be moved he was taken to her home.
wife's family for many years.” The Herald is,
;
There
he
became
well.
his
bill board.
When the two passed this.
entirely
By
we
believe, mistaken in one particular. Mr
and were well on the bridge, a shadowy patience and gentleness he won the hearts
Giles
married a Hucksport lady, and we do not
form, scarcely perceptible in the dark- of every one—except the girl’s. Hers think he has
any relatives in that place. He is a
was
won
already.
ness, emerged from behind this board and
native of Ireland and was born in 180!). As a
I
'Time
slipped away. Hardy was escrept noiselessly after them. This sneaklecturer and author he was well known in this
ing person carried a club in his hand. tablislied in business by the grateful ! State
father.
Poor
old
“Tarantula
Joe,” who,
Stepping rapidly behind Hardy, he raised
A writer iu an English Magazine estimates that
his deadly weapon and brought it down unaccountably, seemed to be a great fawith a heavy blow on the young man’s vorite with the young man. was allowed the custom of horse-shoeing costs the English na
to sit in the kitchen and drink a dozen tion
head. There was a dull, crashing thud,
every year on an average nearly >4 ">.000.000,
and Hardy sank with a groan. There champagne on the night of the wedding every penny of which might be saved if the horses
of
Morris
to John Hardy—a were allowed to
was a slight contraction of the muscles,
Sophroni.i
go unshod. A good deal has been
brilliant affair by the way.
a
and all was

gurgle,

quiet.

written from time to time in favor of

The girl heard the blow and saw her
defender stretched at her feet. She was
instantly rendered powerless and speechless by a sickening terror. Immediately
a powerful and brutal hand closed on
her throat, stopping her breath, other
shadows emerged from the darkness, a
dozen strong hands seized her, and before
she had time to offer resistance; that would
have been useless, a gag was thrust into
her mouth, half choking her.
So intently had the highwaymen been
engaged in rendering the girl helpless
and robbing her of her jewelry that they
ilid not perceive Hardy stagger to his feet.
He was dazed and uncertain The blood
poured down his face and saturated his
shirt.
A glance at the struggling form
brought him slowly to his senses.
“Has she any money?” demanded a
gruff voice.
“I can’t find any.”
‘•Take these rings otf her lingers. God!
how she struggles ! Isn’t that a watch !
Snail on to it.
Pull out those earrings

quick.”
“Han’t
tened !”

don’t know how

they

are

fas-

‘•Tear ’em out, then—you ; and hurry!”
At the moment when the robber grasped the earring to pull it rudely through
the tender llesh, a heavy club descended
crashing upon his shoulder. Hardy was
awake.
He had seized the club, which
had dropped upon the bridge, and was
wielding it with a merciless desperation
that the only protection of so precious a
charge could have inspired. The robbers
turned upon him—five in number.
Quick as a cat, and before they could
recover from the
surprise of an attack by
a man who, to all
appearances, had been
killed, he felled another with a heavy
blow upon the head. The remaining
four rushed upon him before he had time
to raise the bludgeon again, overpowered
him and bore him down. The club was
wrenched from his grasp after a desperate struggle, and laid with deadening
blows and with terrible effect upon his
face and breast.
One of the ruffians drew a knife to
plunge into Hardy’s breast, but the young
man struck it from his
hand, seized it
and drove it into the throat of the nearest robber.
This man fell with a gurgling noise, strangling with blood. Hardy
struck about him wildly with the knife,
and the robbers sprang away to escape
the cruel steel.

A few months ago

horses unshod; but

Hardy

was

reading

in

the morning paper, when a bright ray of
sunshine came in through the door, it

leaving

although

this might answer
and under certain circumstances,

places,
practice can

some

the

never

become universal.

When

horses have been accustomed to shoes, and their
hoofs have beeu fitted for them, it of course would

Hardy’s wife, the happiest and
proudest woman on the Alameda.
not do to dispense with them altogether.
It is
“My dear,” he said, “have we lived
this agitation may result, however, in uu
probable
happily these two years ?”
improved method of shoeing, less injurious to the
“Why, John, what a question !”
“And you have never regretted meet- hoof, than that uow in vogue.
The New England Commercial Travellers' Assoing the seedy stranger on Santa Clara

was

street two years and a half

ciation had .heir annual dinner at Young's Hotel,
ago ?”
“1 regret nothing, John, and you know Boston, on
Friday January i4th. About 200 sat
I didn’t know what life was until I
it.
down, and the oeeasiou was a very enjoyable one
met you. But, oh ! what a horrible night,
The President, M. B. Cole, stated that the associa
wasn’t it, John ?
tion has increased from 278 members at the start
“Awful !’•'ho ejaculated, with a broad
to a present membership of 915.
The amount of
look of mischief in his eyes.
“What makes you look that way, John 1 benefits paid on account of eleven deaths lias been
•110,Oil. The assessment of $2 per member on
Vou are so provoking.”
each death has realized $1,082 in the first ease, and
“1 am a villain, dear.”
w ith the
present membership would pay $1,830 m
“What ,i0 yOU mean ?”
ease of death.
The annual expenses per member
“Do you remember the robbers?”
“I think I do ! They nearly killed you.” has averaged $7. He called attention to the aim
of the association to he not only mutual benefit of
“They were friends of mine, dear.”
“John !” she exclaimed, stunned.
members, but to dignify the calling of the com“Absolutely true. Old “TarantulaJoe” ; mercial traveller and represent the true interests
and 1 put up a job, so that I could clean of mercantile life and of upright manhood.
’em out, become a hero and then marry |
It is pretty rough, just as vve were

you.”

She stared at him,
and incredulous.

astonished, shocked

“John!”
“It’s a fact,” he said, laughing, as he
her auger rising.
She was utterly stupefied. Then a
quick light came into her eyes. She knew
he was joking.
“Vou are fooling me, John. Vou know
that horrid club nearly killed you.”
“It was made of paper,” he explained,
still laughing.
A gloom again stole into her face, but
it was immediately dispelled by another
saw

j

about to tiikc out
oceanic

canal,

it

and

patent for

an inter-

all

foreigners to
Isthmus, to be told that
iu 1528 a Portuguese navigator, Antonio
Galvao, proposed to Charles V. to make
keep

an

off

warn

the

interoceanic

there

were

Nicaragua,
project up
Puydt took

communication.

others in the field later.

1780 Nelson

proposed

a

canal

And
In

through

and Von Humboldt took the
in

1804.

In 1841

Remv de

to Honduras to

colony
dig
Later, two men sent out
recollection.
by Guizot pronounced against the feasi“But your face was really bloody.”
“Joe got that for me at the slaughter- bility of the project, and as late, as in the
’4()'s Louis Napoleon interested himself
house.”
She was thoroughly puzzled, not know- ina
Nicaraguan canal scheme which came
ing what to think.
to naught.
But the canal will be built
“But, John, those were real hurts on
1 saw them myself. at no distant day, and this country will
your head and face.

There now!”
“Ves; and can’t you imagine how 1 received them ?”
She thought she had him cornered, but
the look of confidence in his face disheartened her.
“Well, how, then?” she asked, petulent and despairing.

a

NEWS AND

GOSSIP

Matters.

FRolI ALL

THE ATTORNEY

GENERAL'S REPORT.
General lieurv ii Cleaves, has submitted his annual report of the business of the Department of .Iu8tiee. and we herewith present to
our readers a brief abstract of its more
important
features
There have been seven life sentences imposed
during tiie past year, as follows: At the March
term, A. D., 1880. ot the 8 .1. Court in tiie County
ot Knox, Hannah Thorndike was sentenced to tiie
State Prison for life, for tiie minder of Honora
Sullivan. The crime was committed on the seeom
day of October, A. I'. 1878.
At the February term. A. 1) 1880, of the S J
Court iu tiie County of Penobscot. Joseph Bolduc
was sentenced to tiie Stipe
prison for life, for the
murder of James J. Morns
The crime was com
milted on the seventiulay ot .November, A D 1 si?t*
At the January term, A D is,So, of tho S .1.
Court iu the Count) ot Kennebec. Jason Scribner
was sentenced to the State Prison for life, for the
murder of bis child. The crime was committed
in October, A. 1). 1870.
At the September term. A. I)
1880 of (he Superior Court, iu the County of Cumberland. James
At Lowe was sentenced to the State Prison for
Lie, for the murder of his brother Joseph A. Loire
The crime was committed September db. 1871b
Jennie Fraser, indicted at Hie January term. A.
I)., 1880. of tip. Superior Court for Cumberland
county, for the crime of arson, was sentenced, at
the September term following, to imprisonment
for life
Iu the case of Patrick Hurley, cuarged with a
similar offence, tin- exceptions tiled by tbe counsel
tor respondent, were overruled by the full ( ourt,
iu July last and a life sentence was imposed a*
tiie September term. .V. 1) 188(1. of the Superior
Court in Cumberland county.
Sarah Mon:- sy was sentenced, at tiie same term,
to imprisonment for life for the murder of her in
fant child.
The whole r,!tuber of prosecutions during 'he
year was lob,:}, < t which Cumberland county fur
nishes dim, Androscoggin llo, Kennebec I:• I and
Penobscot 10b
Tiie larges: number in e::y one of
tlie otiier ‘counties was titi iu York, and tin- smallest
1 1 m Lincoln and Franklin
Cumberland. Knox.
Penobscot, and S unerset furnishes one homicide
each. There was one arson prosecution m Arons
took, d iu Cuinbcr'and, 1 in Knox. I iu Penobscot
and d in Somerset. There was one rape ease in
Cumberland and one in Kennebec. There were
Ad 1 prosecutions for violation or' tiie liquor law, < f
which Cumberland furnishes lsd, Kennebec lid.
Androscoggin Alb .Aroostook dl. Franklin I. liati
cock Id, Knox'dii. Lincoln d. Oxford ii. Penobscot
IA. Piseatauuis s, Sagadahoc IT. Someiset id.
Waldo 1. Washington 11. and York *Jo.
Of the lObd prosecutions h r the year ending
November 1. IS,so b\!l are on account >; violation
of the liquor law. Il l assault and battery, and 7 j
nuisances, making a grand total of seven*hundred
and nine prosecutions, directly and indirectly.

Attorney

chargeable to rum.
During the year

1 11 prisoners were convicted
and sentenced: OP were acquitted: DIP continued
for sentence: Ob marked low; dsu nol prossed or
dismissed ; i«",; nol prossed on payment of costs
1 quasheu; bp prisoners were sent to State prison
1 Id to jail or bouses of correction : I to the reform
school: P7d lined.
The « osts allowed by the court were •■'dO.lPOPS;
by county commission;.';': t-P/Jo... Ip, umwaut ut
hues and costs imposed was >-‘d.o|n ,SP ; tines and
costs collected -CM),Mb If.
lu Cumberland the
amount of lines and costs imposed was M l.bhUN,
and the amount collected Mo.dtlS.pii
'!*

KKD I.V

A

IiOSKEV.

John Robinson, of
young daughter ot M
Calais, is said to have been perfectly cured ot that
terrible atlliction, St \ itus Dance, siuce tin* New
Year, by means that have excited much interest
among those acquainted with the facts. Mr. Rob
insou thus relates the particulars of the strange
A

a

canal there.

build it and control it.

The New York Tribune publishes a statement in
relation to the De Eesseps Panama Canal project,
which charges that its management at Paris is in
the hands of adventurers, who are holding out to
prospective inventors promises of profits that can
never he fulfilled, while
they are pretty certain to
feather their own nests.

"My

little girl, only seven years old. suffered
every hour, night ant day. with the disease, so
that she had to be watched constantly to prevent
her tailing on the stove and dishes. The physician
who attended her said that she* must be sent to
the Hospital at Augusta.
1 related the case to an
old man whom 1 hap: cued to meet, and told him
1
how bad
tel! at sending her away. He said that
she could be entirely cured in nine days, and that
1 was a lucky man in having the moans of cure in
my own home. He told me to stand my donkey
with his head to the south : then to take’the chil*
and sit heron its back with her face to the east
and then to pass her over the donkey’s back to
wards the west, saying "l:i the name ot the
Father. Sou and Holy Cliost
Following his in
structions, I did this in nine mornings before
breakfast. On 11.• third morning the child began
to improve and the donkey began to take the disease
From that time t*> the end of the nine da\ s
the child grew rapidly better and the donkej’ grew
: died on
woisc m proportion until
Monday, the
10th. after frightful suffering from the disease
The child is now perfectly restored, having no
trace of its trouble.
Tnese are the facts, and all
the neighbors are witnesses.”
\

1'iMn

i- isu

sioiu.

Twelve years ago last .July while engaged iu
mackerel fishing in flu* schooner Lady Lincoln of
Kockport. Mass. Capt. Gen B McLane master,
laying off Seguiu <* the Nibbath day. it appeared
that the fleet to the windward was raising mack
erel
The captain then threw bait for the purpose
of raising a “school." lie hail not thrown much
bait before lie discovered a shark about ten rods
distant coming directly for the schooner.
By
means ot
a gall* the captain soon landed him on
deck, lie weighed about ninety pounds and as
this kind <>t fish is ot no value the captain concluded to take out his liwr and throw him overboard
As everyone knows the shark is very hard t- ki!i.
and although the liver or’this one was in a bucket
on deck, when thrown over the rail he swam <df
as if nothing had happened.
I> it now comes the
most interesting part of the narrative. After we
worked to the windward some two miles and
while ill 1 hands were ut the rail am tiler shark was
seen coming towards us.
The captain seized the
gaff and stood by for him and soon had the plealire of landing him on deck, when what was our
surprise to tind it was the same shark which hah
been caught more than three hours before
The
captain said he guessed the shark had come back
after his liver ami lie should have it Accordingly,
assisted by one of the crew the liver was returned
to its original place, the body was sewed up and
thrown into the sea. and he swam off apparently
much pleased with the recovery of his lost liver.
The most remarkable part of this narrative is that
it is strictly true in every particular.
A CHILI* Ml'RDKRKU

His

on

Travels.

LETTER NUMBER FIVE.

Charleston, 8. C.
1 closed my last letter in order to fight a duel,
but as the party apologized, or rather his owner
did. for iiio principal was a mule that kicked me,
I let ihe matter drop, we'i knowing that if my
Northern blood got roused, that I was liable to
have the nose bleed.

1

glad the thing
anybody.
certainly expected to
am

was

settled for 1 do hate to kill

find
Speaking of duels, I
people down iiere. armed with a lasso and
bowie knife, with eleven blood hounds at their
heels burning Northerners, just as they do wild
these

horses

OVER THE STATE.

ease:

The

night."

Maine

pitched

“Yes—well, what?”
“When I went back to join the boys

By a dexterous kick Hardy succeeded
in sending the knife Hying otl'the bridge,
and immediately thereafter, having pushed his assailant against the other railing,
suddenly picked him up and threw him
headlong into the mud beneath. It was

“Absolutely.”
pliment

“You remember tbe fellow I
into the mud ?”

ing.

pression in your face —please don't turn
away. Thank you. Apart from the consideration that you should have an escort
over (lie Guadalupe
bridge
“You know where 1 li\ e then, it seems ?”
“Certainly; and your name also.”
“And you are a stranger here ?"

My garden is a vanished dream.
Dead in the waning moon's cold beam.
Clear icicles above it gleam :
And yet—1 know not bow
My flowers will hear the dropping rum
When Spring reneweth hill and plain,
And then it shall be mine agaiu :
It is Clod’s garden now.
[Rose Terry Cooke, in Harper’s Magazine fov Feb.
A

Let
un-

derstand my apparent rudeness.
I am a
stranger here. I have been unfortunate.
There was such a kind, womanly ex-

Now falls a cloud of sailing snow’,
The bitter winds of w inter blow,
No blossom dares its cup to show
Barth folds them in her breast :
A shroud of white, a virgin pali,
Is slowly, sottly, hiding all:
In vain shall any sweet wind call
To break their silent rest

Hut soon a strong blow with the
clenched hand upon Ins arm caused his
weapon to drop from his grasp. The
two men closed, and a determined strugensued for the possession of the knife.
The others darted to seize it, when a
kick in the face from Hardy’s boot
stretched one of them full length upon
the bridge.
The contest on both sides was desperate.
It was no longer robbery but murder. The girl attempted to render her
brave companion some assistance, but
she was brutally thrust against the rail-

were

Beneath the strong unclouded blaze
Of long and fervent summer days
Their colors smote the passing gaze.
And dazzled every eye
Their cups of scented honey dew
Charmed all the bees that o’er them dew,
And butterflies of radiant hue.
Paused as they floated by.

firm, deliberate, polished, gentlemanly
A tramp will not go away empty-handed from
bearing of the man. The stranger exthe good man s door—not if he can reach an over
hibited a kindly, patient dignity that
coat from the hall rack
would have made a California girl, with
Dr. Kennedy.
a spark of adventure and romance, think
Would have it understood that, while he is
engagtwice before she rejected his advances
ed in the introduction of his medicine (Favorite
summarily.
Remedy), he still continues the practice of his pro“That is true, sir,” she said, “1 have
fession, but conliues himself exclusively to Office no doubt.
But that is no reason why 1
lie
treats
all
diseases
of
a chronic char
practice.
shouldn’t put an end to this interview by
acter, and perforins all the minor and capital opersaying, onceforall, I decline your escort.”
ations of

man’s will. She turned to leave, scornfully. lie promptly stepped to her side.
Of course she was greatly angered at this
persistent impertinence, and turning upon
him with Hashing eyes, she said;
“I thought I had said enough, sir, to
put a gentleman on his honor. You place
me in a false position.
Your impertinence
is extremely distasteful to me.
1‘lease leave me."
So said her tongue. Her eyes said:
“You haven't got the nerve to go any
further." He said (as by this time they

In summer-time how fair it showed !—
My garden by the village road.
Where tierv stalks of blossom glowed.
And roses sottly blushed ;
With azure spires, and garlands white,
Pale heliotrope, the sun’s delight,
And odors that perfumed the night
Where’er the south wind rushed.

George

the plains, but alas: 'twas not so. In
much resemble a Yankee
aud although 1 have no doubt but what they would
on

personal appearance they
much enjoy

drinking

down

Northern

a

at

man

every meal, provided they could get him dissolved, stil! one hears less politics her# in a day than
he does with

us every hour.
As far as National
concerned, they appear to care but lit
tie ; but the old familiar "all we want is just to be
let alone," still greets the ear every time politics

politics are

They

mentioned.

are

whites,

a

have

to

seem

attend to their State

to

great desire

a

flairs just

they,

as

the

lit.

see

large sized surprise awaited me. iu re
relationship of the white man and the
negro. I do not mean the blood relationship, for
that is too deep a subject lor me to tackle, hut
their social position
Starting out a Republican
myself, at the beginning of tiie war. I have been
Another

gat'd

tiie

to

told that I

"loved the nigger." till i became about
did, aud 1 considered that if we of

convinced that i

tiie North loved him, that they of the South hated
him. and 1 came hero expecting to see him fired
of ears, excluded from places of amusement,
aud cowed down like a whipped dog.
1 learned,
on;

with

surprise,

that

we

of tiie North do

■

.<

love the

negro, however much we may admit iiis right'There is an inborn prejudice in us against him
that we cannot get over, feeling all the time that,
it is nothing hut a prejudice. Iiut .hey tl>> love
him down here. They want hiui about them

they depend upon him. and take
his

being

about than

lot of pet

dogs.

a

They

incut,

they trade

the

nver

uotiee of

no more

gentleman

North does of

attend the

places of amuse

a

the counters beside the best of

at

the South, (not the bran and middlings. hut tiie Hour A they occupy seats in steam
and horse cars, and make themselves as numerous
oi

rney piease. \\ nen it comes to political rights,
1 cannot give an opinion, not having seen the
workings of an election, but socially, they are ten
times better treated than the Northern carpet-bagas

gei who takes his money here and tries to help
build up the cities, as well as to benefit himself. 1
am

treating my readers to a political haiaiigue.
simply telling them ’now these things looked

not

but

who had never been South before, and who
had such different ideas when I landed
Tlmre
seems to be a sort of a formula with which
every
to me,

Southern

l talked with

begins

It is this

was

man

conversation.

five, who went into the
and

of the last

one

private,
well

war

whipped
we

ed.

United

one

I

long.

fought a."
the worst

t

oi

came

in tin; Southern

man

glad

the tap of the drum
I enlisted as a

at

surrender.

t..

but did not remain
1 knew how. and

as

his political
the first

one of

had the

war.

we

earth.

1 don’t

here in

our

1 am

Confederacy I at
glad slavery is abolish

lick any nation on top of the
who is President, but down
States, we want to be iet alone.

can

care

own

Won’t you take something
1 found a pleasant acquaintance in the person of
Mr. A. McCobb Jr., a commission merchant on
Fast Bay St., and our consignee, and to him 1 am

greatly indebted

for many acts of kindness shown
a Lincolnvilie
boy. but later

Mr. McCobb is

me.

resident of Camden.

a

He

came

here about Id

years ago, and

engaged in the commission business,
dealing chiefly in hay. lime, brick and cement,
lie is

live Yankee, which I consider the highest
him, and he enjoys the

a

compliment that I can pay
reputation of an honorable

business gentleman.

curious reminiscence of the

A

was

war

shown

to-day. On the top of two tall granite gate
posts, by the side of an iron foundry, were two
ten inch shells, on which was painted in white
letteis these words: *1'. S. pills, administered to

me

Battery Wagner
they operated.

in

I did not learn how

1 attended the theatre, of which there is but one,
Academy of Music, andsaw Fannie
Davenport in Annie Dickenson's play of the Amer-

John K Owen’s
<iiri.

ican

I went

more

to

see

the fair

sex

in the

audience, than

anything else. Privately, 1 do not
think that they can touch the Northern girls,
either in looks or style, but they will beat them to
death on temper. Fin told. Neither were they up
bolstered as expensively, or as stylishly, and 1 was

grieved

that many of them still did their
1 noticed that a fair
French twist.
proportion of the male sex went out between the
ads, to learn where the tire wa>. and came back
smelling quite fragrantly of pepper mint, which led
to

see

hair up in

a

to surmise that it must have been a
drugstore*
1 almost felt at home, when the orchestra
played

me

consecutive tunes, which the Searsport band
play when they came over to help us elect
Jar field last fall.

two

used to
<

Charleston has nine hanks, two of which

are

in

liquidation.

She gets her water by the aid of an
well. 1 noticed quite a number of

artesian

churches, where the portico extended over the
side walk, the pillars being on the outer side of
the walk. I did not learn whether walking

through

this portico constitutes goii.e to < hurch
:iot, if it does, 1 wish the fashion would extend
north.

or

The cotton, when it comes into tho city, is in
It is hauled to the store houses on
the docks and weighed, marked and sampled, and
then taken tothe cotton compresses where its bulk

large bales

is reduced

more

than

back to the dock, and

one

halt.

ready

It is then hauled

ship

I was told
gentleman from Port Royal, S C.. about
which region tin* celebrated Sea Island cotton is
raised, that they simply bag that, only pressing it

by

is

to

a

There is something very revolting to every hu
man instinct in such a scene as that presented for
several days in the court at Machias, Me where
a little
boy of nine has been on trial h r the s<» much as a man's weight, as it was said to demurder of another little boy ot eight. What can
stroy the fibre t-> press it hard, and the shippers
the Grand Jury, the prosecuting attorney, the
judge and all the rest be thinking of to bring to preferred to pay the extra freight, rather than
the bar of justice on so terrible a charge, a child
have the bulk reduced bv the common press even.
who has scarcely graduated from petticoats, ami
The police force ot the city are uniformed, and
who cannot possibly have any comprehension of
are both white and colored.
1 had a funny expo
the awful crime laid at his door, or the guilt ami
penalty attached to it ! We shudder when we read rienee with one, who was an Irishman, in con
the speech of the attorney for the prosecution,
wrsatiou with him. in asking him some questions
urging the jury not to forget their duty to tinman
ity. picturing the feelings ot the mother of the about tiie city, he saw that I was a stranger and
dead boy when she saw his bleeding corpse, and
he said to me, “An’ might I arsk when* yees be
laying stress upon tin1 contradictory stories told
?" 1 toid him in the state of Maine
Ho
by the accused child, his attempt to conceal the longs
body, and a boyish quarrel between the two a day looked at me and his eyes began to open and
or so before the occurrence, as evidence of a dc
waving his hand at me he began to go off side
liberate intention to murder. We have not spue*
ways, saying as he went. ••Go way wid yees, go
nor patience to review the evidence in this ex
traordinary ease, though it deserves notice that a ’way wid yees!
Pretty soon he came back and
considerable number of the witnesses believe the
stood looking at me. and tiualiy said. •An'yeT
occurrence to have been accidental.
But suppose |
from Maine ! Well be God, it's the furst one of
the accused child, in a moment of baby anger
Then
with a playmate, struck him a blow which proved | yees that 1 over saw from there, well, well
to be fatal, or shot him with a pistol foolishly left | he said, ‘‘An’ may l arsk
yees one more question !"
1

told him

close to

liberation, wicked malice, and a full auu intelli
gent purpose to take life in revenge for a petty
Such a trial is an insult to the intelligrievance

gence and humanity of the community and a
travesty upon justice. If society cannot*find any
better way of dealing with impulsive and passion'
ate little boys than to put the whole machinery of
the law in operation to convict them of murder,
it is sorely in need of reconstruction.
\

DOCTOR

IN

A

TRAP.

Oil the coldest morning of the present winter
when the thermometer indicated twenty degree*
below zero, one of our Richmond physicians
repaired to his barn for the purpose of stopping a
rat hole in a huge grain chest.
In order to get at
the work, the Doctor was obliged to crawl into the
chest. No sooner was he fairly into it. than tin*
huge lid came down with a bang, the hasp caught
over a staple on the outside, aud the unfortunate
man was left for nearly two hours,
struggling to
release himself, and bawling for help,
llis ab
sente having alarmed the family, his daughter, a
young child, was sent to see what had become of
"her parent Imagine her surprise when, in answer
to her calls tor
Papa," a sepulchral voice was
heard desiring in piteous accents to be let out
The child hastened to liberate her parent, and the
Doctor rejoined his anxious family, a sadder and a
wiser man. [Richmond Bee.
A

WOMAN THAT WORKS

The champion woman-farmer of Maine, so far as
heard from, is a woman at Minot Center, who has
herself cut and yarded ten cords of sled length
wood, this winter ! She is a stout, strong. Scotch
woman, about
years of age, with a hand like a
New York alderman’s. Her husband is living, but
past hard work, being over 70 years of age. She
carries on successfully a large farm, doing nearly
all the work he; ’elf. Last spring she loaded up "a
big cart with manure, put on the oxen, drove them
to the field and spread it all herself.
She comes
to market in Lewiston, frequently, aud is shrewd
at a bargain. She allows the old gentleman to lead
a slippered life, wliilo she
lets her own broad
shoulders bear all the burden, and enjoys it.
Journal.
[Lewiston
Horrible

Work

of

an

Insane

Woman.

Detroit, Jan. 17. A shocking tragedy occurred
Lapeer, a village ten miles north of Detroit last
evoning. Mrs. Barnard went to the house of Rev.
E. Curtis, a Baptist minister, attacked his wife
aged bo, threw her down, poured gasoline over
at

her clothes and set her on tire. She lived but a
few minutes. Mr. Curtis until last year was pastor at (ireenville. in this State, for several years
Mrs. Barnard is the wife of a prominent lumberman of Greenville and aged 40.
It is believed by
many that she is insane from religious excitement.
She is under arrest.

whisper

many as lie pleased, ami he came
and lowered his voice to almost a

as

me

and said.

An'

single wote wid yees !"

did Gineral Hancock get a
I told him that he got a!

half the votes of the State, and he threw up
his hands and said. “Me God yees don't tell me
*!•••!. 1 thought ho didn't get a wote !" and ho went
otf as surprised as it he had seeu and talked with
most

an angel.
He told me that during the war sugar
sold for £’><> per pound and flour >oi)n a barrel, and
that at the surrender ot Chatauooga, flour went up
t<> G)U<>. This was in Confederate
money of course

1 learned from others that what he said wijs true
•Greenbacks'
all! that's the stuff; it's the? finest money in the

speaking of greenbacks he said,
wurld!"

gentlemen

Tho

In-re ride horseback

and Mr McGobb insisted

a

great deal,

my accepting the use
ot his horse, which lie assured mo was a
very easy

riding

animal

man, who

was

on

in his olliee

quite polite

was

another gentle
but who was

to me.

considerably the

reverse of tongue tied, insomuch
that 1 dubbed him the "man witii the iron jaw"
He too insisted un my riding and by some remarks
he made, I gathered that my courage was being

questioned,

and

feeling that the reputation of
(and feeling very much as if I
too) I mounted the ridgepole of

Maine was at stake
were

at the

stake

the animal, and took a reserved scat where 1 had
a good view of the surrounding
country.

My horseback experience dates back some ways.
About my last riding was upon a line back brindlo
cow. who was a tritle light headed in her heels*
and who insisted on
built

jumping

out

ot

the pasture ;

board fence around her head, so that
her eyes didn't do her any more good than if she
didn't have any. Her motto was “Look Before
You Leap,' and after we built that fence around

so we

her,

as

a

she could not look she did not leap. 1 usod

to get on her and ride her to and from the pasture.
As 1 remember it now. my father never knew it :
somehow I alwavs forgot to tell him about it
Well, if any one wants to know how it felt, 1
would say to him that if he will turn a buck saw
up side down and sit himself on the teeth of tho
he will get a fair idea of the
thing_ with one

saw.

trial.
W hen a man gets on

a

horse after

a

long lapse

years, he does not feol acclimated at first.

of
It

to him that his tenure of office
may be
but once bisected across that saddle. 1 de
termined to stay there 'ill 1 was
and

seems

short,

superceded,
relinquish my seat unless it was severely
contested
My friend shouted “come on." and
gathering up the lines I started after him. with
that happy, jot ful sensation that a man staits out
not to

to

propose to

a

giil, when

he

considers that there

is

a large
majority of her opposed to him. As 1
bring that ride of about ten miles to mind (and l
J' bring it to mind
every time I sit down) it seems

to

that 1 did not catch the motion of the horse.
1 understand the theory of
riding perfectlv; one
me

rise and tall with the gait of the horse 1
got the rise and fall all right, only 1 put them in
in the wrong place
That horse, after he found
who was on him. would throw me
up about a foot
and then, instead of
letting me come down alone,
he would come up half
way to meet me. and when
we met 1 was
grille less tall than 1 was before.
^ hen 1
got back to the schooner, after that ride.
I found myself
pounded together so that my spine
was only about
eight inches long by the chronometer.
Capt. Perkins laid me tin dock, and with a
wafch ta'kle and windlass
pulled me out
wants to

again,

and then 1 went down into the cabin and
proceed
ed to remove the spanker of
my shirt from under
my collar, and get what other cloth? s had gone up
there to escape being pounded to death, and
the aid

by

o1

salve and lint and skin grafting. I

am

gradually getting round again: but t consider
horse back ruling too violent exercise for a man of
my delicate health
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Fr<»m the report of the i -’» Cunmissioneis.
Me-srs Stillwell and Mirth, it
appears that there*
was a tota. ot
thirty prosecutions for violations of
the li.-hen laws previous to November I. which
number greatly excee ded the record of any } ear
Mime the establishment ot t! e *dlice of (' minis
Moner ol Fisheries in t f is Mate.
1 .o re ale
tseLow :u the hau is «»t warders
against persons for
kiiiirg moose. •!< er. caribou ai d w de« -ek in eb-setime: for snaring grouse or
•partridge.’' :rintn:'r
deer with dogs, and netting ducks
Five hundred placards. giving lTiy
etc,
l'T fish and game. hav
been iisin;>;.u d
..ugh
«

..

••

t

rs

able to issue g pamphlet form next vear a
e -mplete
copy ot ad our1 Sbatc .aw > relating t.• fisli
and game, revksed and cod-:;. d
Har-i.y a\ear has
passed «it hoi t some change it; oei tislierv laws.
>pc*-iai ,aws nave h-eu enacted troii. time to time,
and some are still n force while others are not
New iaw> have h-.-et: eiiai ted. and old ones remain
»•' 1-uco unless
repealed by the vaen- expiossi-.n.
ail laws inconsistent w r.a this act are liere! v reThe Commissioners have
pealed
employed a
skillful lawyer to make a revi.-ii ;* and »•<**Jilit all- :i
< fail our laws
to
relating iish am: game, and proI art* ti;e same ft.r publication, with, t,«*t»*-i. refer
*mv’-s, t-v.
The work will cover the period from
,S'-° to In-o inclusive, u; 1 u \\ !-e an authellai.il valuable pul-im.i:;.-:; :vr t.he it b-roLce of
lawyers and future legislators as w. IF. s t w.*rk
’hat is la eded for the use o' justices, wardens.
,<•
< >m mission ms and
others n; tie- perlormauce
duties connected with the P.q irtment i Fishmn
and <iame
i he total number of ti-1 eggs n 1
< 1;
n
Maine this winter will .»«• :.:. .i t
!ll4.n.
Sever t hundred salmon. tak< ;
IF eks;
: ,i
purposes of propagation, have be- i: .ane’h-d w.;r
piatimnii tags allixed to the deism hi.. A record
each of these salmon have been
kej i. ami eaeli
tag has ;*. reference number
The Commissioners request that am or>e obtain
mg possession or knowledge of i;;,\ of tin s,' uu.:-k
ed salmon at
any future liim will send the tag t
th Commissioners, or tot 0
But ks
Atkins, Es
port, with such account a- may he po-sit le
Pin*
4
mmissioners hop.* h>. yearly marking a!! tinadult salmon caught and fmera’ied in the ivm,!
scot river to learn more of iheir habits
Besides the desire to obtain
e.< rv
report
marked salmon that may be .aught m th tutuiv,
the Commissioners wish’ e.-p.
blv thm w
<-r
possible some of these salmon mm’he d<'liw-i-. .:
alive to Mr C
Atkn.sat Buekspo. to
pi ... ,1
in the breeding establishment at « h'
An
extra price will be
for
these
pma
he

-.

"l'is an ill wind that blows nobody any pood
The abundant fall of snow presages bountiful bar
for the farmer in 1*81, and gladdens the
heart of the lumbermen in its guarantee of swollen streams upon which to lloat his logs to the
mills.
The Commercial says that Wednesday night,
Jan. l!»th, was one of the coldest of the winter in
Bangor and vicinity.
The breakwater to be built in Rockland harbor
is to be in two parts One is to extend south from
the eastern point of Jameson’s Point. 1,050 feet
from the bank, into live and a half fathoms of
water.
The other breakwater is to extend from
the buoy on South Ledge, north. 02 degrees east.
C>50 leet. in an average depth of about 30 feet of
water at high tide.
The breakwater is to be of
rubble, with rough faced granite at the top. At
the uase t will he about 150 feet wide and prob
ably * to 10 feet at the top. Some $40,000 more
than has been appropriated will be required
John <■ Farr, on trial at Portland for wife mur
d- r was found guilty of murder in the first degree
at d sentenced to imprisonment at hard labor tor
1 iI• at Thomastou. He took his sentence very
vests

calmly.
lion Samuel E Smith died in Wiscasset Jan
Cist. alter a long illness, at the age of forty-seven
He was the oldest son of ex Gov. Smith, a gradu
ate (if Harvard College, class of 1*54, a lawyer of
prominence at the Lincoln Bar and a member of
the State Senate in 1*71.
The Lewiston Journal has issued a small pamphlet containing statistics of Lewiston and Auburn
manufactures for 1**0
The total manufacturing
capital of Auburn was $C,000.000. of which £1.000.
000 was employed in shoe manufacturing. In Lewiston the capital invested in manufacturing was
£. .C00.Ooo. and $55,000,000 yards of cotton goods
were

produced

The Aaron Me Kenney will case at Saco, of which
mention was made last week, has been decided
1 he jury alter being out about two hours returned
a
verdict sustaining the will and setting aside the
odic.l. The amount of property devised was about
>15,000.
At the annual meeting of the Sagadahoc Association lor the protection of lish and game, the committee appointed to solicit subscriptions for migra
ton ijuail. reported as to the result of their work,
which has been very gratifying, as they succeeded
in purchasing and placing within the limits of the
association about three hundred and lifty birds.
The birds hatched out their young in several instances known to the committee, and the past fall
had made a good increase
The executive committee were instructed to report at the next meet
i:.g as to the ways and means of stocking the rivers
a.id brooks with lish, and protecting the cause.
The M aine Mining Journal is surprised t hat (iov
> rum- Plaisted made no allusion to the mineral res'
net's «;t the State
.Mrs White, an elderlv widow living in Bath,
u .i«i- ad at the foot of the stairs in her
;
hi use
Frida\* morning. She had fallen down
s' ns in the night and fractured her skull.
L v Mr I. -ob's farewell sermon at the Congre
it j•»: .1.
!.. Augusta, drew a crowded house
11 s dosing words of farewell were
Miti'l.iy
v
At the conclusion of the morning
r; affecting.
rvice a iarg«- number of the parishioners gather
<
around the pastor, and bade him ail affectionate
-j .n,l live" and "God speed."
The
;o\\

Tm*

State

capital.

PI.AISTED'S STAFF.

following

have been named to compose
<i ■v-rnor Piaisted’s stall’:
Brigadier Gen George
1. 1 hMi. "i Norway. Adjutant General, acting
M
it
; P
M General; Brigadit
General John J
F i.eh. o: Portland. Inspector General : Colonel
I;eis L Hitchcock, of Rockland, burgeon Gen
• :<tl:
( ei. John D Anderson, of
Gray. Judge Ad«t’ • General: Col Frank P Pullen, of Bangor,
c v.m.ssarv General; Col
E (
Farrington, of
F: \eburg. Inspector of Ritle Practice. Aides de
ruu:p: Lieut Col I.ynian b Strickland, of HoulLieut
Col
Robert A
Frye of Bethel:
F u! I'd Joseph E Badger, of Augusta: Lieut
< "i
Ci.arlvs R Whidden, of Calais: Lieut Col
1. "d. Perkins. of Lewiston : Lieut. Col Frederick
il Strickland, of Bangor
Maj. Samuel A. Berry.

Peering, Military Secretary.

*■
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niE Will or the late a.
Le last will ar.il testament

Mu' .' S .1 Gallagher. Agent b r Slate Pensions,
reports that the sum appropriated for pensions in
l"'1 was r Jo.uoo; amount expended SIS bub;
n iiubcr of applications received ssn,
which 113
were lrum invalid soldiers and seamen, and db.'i
fn-ii: widows
The number allowed was b!M>:
n :mb« r not allowed •J'C
Average pension to each
Of those to whom pensions
peison >3 per month
have been allowed the past year 1 1 have died and
three .have remarried
There have been ltd new
claims put in and there has b< mi a larger number
of applications than for any year since 1^71.

i.mw

NOTES.

the
.1 1)
Governor Plaisted signed Senator elect Hale’s
Brown o: Portland is dated. March id. Is:;. m.d
cert m ate Thursday
codicil. February FF Is;-.*
....
yj
i(,.v
Mr Lu'oi. t Fusion) of Camden, presented reso
iu-Ms are contained m the will
ho Mis Brown
lu'i.'iis in the House, Thursday, expressing sym•he family mansion entire, wifi; .hi the
fi.runun
■»Dl1 th.. librarv. as u-.-l! as i-aw-atlmitf cciaiueu pathy with Ireland
Petitions asking for protection or' lish in lakes
t.iereiu as it now stands, and "the ‘'rounds <»n
and streams in all parts of the State have been
which it is situated, daung her lift*: tin- sue of
p ured into the Senate and 11 mse. They are too
>•»'*.otH) to her and her heirs forever. Tne>.- innumerous to mention.
quests are in lieu ot -i• iuvr
1\> n
vu-j. I'hih.p
<i
R Skollirld and 13d others of Harpswell want
II and John AI the Falmouth hotel as it m-w
u iiivision of that town and the
incorporation of a
stands : theAF-rtou i lock, n the
ram of C< ingress
i.ew town.
and Brown streets: the bl, ek ,t -t-uv* h
the
L- g'.siation is asked for to deline what is a barrel
Altddle street adjoining t.■«* IF;:,
northerly side
i herring, and a
bounty on bears and hawks is
son lot.
To Philip II Brown t
sum ot .-Iom.iihd
demanded.
To John Al Brown the sum ol >|ou.ti!!o
y,. the
The following have been appointed a committee
daughter. Airs Ellen Clifford, the sun. ,-f shii.OOo
on temperance—Messrs Morrill of
I he block on the
Augusta. Goss
northerly corner of ( oiigros- .-.ml "f Batin Fisher of Booth
bay, Cook of Lewiston,
Bmwn streets and the Mini d s.un.uiio are
to be
Livermore
of
of
Palmyra, and
Bradley, Lary
hehl in trust for th- •-netit of Mrs Chib id. To
W neeler of Fasten
••ach ot his grand el. b ft. the sum of
s.yiMM)
Governor Davis had one .ess aid than Governor
the Maine Ceneral
Hi'-pitai. -A.ouo y,, tp,.
Planted iias appointed.
Of the gentlemen com
1 ;.iii*i 1-emale Urplian A •> bon "-.‘.ooit
y,. jjj,«
poking the stall’, besides General Beal, only Messrs
-eutm-n tor the .viicf ..t Indijem
Women
ibdh-n.
I
Anderson
and
Perkins
were in the army,
Wool Soej,.tv >-j 000
} ** the Portland W
'hu I'-oks in van: fora telegram from General
To the Portland Institute ami Public' F
-brary Hancock approving the sentiments expressed by
•j-1" '* i the Alamo Mi-.-iouary S <. i* t \ sj.eo
G.i 'eriior Plaisted of Maine in Ins address.
1-- tne Poriland Benevolent >
e:etv v.ynF
]
th.
Among the petitions received Friday were some
Portland Dispcr.sarv. >.hou.
ray ing for restrictions against the catching of
I ATH FEELS AN
aiewives and salmon in Denny's river, and in reKAi;TH'Jt'ARE SH«r'K.
lation !■ * smelt tishing in the Kennebec \u order
l»Aiii Jiiii. *21. A shock oi'
Instil
earth.juiiK,-.
" as also
dhout ten -cuds, was idt
passed relating to enacting a law giving a
tii--n
throughout t;
h:
biu
Jo last evening.
Tliere was at lirs! ;t !,. ;d re
nty on dog lish
Petitions are still coming in asking tor the sub[I'irt. followed i»y a rumbling end as of a heavy
team «uer frozen ground
mission to the people of a constitutional amendThe winnows lattic'd
and distant o>eillations were felt.
ment that shall forever place the matter of
proln
I he Bath limes
says
.Man)- w< re startled limn •"Gun beyond the reach of any possibility of any
tin*
it-iurioius
s.eeji by
unusual mystifying sound and jar. the
change.
cause ot which the.
Among the bills presented Friday was one to
c-‘»iild‘i;..t satistact.-I'ii, >
plain other than hy attributing it to an earthquake amend s -c ions JJ and Jo of chapter J7. as ameudor explosion
d by eliapler J1 ■> of the public iaws of 1^77, and
To people who had imt retired and
u- inrther amended
were sitting
by sections J and 3 of chapter
qiu.diy in their houses the sound an
'.
L «.f the
peared somewhat like thunder, faint at first, but
public laws of LSSb. so as to allow the
Hdle
of
eider
lor
gradual!\ increasing ;n volume.
tippling, as well as other purposes.
aecompani<-d h a
rattling Dot jus. like anything eke hut somewhat
sueii a noise as if chains were
being draped llV,.r
Clippings.
1 he thunder like roar iuer. sed
gr«nn 1
1 he Fusionists are
intensity, iomses were felt to vibra'o. iurhi orn.t
finding it harder to bear the
menls on sin Ives were seen to
move.
Die climax 'h>graee «*f the *‘couut out" conspiracy than ever
was reached in a loud
before,
j
Farmington Chronicle.
explosive sound. Ike whole
not occupying more than four
or hie ..,„|s
1
low
he
rates of interest at which Maine has
■borne describe the sound like the
rolling of „ t.lt.ie
to bori )W money is an indication that
or a bed on castors
strength as it moved,
gathering
have no fear that a State which has
and coming m collision with the wall with
a m
( capitalists
■,,h excellent credit will
den and loim eoncui-sioi:
adopt the financial here
•v
■>: tiie present Executive.
[Boston Journal.
People coming from the country report like
perienees. In the Irelanddisiriet'of tim inwn Mr
f
Bangor Courier finds fault with the message
Ucu F \\ right, a
milkman, reports that hi- fam- b< r.itise it does not allude to Temperance or Eduny were startled from slumber by the noise md
s- mu
11 is rather singular that Governor Blais*
vibration accompanying ;t. which »■«,,, utc
t< •[ should have ignored these
Mam
questions entirely.
felt
At Harding's station the shock
manifested
[Gardiner Home Journal.
y
Itself
in like manner, and
from parties living well
iitgu to Hrunswiek we hear similar
..et it be placed t
Senator Hamlin's credit in
reports
J he shock was noticed in
t!;er>e latter da\s of political
Woolwich I’hipsbnrg
corruption and de
lopsham How ion.ham. Wir.throp ami limbniond
that
at
the
end
of more than forty
p-ueracy,
years
in high office, and a life of
(A similar shock was noticed in thiseountv on
comparative frugal
t:i“ morning of dan :id
1.1! its. with
In Belfast ,t was thought
opportunities of helping himself such
to oe thunder, hut m
u> lew men have
Brooks it was decided to’ f,
had, his old age tiuds him with
an
earthquake Kd. Journal ]
lily moderate means. [Lewiston Gazette, I)ein.
■■

■

-■
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■
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I he .Maine Indians make main of
the quaint
colored baskets used I v the New York
artists
1 be Castiue Packing
Company shipped liltilt
cases of canned
goods on the Lewiston, last week
Mr. Hale will be the first I idled
States Senator
bom Maine whose residence was
east of the
I'e
noliseot iliver at the time of his election
An Auburn lady is
writing a nov.-l the scenes ot
which are laid on the Maine coast
|t js ,,,

published next summer.
i'he Whig says that the

wile
Samuel J. Hath
oru ot Bangor, a member of
Bine Tree Lo bn.
llat' rt'et‘ived
sum of tw-olbooand dollars, the amount of the death
benefit mod
by the Supreme Lodge.
in the American deaf and dumb
asylum. Hart
lord. Conn there are forty
pupils from Maine. Jl
males and lit iemaies. Two were
admitted the
[iast year. The State paid last vear for rlothin*
travelling expenses, etc yfpil.7i,
111.; Luite.i States Commissioner of
Forestry
who has investigated the
dying of spruce trees'in
Northern Maine, gives as bis
opinion that it is due
to the effects .fa severe
gale several years ago to
the lavages of insects and other
agencies.
Tlie catalogue of Bowdoin
college for lssu si is
The
published.
institution contains -Jolt students
of whom Hid are in the medical
department
There are fit seniors, an juniors, J7
sophomores
and II freshmen
i he receipts
t s77,.i,iiii from
Mrs. .Stone of Malden and y'lOJIW from
Henry

Wtukley

of
>..b b from

Philadelphia

acknowledged, bo
other sources, amouutiiig m all
are

.sides, >
to SI-20.:{7,)
Lewiston has about tSlMJ.IKin
spunlles or about
one thirty sixth of the
spindles in the United
States
VVitlnn ten years Lewiston will nrului
bly increase her spindles to 4(H).(tO() There are
in Maine bTti.SSj
spindles, nearly half of which
are in Lewiston.
Maine uses l|-j.';ti,| hales of cot
ton per year, and
employs II..(IS persons iu the
manufacture of cotton goods.
Lake Maranoeook promises to be a
popular resort for pleasure parties and
excursionists the eon
ing season, the grounds have been "nuch itu
proved since the last regatta and three steamers,
including the Yosemite. which is capable of earning several hundred persons, will ply the lake
No pains have been spared by the Railroad
com
pany in beautifying tbe grove
Some of the leading < iti/ens of t’astino are mak
ing an effort to raise funds to build a arge hotel
uear Dice's Head
They propose to form a corpo
ration under the general law.
The estimated
cost, when tinished, 1- jgo oimi. the same to he di
vided into lono shares at twenty dollars each
The
hotel will he called the West End Hotel.' unless
the organized corporation should decide on a
different name
Norway, January IP A delegation from
Bridg
ton, Harrison and Naples met Mr J Stevenson
assistant, superintendent of th-. Grand Trunk, here
at noon. Wednesday, with a view of
opening rail
way communication with their lowns They want
a road from West Bethel
through Waterford’by the
Lakes to Portland. No definite
arrangements
were arrived at
Considerable quantities of pressed
hay are being
shipped from Rockland to Boston, on the steamers
by Knox county farmers.
Mr Theodore Beane,
formerly a prominent eiti
zen of Hancock
county. Maine, died in Providence,
R. 1 Wednesday. He was KS
years old, and de
scended from French stock.
Among his ancestors
the name of Simpson can be traced
through several generations to Governor Sullivan of Massachusetts
In I83li President Jackson
appointed Mr.
Beane Deputy Collector of the Port of Frenchman's
Bay, Maine, and he held the position nearly live
years. He also served as County Commissioner of
Hancock county, and was long a member of the

Masonic fraternity.

Mr Hamlin's public life has been long and honorable He lias been something more than a faithful party man, but he has always been that
In
fixedness ot purpose, and in the courage of his
convictions, lie has won a most excellent
reputa
tion : and while ho was never a
talking Senator,
nor aggressive in
his
sound
debate,
common sense
and unassailable integrity have caused him to be
respected and honored, both in the Senate and by
all throughout the land who have watched his
course
[Boston Advertiser.

Congressional Notes.
Ten candidates are in the field for the
Speakership ot thenext House. It is conceded that if Mr.
1 rve remains in the House ho can he elected.
In the House Monday a bill was introduced bv
Mi. \\ aite to regulate and license vessels
engaged
in the coasting trade and fisheries.
the I’nited States Senate
Monday a substibill was reported.
Bv
refused to consider the
hill placing General Grant on the retired list. In
the House a Congressional
apportionment bill was
reported, providing for dll members. The post
otliee appropriation bill was considered in committee of the whole.
n

tute for the Geneva award
•
vote ot
to dH it was
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Plaisted
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It
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15 May
means that the subscription is paid to
that dale. When a new payment is made, the date
will be changed to correspond, and >U B>( RIBERs
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ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears arc re-

si,

quested
A

to

forward the

sums

due.

Great Newspaper’s

is

it t

with the local

Work

of

Chanty.
Iii the current number of

Lippincott’s

An Old Journalist discusses the

Magazine

intiueuce of newspapers.

Following

a

of the London Times with

comparison

the New York Herald—the

leading daily

newspapers of the Old World and the
New—lie says:
“Has anyone ever figured the cost of the search for
stone?—of flic
Zanzibar

LivingStanley expedition from

the West Coast, when two
hundred men wen? paid, fed and clothed
.o

the Herald's expense for nearly four
years f—of the Arctic expedition, conat

of

sisting

ned and

an

armed

steamship, fully

man-

sent forth for an in-

equipped,

delinite number of years

to solve

a

Herald's

merely
geographical problem?" The

contribution of
relief
sums

fund,

*100,00(1

and

the

the

to

large

Irish

additional

collected and forwarded to Ireland

the agency of tiiat paper, are
still fresh in the public mind.
Little is
known as yet, however, of a work of

through

in which the Herald

charity

now

is and

has for

some time been engaged at home
and for which it merits ami should receive the national commendation.
Ii is

lamentable fact that organized charitable institutions, in nine cases out of ten,
do only a minimum of good at a maximum of expense.
The liberal endowa

large appropriations are too
often used for costly but [ actically useless buildings, or eaten up liv the manaments

or

gens ami assistants.
are

lurt her

clogged by

Their operations
red tape regula-

little,
Maine,

of

politics

if at

the principles of the prohibition of the manufacture and sale of

intoxicating liquors as a beverage, be submitted to the people at the next State
election in ISSxL The petition was drawn
by Leu. Xeal Dow and reads as follows—

all,

and has

The undersigned must respectfully represent to
judged this so-called message on its own
the Honorable, the Legislature, that it is highly
merits, or rather its demerits, for the lat- desirable to remove the liquor question as far as
ter quite overshadow the former. The possible from the arena of party politics. To the
undersigned it seems to bo a particularly suitable
verdict rendered by it is certainly far mode of securing this object to submit the question of prohibition to a direct vote of the people
from flattering to Governor Plaisted.
on a proposition to amend the Constitution
The

The Boston Advertiser says:
“Unless
Governor Plaisted of Maine put into his

inaugural address
in him. lie

was

undersigned, therefore,

most earnestly pray that
following proposition may be submitted to the
at
the
next
state
election
in this State, viz:
people
The manufacture for sale of intoxicating liquors
of whatever kind is and forever shall be prohibit

the

all the foolishness that

drawing

was

upon

rich

a

ed. except the manufacture of cider, which is remitted to the discretion of the Legislature. And
the sale of intoxicating liquors of whatever kind is
and shall bo forever prohibited, except for medicinal and mechanical purposes and for the arts
which shall he provided for by law through suitable agencies appointed for that purpose. The sale
of cider may lie permitted under such regulations
as the Legislature may provide.
And the Legislature shall irom time to tin
enact such laws
with whatever penalties mav b» deemed necessary
tor the entire suppression of tl.
manufacture and
sale of intoxicating liquors, w ?h the exceptions
and conditions herein specified

Countless volumes of

American state papers might be searched
revealing in the aggregate as

without

many nuggets of folly as are packed
away in this address as thickly as plums
in

Christmas pudding.

a

to be

It is

sincerely

the stock has been exhausted,
but there is room for harrowing doubts.

hoped

symptom of a let-down at the
on the contrary, evidence of ex-

no

It

hardly nueu be said that the Journal
heartily r> -operate in any movements
looking to the suppression of rum selling
and rum drinking, and for the promotion
the address and pointedly rebuking its
of temperance. Thu proposition to recommunistic teachings, concludes: “'That
move the temperance question from
poliPlaisted can be Governor is not so much
ties by submitting to the people the issue
alarming as it is disgraceful. Whatever whether or not
prohibition shall he enexplanations may be made, it is a warn- grafted upon the constitution
certainly
ing that even under the enlightenment of merits favorable consideration. Our
proNew England, there are shadows which
hibitory laws have heretofore been dicshould abate our pride as well as stimutated In a lew radical temperance
end, but,
panding wealth.” The Providence Jourmil, after reviewing the salient features of

late

activities in behalf of

our

and creditable
Boston
this
ment

"is

men,

sensible

a

political education."

who

1’he

remarkable docu-

a

in its treatment ot

eco-

of

deniagogism."

kind

cheapest

The Boston Traveller,

die in want rather than

charity,

a

apply

class who

to a

public

make tlicir destitution known
to the world.
The Herald has undertaken to supply in some degree the deor

tects in the

system of organized charities,

and to tarnish

to those who would

succor

otherwise die and make

no

sign.

It

em-

ploys

agents to investigate eases of destitution and suffering, and when satisfied
that they call for charity the facts arc
in the Herald with or without
and addresses. Contributions arc

published
names

received
fied

by

cases

the Herald for these speciand at once forwarded to

their destination.

Hut it is often found

that the notification in tne Herald has
caused relief to he promptly

extended,

without the intervention of the office.
Not

forced.

ing

fund. It

general charitable

no

simply guarantees

to which it calls

attention

that the cases

worthy

arc

of

and sees that contributions reach
them safely and speedily. In
doing this,
however, the Herald, as all must acknowl-

charity

edge, does

great deal, and much as it
has done and is doing in behalf of science,
the noble charitable work in which it is
a

engaged seems to us
higher ieeognition.
The
frauds

to call for

Prog. Age,
in

the South

when
were

ing

to count

House.
tained in

shown up, de-

Republicans
preparout eighteen or twenty Dcm
were

held certificates

to the next

How those certificates
a

election

the

clared that the
ocrats who

fuller and

number of

eases we

were

ob-

have here-

tofore stated.

The committee on elections ot the present House, has just
agreed
upon a report in a Florida ease which is

interest in this connection. They will
report that Mr. Hisbee is entitled to a

ot

seat in

Congress as Representative from
the second district of Florida. Mr. Hisbee is a Republican. Mr.
Hull, the sitting member, is a Democrat, and he

and

not

This tends to

cann

it he

en-

the laws in-

bring

laws enacted last winter furnishes
in

that

Plaisted has had the

|

It has been

point.

a

ease

dead

letter, and
stating
even (leu. low admits as much by omitsympathy ot many Republicans, outside ting eider from his
prohibitory amendof the State, because of a belief that he
ment, and leav ing the Legislature to deaf
was driven out of the party by local inwith that question.
The Maine State
11 is message has dispelled
justice says:
Temperance Convention is now in session
the delusion : a man capable of writing
at Augusta and is expected to urge the
after

a

"

such

a

document could

have been

never

submission of the constitutional amendment to the people, with possibly some

deserving of support from an intelligent
and self-respecting constituencv."
The

modifications in its tenor.

New York Commercial Advertiser suggests, in view of Plaisted’s statement that

douht the wisest

driven from the State by Unimprisonment of debtors, that
a meeting of fugitives be held and a resolve passed "that Plaisted is a bigger

people

arc

than most Maine Eusionists."

Plaisted

otfemled

lias

the

his

al

disgrace

that Plaisted is not

a

or

a

Steamship

is to be built

t

by

Goss A

Sawyer

Bath, the contract having been signed last Sat
anlav
.The dos. phits, Capt Rogers, of Damaris

ot

cotta,

made the remarkable

from

Amsterdam to

quick time
Sourrbaye, Java

of 82

days

The dis

from *.*!» degrees north latitude to Sourrbaye
was made in •>•’» flays... .Gen. Til Ison has sold his
Rockland did not
tug Hercules to Boston parties.
give the boat a paying business. The Hercules
"’•nee

so
■

wa-

tli" omission, and act accordingly.” The
Huston Journal in a review of a document
a

temperance State

Lave her ready to launch when the ice goes out of
tin- river-The new steamer for the Internation-

If
it is well that he shows his hand thus
Let the friends of education mark
early

is

no

Let

IriiMs. (’apt. Barbour of Baugor is to
small s'earner for private parties, to bo
u'*•.*> 1 in tic sardine business at L.unoine, and will

so,

which

is

and for all wheth-

once
a

That

it could do.

S1111■!■ in 1.

Me has

“Docs he desire to ignore a subject
important to the welfare of the State

thing

reverse.

build

Gov.

equally by

omissions and his commissions.

Maine is to he

er

law for the

ass

people decide

the

no

doubt the best boat ot her class in Maine

waters-The project ot using the Great Eastern
transportation of cattle from Africa, has, it

lbr the

been definitely abandoned. This steamer
lias cost it is said, to date, some >JO,0()0.000, and

seems,

to the

state, says
Communist, but “is

has not earned one-fourth of that sum

She is

re

simply the outcome of twenty-live years garded as an unlucky craft.Yt Bath, Messrs.
of persistent office-seeking by a man of Houghton Bros have the frame for a ship of 1800
small calibre—a cheap demagogue. These tons, to be built the coming summer. Messrs,
floss. Sawyer A: Packard have a ship of 1000 tons
are hard things to say about a man who
on the .stocks, a steamer for the
whaling business,
trade, and four large
the coasting trade, and

has been elected chief magistrate of a
Mate, but they are true."
And in con-

a

clusion the Journal (Jan. I

several contracts lor others.

i)

say s
tite name of Gareelon

yesterday
only one whose

acts have

■

:

-1'ntil

was

brought

Messrs Z. H Blair
ship of l>.»o to.is wed under wav
Messrs. Chapman A Flint have the frame up and

the
dis-

honor upon the fair fame ot Maine.
Hares M. Plaisted lias written his own name
under that of Alonzo Gareelon, and al-

toriety,
he has

but it is not
reason

a

to feel

wide

a

notoriety of
proud, while

brought humiliation and shame
State which, unfortunately for
lame, elected him

to the

a

<»ver

a

ship of Idiiti tons, to be oft
Mr. he wall is placing the keel

a

presented

in the Maiue Senate,
memorializing the General Assembly of New York
in reference to the He'll Gate pilot laws_Ameri-

its fair

can

ship

forest

fugle, ('apt. Woodworth,

Bremen

for New Orleans, foundered at sea. Crew have
been la ded at .Maderia.... A company styled The
British North Atlantic Steam Navigation
Company. lias been tunned to build and run a lino of
for the purpose of transporting cattle

correspondent writes us a
friendly letter in which lie takes exceptions to some of the criticisms on Gov.

steamships

Ships, Shipping

and

Shipbuilding

is to be

Ion.
uni

is

motor

propelled by one of Bravton’s petrole
engines, of tit teen horse power. There

no

ii: every particular, and will he the tirst
Thev have been present- | mirably
one ut this kind ever used in the State of .Maine.
ed in the messages of former Governors, j

the same wav, for many
it is said that Governor

substantially
Then

years.

Plaisted

was

not

treated

with

proper

courtesy and respect, because when pre-

paring

this memorandum ou the register.
the ntinistru. In tho evening, the fellow

his message he

was

not

given acdepart-

Fish

FisiitNu

The old anglers say that
pickerel bite best in the last of February and in
March, and until then there's small fun it. going
anii

fishing-i lie white fish, which are being intro
duced into Kangelv Lakes tor the tirst time, are
Horn Lake -Michigan.
They are a very delicate

and

Vicinity.

A private letter from Lvnn, Mass., states that
Jacob K. Larrabee, formerly of Belfast, was burned
out at a recent lire in the first named city.

The 'lays have increased three-quarters of an hour

length.

in

Macomber, hair worker in

Mrs.

ceived

city, has

this

Mr. Willard II. Walton, at the Head of the Tide,
ha- purchased a steam engine and boiler, and will
enlarge bis business of boring pumps and other

re-

order from Colorado.

an

Belfast ex-soldiers go to Searsport t-* join a post
Grand Army of the itepublir. Belfast Humid
have a post of her own.

wood-working

ol' the

came

rushing hack,

sorry for what ho had done, and
said. 'Seems to me you were in a dreadful hurry
to make the record that 1 had withdrawn
1 told
him 1 had dene

/

so

,w

..

his mind."

change

r.ben F. 1‘illsbury has sold the Maine Standard
and other property in this city, and gone South
lie leaves the State a saddened, disappointed. e*m

Haney, i>. D. («. M. Vft»*r the ceremonies
refreshments were served in the- banqueting room
above. Itev. Mr. Booileiiough was also installed as
C. \\.

Brand

bittered man. The

It

journalist.
be generally

conceded here, in
of Mr. Blaine's acceptiug the cabinet position,
that Mr. Frye will have no competitor for the
United States Senate. This is due in great meas
seems to

now

case

to the maguarimous action of Mr.
Fn e's
friends in the recent contest with Mr Hale, and
als) to Senator Hamlin's continued and persistent
lire

determination to withdraw from public life. Mr
Frye will undoubtedly he nominated by acclamation.

This will open a lively skirmish for MiFry e's place in the second district. T he leading

candidate, and the gentleman who has longest
been spoken of in count*' lion with the office, is
the

Hon.

Journal.

Nelson
The

Diugley. Jr of the
people believe in Dingley

Lewiston
He

was

the tirst Governor who recommended the cutting
down of salaries and the keeping of State expenditures at the lowest possible figure.
His paper
has the largest circulation of any paper in the
State, and gives him an iutluenoo that will be

Society

i- in

good -landing,

of ibis

li a met or.

Sagadahoc

countv

political destiuies of his little kingdom ot
Sagadahoc in ihe hollow of hi- hand and Uoi. J
W Spaulding of Richmond, the present Reporter

of Decisions,
has

splendid

a man of pure goal.
Oxford county
material for Congressional R -presci.

tatives in Hon. John l\ Sw.isey, lion Fnoch Fos
ter. Jr.aud Hon George 1>. Bisbee : but I have not
heard that Oxford intohds to press her claim at tiii«
Should there be a clash in the contest, or a
dead lock, 1 have heard it hinted that H«>u. L H
time

Hutchinson, the present popular Speaker
House may
race.
He is

develop

inT

>

of

tin

in

the

the dark horse

a rising
young lawyer, and even in a
that is in the habit of producing first class
men. cannot long be kept in the rear.

locality

This is to he

a

very busy week in

August

i.

not

only in the work ot legislation--the committees
having got fairly under way—but outside of that
The annual temperance convention is to be heid
here, as well as the annual gathering of the men
of pen. scissors ami paste pot. The former will
probably advise measures for the incorporation of
the

principle of prohibition into the organic law of
by a constitutional amendment. If
Gov. Plaisted is (‘ailed to preside, will he explain
the reason why he so carefully avoided mention
the State,

The
ing in his message the temperance ijucsiiun
meeting of the Maine Press Association promises
to be well attended
An unusually rich treat will
be afforded

by

the liffcrarv exercises

Snow of Alfred, is to

Rev

Mr.

give The

essay, while the
poem will be shot off by that versatile genius.
Fuller of the Rockland Courier.
We shall take
pains to have our buttons reinforced. The festivities will end with a supper at the new Hotel North.
A

petition

is

being widely circulated asking that
the wholesale slaughter of smelts on the Kennebec river may be stopped by the enactment of a
law prohibiting the catching of them in any other
manner than by hook and lino.
Persons represent
ing large capital now set their seines and snares so
as to capture these fish
by the wholesale, take ike

upon to ask assistance from the town. Hundreds
of men will soon be discharged from the ice fields,
and will absolutely have nothing to do. and had
these traps and nets been abolished years ago, and
these toothsome and useful tish been protected by
a

reasonable and sensible

law, there would be

plenty of employment upon our river now. and an
ample supply of food for all. 1 presume t .is is tho
case, in greater or less degree, on the* most of our
rivers
Ihe legislature is every year growing moie
and more jealous of our river and inland fisheries.
By the representations before the valuation com

mission,

one

possible notch, so as to escape a high Mate tax.
The commission have given long and patient hear
ing

representative men from different parts < !
the State. They will be able to report the second

or

to

third week in

February

G 1:010;k.

1<

K

t

ut

NoTK.s.

About two-thirds as much ice will
the Keuuebeo proper this season as last,
and but very little will be cut ou tho Cathanee
be

ou

Probably the Kennebec harvest will not
exceed over hull,DUO tons. The ice cut this t ear is
of superior quality and thickness.
Wages range
from jl do to $I..A0 a day, and :t is dill'indt to
pro
stream.

skilled hands.... 1 lie Gardiner Home Journal
A. Rich will put up about lii.uiM tons of
says:
iee, and has a market lor nearly all of it.
vt his
houses in Karmingdale, and at the Oakland Go's
cure

Olson, who did not
taken into Dr.
Johnson’- cilice w here -In* -o<»n rallied, and upon
examination il was found that no bone- were broken
Ai.cini.

lady.

Mi

a

Mills

.Mr-

W iiAUVi.-.

I’m:

wa-

There

are

partially loaded with pig iron, is finishing up with
\ Mathews are loading
hay a! -ibley'-.... Wo
.-eh. Lmiuie H I
ki-- with hay t*»r Bo-ton.... >eh.
Bn-rge -ii; iiin-k ha- e*ade.i
for Boston.

People

taking advantage
-ale, and tin r«

are

dow

marked

n

Our friend*

-torc*.

ial

eii'

Lane'

arg" al

<

W. Burkett

•■!

great rush to hirecjue.-ted L* read hi- ad

are

a

consumption. The proverbial
most a tiling of the past.

Bclfa-l ofmi i-

lion. .James C.

I

1

have been

an-

chairman of two committees—public lands and
buildings and pay roll. IK* is also assigned to the
following committees—State Prison and pard<m

Hospital
week

and

Library.

mentioned the fact that the
Lizzie P*. Crcgg, ( apt. Charles Havener, had been
abandoned at sea. The captain and crew wen*
landed at Havana, Cuba, Jan. l:>tli, by hark Ocean
Pearl, from Portland. When the Cregg wa- abandoned she was thought to have been in a -inking
condition.
Last

we

t

>ame

town.

Mar;

(

wife.

The

town.

of

most severe

laid

tile

which

wa-

and south
The

season.

steamer

“Come east

to

lvsquire

state

Katahdm

will be
I

| lev'

I

and Ma

business

is

to

diseases.

There has come into
knowledge of the way in which
O' combine oxygen and
nitrogen, the two elements
which make up our common or
atmospheric) air,
m such
proportions as to render it much richer in
life-'/irtiiii
i'1"'
7nalitii. it contains no
medicament, unless the elements of pure air are
medicines, and ils administration introduces nothing into the body- which the Bystem does not wel
come as a friend,
accept with avidity, and appropriate as entirely homogeneous to itself. You will
lind many of these results recorded in our Treatise
(
on
ompoimd Oxvgen, ic/urh is sent tree Address
•Bcs Starkey A I'aeen, IIII9 aad I II I Girard St
Philadelphia, Pa
our

euro

possession

a

clock having struck the hour of 1. a tender
wrman exclaimed, "Oh, what a cruel
clock"' "Why so ?" asked a friend. "Because
it
struck its little one !”
A

hearted

Boston

Marine Insurance Co.
1 he statement of the last
year's business of the
company, and its assets and liabilities on the 1st
rust are given in our columns to
day. Commencing business in 1X74 with a capital ot
which two years later was increased to $900,000,
$500,001)’
the easiness of the
company has largely increased
each year.
During the past year the total amount
insured by the
company was over sixty-one million dollars, and the
premiums received amounted
to over one million dollars.
The income for the
past year was *1,lb 1,428 4o, while the amountpaid
in losses, taxes, Ac., was
$822, Dill 79. leaving a net
profit on the year's business of over $249,000 Today, tile company lias assets of almost one and oue
half million dollars, while the net
surplus overall
liabilities is over *400,000. At the annual
meeting
held Jan. Dili, it was voted to increase the
capital stock to $1,000,000
by the pavment in cash of
$500,000 The increased capital will give the Boston Marine assets of nearly $2
000,000. and will undoubtedly add to its already large business. With
the success of the
company in past years and its
prospects for the future, tlie Bostoa'ilarine maywell claim to rank
among the largest and best of
the insurance corporations in
England and America
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I’»th, t*<r N vv London.... >< lir T If. Livingston
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The grange store is doing a bu-ine-- of from
$7,000 to $10, non a year. The building in which!1
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run the price of lobsters up to si> nil a hundred....
elected, and has
I lie late Mr. Allyn, *»t Belfast, in
speaking of out* farm recently occupied by the late l-.iae F. Ilili...
drawn pay and allowances for the two Legislature took action.
Indeed, the Winter fishing in the vicinity of Warren is not ijuit cutting. At Roothbav about JO.) m and In climate wa- wont to say that we had
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\. A. Hicks, of Belfast, i- t
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Fusion papers had declared from the outteams are at work.
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w inter ami three months late in the
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been because of any lack of Pusionists in W'aldo
speech on the Fourth
his increasing crops will compel Mr. Partridge to costs,
appealed and gave sureties to appear at
ot July last, and the Jeffersonian
is talking of building a new hotel near
C'astine
the
who could fill the position ot aid to 11 ic
from
his
but
one year.
We
fail
essay
position
to see
Governor,
enlarge his barn or build a silo the coming sea-011. the s. J. Court. The liquor was libelled a ml a healand wear the title of lieutenant colonel, with bethat Gov. Plaisted has any ground for City Ilall speech in Portland. It is very evident the light house, and proposes to give it the hack- He will also build a milk-room or creamery and in ing will be had on March 7th.lames
Casey, for
that Plaisted could not have plagiarized from
neyed name of West-eud Hotel. The Astor House troduoe improved dairy apparatus. His last
coming dignity. There are lots of them. Perhaps complaint ; and he could
any
year's drunkenness and disturbance was on Monday lined
hardly have ex- one but himself.
or Fifth Avenue Hotel would be
of
are
to
as
about
UOO
ha
bushels
was sold at an avapple crop
ijuito
they
appro
$1 and costs, amounting to about $11, from which
congratulated, however, on escappected that the stump speech he indicted
prmte. Aie there not plenty of local Indian and erage of a dollar a barrel. Mr. Partridge may cer- he
ing the questionable honor.
Chase's Lnquirer calls Plaisted's inaugural, “A
appealed-Tuesday afternoon State constable
the
upon
Legislature would escape sharp good Greenback document.'' Glad to know some historical names that could be availed of
tainly he set dowu as a successful farmer, and he l .llis seized, at tin* Maim* Central depot, a barrel ot
It is Chili at the Peruvian
has shown what may be done in this direction in
criticism—or silent contempt.
liquor, that came in on the night before. There was
capital now.
one thinks it good for
Four inches of snow have fallen at New Orleans.
something.
a section
cess

to the records of the several

tish.

a

aw
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Physicians of Long Practice.
lu regard to the administration of
"Compound
Oxygen, the new remedy for chronic ailments,
wlii.-l, is attracting so much attention, we wish to
-ay that we are physicians of long practice and expel teiico, not venders of a patent medicine. Our

few

very

p,.rt ,.t prc-enl. sell. M. W. Drew
loading hay at Ha/.eltines for Ja« k.-om ille->eb.
K. >. Wil.-.ni
loading kiln vv *»d at Lewi-’, for
Boehluid
-;
Nellie 1. inplit r l"i New York,
.n

vertisement eac h week, a- changes will 1" made
Belfast clam diggers, those who make ii a busi\\ iii'ii one ela>- of goods i- i<• d <ail it vv i 11
-ai
ness, now get their supply in Broad Covin sear-tituted by another, w Inch will l.e duly c*I»r«»11i«• It <i.
port. There are not clams enough in Belfast harbor
rd of
lady vvb > left a bundle at Burkett's
to make it an
»bjec( to dig, except for local hone- 1 -tore and remarked that she did not like n* g<» after

tions for

contest

so

Monday afternoon,

corner, *>n

driven by

vva-

tlie old

>«*e

lug all premiums in full.

the

a

from i base

fbe' horse*

pa\

has two candidate?W Wakefield, the
active and efficient postu aster of Bath, who holds

in

lady nearly

a

.<

city, Thursday, Feb.:;d. The schooner
has been engaged, tin- present winter, in carrying
hay to Boston, ''lie can he seen any day prior to
-ale-Notice the advertisement, concerning peti-

helpful

street

most of the time.

IK 1». Pice.

successful

Mrs. Barba rd Mills,

A< cidknt.

year- of age, li\ ing in the Pitcher neighborhood, was
knocked d"vvu by a hor-e while crossing Main

Wc are now enjoying Neniiur’s thaw. He predicted that mild weather would prevail from the
1 sth of Januan to the 12th of February
But it
isn’t much of a thaw when tin* uictvim i- de\'-u to

old “Age," that tailed when the bottom
dropped
out of the Democratic party. The son is an
agree

able, pleasant young man, and has the elements of

a paying investment.
The captain, Cha-. T.
Bilntore, now runs tin* boat, paying tl.wner-two.
fifths of tin* tow ing.

vessel-

\t the annual election of officers of the Northern
Waldo Agricultural Society for ISM, the following
were chosen
President, Corham ( lough; Vice
President, < >li< ( ornforth; Secretary and Treasurer,

a

been

The school will doubtless result in much

The

the Brand Lodge of Maine.

of

stockholders of steamer May Queen, of Bel
fast, had a meeting on Thursday of last week, and
chose the following directors—O. W. Pitcher, A. C.
Sibley. < L Johnson, and c. 1L Bray, of Belfast,
and 1L Taplev, of Brooksville. The boat has not

school

firm running the Standard
may propeily be termed Manley '1’ Dike A Father
—the latter being the veteran whose sharp and
humorous pen once enlivened the columns of the
new

Chaplain

The

good.

zero

>ee»-

Tile officers of Phcenix and Timothy Chase
lodges
Masons were installed on Monday evening, In

began on Friday evening last with sixteen pupils, mostly young men
who are employed during the day in stores and oflices.

business. He has a mill in pr<
be completed the coining year.

to

of

About time to he thinking of the spring election,
and who is to he Mayor. It would i»e fortunate for
the city for Mayor Swan to be re-elected.

Kelly’s evening

erection,

of

John E. Blake, formerly of Belfast, died in New
port on the 20th inst., and his remains have been
brought to this city for interment.

Mi'.

thinks Gov. Plaisted is in

ment are new.

Belfast

mau

steam

j

of

The ice haulers from the Meadow pond, last
week strewed the road down the Stevens' Hill with
told me tho other day that when he
Meadow hay, to save bridling their sleds in making
was Presiding Elder, a
young minister ill his di< [ the descent. It worked well.
trict had given evidence by his conduct that ho
We do not publish anonymous communications.
was not
among the “called," and the brethren
If the poem which reached this oilier
yesterday was
wished to get rid of him : but how to do it was the
accompanied by the author’s name and address, it
A
council
was
heid
ou
the
when
question.
subject,
might receive favorable consideration.
tile oflending minister, becoming perplexed at the
There are many in this city who will read with
questions with which he was plied, said, excitedly, deep regret the announcement elsewhere of ili«
“1 withdraw from the ministry.’"
"That very death, in Searsport, on Tuesday last, of Miss l.ennie.
minute,’ said John, "1 went straight od" and made
daughter of the late ( apt. Phineas Trillin.

The old

tst

viz:

power used about this boat, no boiler,
i no smokestack or pipe to be seen
The motor
the main correct. That may be granted ; power is one part petroleum gas, to twelve
parts of
but neither the subjects nor mode of treat- I compressed air. This engine is said to work ad-

in

Baptist, who was equally proud of his
relationship, slapped him ou the shoulder
one day, and with
great hilarity said, -Why, Mr.
Allen, 1 am surprised to learn that you arc a
Methodist, / am a Baptist!" “Bless the Lord," replied uncle John, “better be that than nothini)
church

hotter,

Whv not Launch, Launches and Launched!_
Major Delano's yacht now being built at Thomas

our

enthusiastic

The capital stock will be $8,01111.
and four steamers will be built_Ail exchange lots seen our Shipping Items, and gone two

from America.

as arc

dist taith, he says he believes in the
perseverance
of the saints, or that “ereri/botht om/ht to tnt and
perse cere!" I nele John, as he is familiarly called,
is strong in his denominational attachments. An

would suppose that Gov Plaisted is
right, and that tins is really a pou-ri)’ stricken*
State. The fact is that each town in the State is
endeavoring to keep its valuation do .vu to the low

nun

Plaisted's inaugural, and expresses the
opinion that in some respects that official
has not been treated with proper courtesy.
M e give the substance of our
correspond-

[Special Correspondence
Journal.]
Augusta, Jan. ■>-), lftsl
The rollicking humor of the venerable but elastic
Campmeeting John Allen. Chaplain of the House,
is well known.
Although holding to the Metho-

would otherwise make their way up the riveuand
its tributaries to atiord lishing and food for mulii
tudes who are so situated that they are often called

on

next

■

the

News

of tho

the stocks, to be

the stocks tc*ar!y ready
a centreboard schooner

titions have been

Augusta.

best of them for the Boston market, and leave the
rest to waste.
This destroys the young tish that

contr.--.crsy with the Virginia authorities with a
vi
t.. cseaijing the double pilotage
imposed on
vessels seeking Hampton roads fur orders_Pe-

no-

from

three masted schooner
to launch.
Mr. Morse

spring. Messrs. Adams A Hitchcock arc
getting out the frame for a three masteil schooner,
hu p tons-lire Baltimore Sun advises a
legal

.V Stockton

suggested.
correspondent

plauking

cfi

it has

As to delfts and taxation

an

Las

office he holds.

ent’s letter with such comments

o

with thicc -leeks, lie has

which
on

have

A (

cany in the spring.
for a
tons, to be oft next fall. William
p f lo
Kog: rs L .> co .traded to build a ship of 1800 tons,

and fanaticism contained in Gov. Plais-

ted's address have given him

bark lor tin* Greenland

three masted schooners for

—

itself and has

are

to encourage law-breakThe eider clause of the prohibitory

ing.

|

no

contempt and

to

only have many been rescued from
starving led, clothed and furnished with
medicines
Extracts of
but employment has been ready shared ids infamy."
provided for those able to work, and this character might he multiplied indefimany a despondent one placed on his or nitely. hut these will more than suffice to
show the estimation in which the execuher feet again. It is but
recently that
the Herald lias referred editorial!) to this tive of Maine is held abroad. The lolly
work, which has attained such magnitude. and resulted in so much good : and
then only to say that it contributes noth-

moan

hooks which

nomical and linaneial questions.
Indeed,
person* possessing ordinary information
on those topics can well afford to
laugh
at much of it as the very

well,

douht, but who, many
think, have done more to injure than advance the temperance cause.
It is a
great mist dte to place laws on the statute

Bulletin says that

Commercial

inaugural,
especially

will

tions, under which this and that class of
completely ignored the temperance quesarc excluded: and if not so
tion and the public schools or popular
excluded, death often anticipates the ineducation, of the latter omission the
stitution ai affording relief to the sick and
New England Journal of Education says:
destitute.
there is

to

presentation

ing
tion, embodying

applicants

Moreover,

numerously signed
the Legislature, ask-

that an amendment to the constitu-

outside of this

The press

state concerns itself but

There is

Great

for

say that was to be expected, and
that it is altogether due to party feeling.
But

.Letter

Petitions have been

They

and varied store.
SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
have the address of papers changed, must state the
Post Office to which the paper has been sent, a* well
as the office to which it is to go.

Proposed Prohibitory Amendment.

The Fusion press attempts to make it
appear as a matter of course that the
Republican papers of Maine should severely criticise Gov. I’laisted’s inaugural.
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forget the firemen's ball
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Maine

Wednesday

on

Ming of next week.
(’ooper. of this city, has on hi.- wharf. 200
Is of very handsome kiln wood, for shipment,

a slight advance in the potato market.
iiorham pays fifty cents per bushel for the best
u
Ileiseonstantly receiving potatoes from
111.--took.

there i-

\

II

to decline and all
large amount is now instore
Best quality of hay i- now worth from
A

l ull.

are

Belfast.

$17 per ton.

to

Thorndike, formerly of Bel
Hurd,
ins purchased the Ambrose Strout place, on
i-t side ot the river in this city’, and will prol>The property
uiove there the coming season.
a iied by his father. Mr. A..L Hunt.
of

\

\

Mi

The weather continues cold and
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Field’s Hall, at Lincolnvillc Beach.
-dav evening la-: week, given by the Ladies’
imcnt in

wa- full, the entertainment
The matriatisfaeti"ii general
truck in more than half a
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escape from
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storm
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lat. 12. Tin crew were
i*riii- pieked up and landed at Maderia.
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upon gross transportation iccmuIs
in the House it was voted to concur with the
Senate in cxtendum the time i'.*r ’lu- reception of
\ petition was presented
Fet» I
petitions t
•signed bv Wm W l homas. Bev Dr. Cuwithers
i*;•!. for •. ( institutional
..:.■
amendment forev«-r prolibitinu 'he manufacture
and sale of intoxicating liquors, except f-r me
chain-a; and m*d-« i:.ai’pav;:o.->cs fid f-n* the arts
icrnuiei-i. : tesented a petition
Mr. Fi'L- an
:i< and many others for
signed T \\ \Y i'l:

•-day morning and secured him alive and
a
iu'\ hibitioii a
Wentworth’-barber-hop
■.old Templar- are to give an entertaintneir hall Tue-day eve. ..Tin Metiiodi.-t
---I
iety are t.. give a fair A ie\ceal Fnion
a
..Hr. Li 11 bey wa- .*alh d early Tuesday
!••

_

■

lid Mr.

ail'

-eatf-'bi

'.i

•'ii

if

and

rm

\11

Whitten

ui

put hiinstall

M'vTi •; Post. No. >.
w11i• •). a bountiful col
member.- and their ladies,

.•-•

-a

were

-d?«

■

The storm began along the Hudson just before
break on Friday, ami snow, rain, hail ami sleet
t«*;j ail day. though the wind was not heavy.
From Hudson
Four inches of snow and hail fell.
t<» Albany there was light snow, and south of
Pa
At Harrisburg.
the rain froze
IVekskill rain.
broke large branches from
as it tell ami the ice
The storm was the most sever1* lor
the trees
years In Portsmouth, N 11 Friday night, lifteeu
inches of snow fell on a level, aud drifted badly.
In places it. was ten feet deep. Most of the. roads
in the vicinity were impassable and tin* railroads
there was a
blockaded. At Petersborc. N H
»
complete snow blockade Friday morning.
Petersburg Ya was visited by a heav\ wind
storm, accompanied by a large fall of rain an l
bail
During the storm a large building in cour-e
of erection on a wharf, was blown down and the
timbers scattered in every direction
A number
of trees were broken down, fences blown down
and other damage done. Heavy rains in Virginia
Thursday and Friday had swollen the liveis and
streams, causing much damage
The storm cleared at Portland, Me
Saturday
noon, having mostly gone to the southwaid. Don
siderable light snow fell but no sleet Trains from
the west were delayed but the railroads in Maine
were unobstructed
There was a heavy sea out
side but no disasters are reported.
A despatch from (iaspe, Saturday, says the (iulf
of St. Lawrence is full of ice
The weather for
the last two weeks has been very rough. There
lias been a protracted snow storm and ve$v cold
weather.
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l*'»rtland. ...It is reportthat < apt. Hiram Nome]- u ill net as
pilot of the
■mi. :■ City of Dallas, which will run between
1 i.'ig. >r and \e\v Y<u k next season...
.Bangor par
have contracted with William Beazlcy \ Co.,
[.,

Buck-port,

t

to

t"

build

a

s.-hr. of about 27a ton*

will be built of the
place,
f materials and will he ready to launch
early in

ea.-urement at

thi*

she

the fall.

Moskoj:.
••

Our

village

becoming noted for it*
Messrs L. II N©alley & iaif-

;.l mamilaetorie-.

i>

b-1n. nianulaeturers of

lantern reflectors, have moved
nto their new -hop and w ill enlarge their worksW -s
\. d. < urtis and Bachelder manufacture
patent spring beds, and Messrs. It. A. staple- \
Haley are fitting up a shop for the manufacture of
their patent reflector- for lamp-.I. V McKenney
just tit a -ehooncrV* frame for >ear.*port par
This i- the second v< --el's frame cut by Mr.
'I K. this winter, together with hilumbering
Iteration* in .Jaek>on. Mr. McKenney employs
surge number of men.
In addition to this he runs
b ur mill w hich idoing a large amount of work.
•has
:

.Freeman Atwood every Monday send- a ear
cattle to Brighton—mo.-tly oxen and milch
-....< >ur farmers have about four hundred tons
ot surplus hay on
hand, which ought to have been
••ad of

! when
ire

a wa-

bi-po-ing

t

bringing
their

£2e per ton... .Farmers
stock too freely for the bene-

hi ot their taniis... .Our
people are engaged in
next season’s
hauling wood !
consumption_
Frank Hailey i- getting out white birch for the
.The Monro, cornet baud
ar*p >rt spool factory
giving entertainments at the Town Hall,on Saturday evenings, the proceed* to procure a new set
instrument.-. The baud i- under the leadership
f
-•

Mr. o. K. Oould, a \erv efficient mu-ieian_
<>tn winter school is
by Mr. \. I. Baker, a
graduate from Pittsfield_John Twombley has
•ought the stage line running to thi- place, which
gives satisfaction to all... .Henry Mardenrof this
•>vvn, i* selling sleigh- for tl
-tale prison.

taught*

Editor. Please allow me space 111 your
"■limns to say that the statement made lw the Kockanil Opinion that I testified upon oath that I paid
'll .Johnson,
county attorney of Waldo county, live
dollars to enter a nol. pros, in the ease state vs.
Wilson P. Wentworth, is as base a falsehood as
■ \
r polluted the
tongue of any editor, or was inserted ;n tiie columns of
any paper. For there was not
a word <>f it in
my testimony and I never offered or
l,;b 1 -'Ii'- Johnson a cent to enter a nol. pros, in that
or any other suit, in mv life.
.1. s. Fostkr.
Kockport, Jan. 24th, 1K81.
'll:.

“Our

George"

has

something further

to

say
It is uot worth

about Charleston this week.
while to advise everybody to read his letter on the
first page. Everybody will read it. without regard
to loss of buttons.

Milling

Bull has

escaped, passing

between two

pursuing commands, and is again on British soil,
‘hi this occasion he
appears to have been Running
Hull, while his pursuers were sitting
That

Cape Ann whiskey is pretty poor stuff
beverage. [Cape Ann Advertiser.
Why don’t you swear off, then ?

use

as a

■

printed

to

1

petrifaction.

Ill the House a large number of bills ami petiMr !'arsons
wre i; tro.auvd ami ivferri d
introduced re«dv«*s calling upon • '••i.gr.n-- to take
1
•.-t tii•* Frencii spoiiati > 11
ii’-Mon tor ti
pa;, lm-t
claims
John Foli**’. ot Dai
g. who e-vto-ted the seat
; member, has abandoned
of Joel F> .ss. th*tile conL's4 as
in proper form

nth 1 .vits

and there

th.

were 1: ot

iv.se

inn-

was no

for

correc

lions

BLOOD AND SKIN
Generalities.
The

Iville.

of i.

on

Congressman Frye

a

!

-ales

»

'oh-rad.i.

fin* Fads

way scheme.
to

The : r•• P
his win-.

Tennessee halor ten }iais
Mr.

bequeatned
t

A.

aet«>r.

ra

I-

ail his proper!}

.lied

.:i

'.ho lirst
t

*>.•

1..u.

Just
C. S. SilpI
tendered his resignation.
The Philadelphia Permanent Inhibition is lobe
11 didn't pa\
closed up.
mx

da\>f»’Loary walk began it:

New York

midnight Sunday lrglit

at

(ieneral Van W\ek has b-'eii elected
States Senator from Nebraska.

REMEDIES.

bbjMii.

ship

Key idivu:. «io\vnc»r

Xitiiern. H
Friday, aged •*! years.
F.

is

Fnited

Hon. Kugeue Hale passed through Boston. Fn
on his way to Washington

Messrs. Weeks .V 1*ottek
Gentlemen, —l ha\c
-uffeivd over thirteen years with skin di-ca-c in m\
hand- and limbs, causing constant irritation, depriving me of rest and attention to business. 1
-ought many remedie- here and elsewhere, al-o use
of sulphur bath, without permanent cure.
Lu-t

phy-ician called my disease Kc/cnia Rodent,
-pot- appeared on my hands, head and face, eyeb* cann* much inlianied and granulated, eau.-ing* at
length impaired sight. Internal and external remedies were prescribed by a leading phy.-ician for
May

a

-i\ month.-, wa.-then introduced to another, and a
consultation of several leading phy.-ician- was had,
when a definite plan wa- decided upon,/u/£ all to no
purpose. After following advice for four mouths
without any permanent cure, I bought two bottles
of (TTiei’KA Resolvent, two boxes of ( r n
r

and some Soap, and can testify with great pleasure
to the effect they have had in my ease, in eight da\
being nearly cured. The phy.-ician- pronounced
my case the most aggravated one that lias ever come
under their experience and practice. I recommend
and highly indorse the LVtntka Kemeiiies.

Yours, truly,

(

Five incites of snow fell at Mobile Sunday.
Fruit trees were materially damaged

1

he Creenbackers in Congress are said to be do
level best to bring on an extra session.

ingtheir

The cotton mills of this country give employment directly to Isl.ojs persons, employ 'J.'iiiyJJd
looms and neariv eleven million spindles.

For 20 Years Entirely Cured.

the funding bill, uf
ter amending by striking out the section which
provided for paying out all but •"»<* million of the
redemption lund. The vote was Ido to PJb on final
passage.
The National House

passed

Mrs Blaine’s housi- at Washington, was closed
visitors last week on account of bur indisposition. Mrs Blaine's brilliant relative. Miss Dodge,
better known as dail Hamilton.' is with her
again this winter
to

John S. Morton, or Harrisburg, Pa., who over
issued bonds of the Philadelphia Street Railway
Co aggregating nearly a million dollars, is to be
pardoned. Morton was sentenced February l-lth,
1*78, to ten years iu the penitentiary.
Charles Rowell oilers to match himself against
Hart or any man in the woild for not les> than 8-h
>iki a side, the walk to take
place either in New
York or Loudon within a reasonable time. Heal
so offers to help back Vaughan against
O'Leary
There are now eight hundred potteries in the
Fnited Mates, the total products of which supply
fifty per cent of the wares annually consumed, the
chief centres of the indus'iv being Trenton, the
capital of New Jersey, and Fast Fiverp -oi. m Ohio
The St Louis Woman's Suffrage Association in
Cincinnati appointed a committee to visit tho Leg
islature and petition that body to propose an
amendment to the state constitution, sinking out
tlie word "mule'' and substituting therefor ■•citizen.”
train on the New York,
road was thrown trout
station Saturday morning
baggage cars were burned
postal clerks and an express
ed to death.
A
tern

Lake Erie and Westho track near Tioga
The postal and two
with contents. Five
messenger were ititru

Serious objections are found by the Senate com
mittee on foreign relations to the Chinese treaties,
one ot whiclt is that tint word "labor-Ts"is
ambiguous.
The immigration of none but coolies would
be restricted under this clause. The committee
favor ratifying the treaty.

despatch from Buenos Ayres. January doth,
says the Chilians attacked and’ completely'defeat
ed tho Peruvian artnv at Mirallores
General
Pierola. president ■ f Peru and commander of the
army, tied. The Chilians occupied Lima without
resistance, on the 17th instant.
A

Miss Esther

Pugh, treasurer of the Mrs. Hayes
was interviewed at Cincinnati on her
last
week.
She said the work of raising
way
funds is going on more satisfactorily. The picture
is lo be placed alongside the President's pictures
in the White House. The picture and frame are
to cost about £1000
The frame is to he of oak, 10
feet high and 5 feet wide. The base of tho pilas
ters is to be carved with laurel, theemblem of vie
tory ; the top of oak, the emblem of power; the
sides with lilies as the emblem of purity, and the
bottom with English hawthorns and water lilies,
emblematic of beauty. Miss Pugh is very confident
of success
portrait fund
east

Al

II & FANCY CARPETINGS, OIL CLOTHS & MATTINGS!
GOODS!
GEORGE YmRKETT’S.
Call and Examine (lie Stock Oor Stock Most ho Retail.
order
meet

Respectfully vours,*

JOS. W.

positive.

LOOK.

ping.
fruit,

hoicc lots of pea and mediums sell
readily, and at full price, but common stock ranges
from si ouji 70 for mediums, and $1 Goal 75 P
bu-li f«., p a bean-; ehoiee pea beans are quoted at
si soj' '.in, and "hoice mediums at $1 ni£1 so pbnsh.
Yellow rye- -'ll fr«»m $2 ou£2 lo P bush for imJobber-’ prices for ,-mall lots arc 10c p
prove*
bush higher Tl^an the above quotations.
Hay vnd St;: vw—< *>innion hay s«*lIs from $19£
20 P ton, and prime $21 a23 P ton. strtiw is linn at
$23j24 P t**n. with now and then something fancy
selling at $25 P ton.

values can be obtained. We have marked
lowu silks 20 per cent. We sell a good silk for 75c.,
worth $1.00. For $1.00, worth $1.25—increasing in
imility and value to $2.00 per yard ; for $2.00. worth

Splendid

COaj

much.
Bi: vns—<

?2.50.

Blue

Insurance

MARRIED.

CASH CAPITAL,

$500,000.

IN)RT

*

>F

BKLFAST.

Ending

nil. seh. Brunette, Babbage, Bo.-ton.
Jan. 2*lth, -eh-.
J. Dilumre, Sylvester,
Desert; Fnmia IP Jelikiss, Phillips. |;,‘,-ton.
Jan. 2

and the Cl

Tl<

i<\

Siiavino

Soai*. the tir*t and
expressly for -has

<»nly medicinal soap prepared
mg. are prepared from Cl in rii.t.

For Blood, Skin and Scalp Humors.
Remedies are prepared by Weeks
& Potter, Chemists and Druggists, TOO Washington street, Boston, 21 Front Street, Toronto, Out.,
and Snow Hill, London,and are for sale by all Druggists. Price of (T'tktka, small boxes,* 5o cent-;
large, boxes, containing two and one-half times the
quantity of small, $1.00. Resolvent, $1.00 per
bottle.
Ci tic’Cha Medicinal Toilet soai*, 25
••cut- per cake; CTtkm ka Medicinal miavino
s,,ai’. 15 cents per cake, in bars tor Barbers and
T he (

large

kt'ha

consumers, 50 cents.

aAI I |jh*b

QVjIAiPiy

\ union of

jyrl5
Kleclricitr and

Healing Balsams

ten time*

VOLTAIC

Pi ActCQIS

Fain and Weakness of the

Lungs, Liver, Kidney*

and

Back, Rheumatism, Neuralgia and Sciatica. Placed
'►ycr the pit of the Stomach, they cure Dyspepsia,
Bilious Colie, Diarrhma,('rampsand Pain*, and prevent Ague and Malaria. Ask for Collins' Voltaic
Electric Porous Plasters. 25 cents.

FI REMANS

RETAIL MARKET.

iscel, Corned, v tb,
flutter, Salt, 4? box,

s

Oat Meal#1 ft,

2(] Onions v ft,
os Oil, Kerosene
os Pollock #■ ft,

yi~;

bush,
V gal., To
Corn Meal
bush,
Cheese
15a 17 Pork If ft,
lb,
mail
Codfish, dry, if tb,
5/jfj Plaster V bill.,
$1.00
Cranberries #* «jt.,
(i ltye Meal, V Ik,
->ij
Clover Seed, W It*,
9a23 Shorts if e.iyt.,
$1.25
Floury bbl.,
$7.0059.25 sugar if ft,
Ha in'.
II. G. Seed W bush, $3.20
Salt, T. I., if bush,
45
Lardtf’tb,
l0Lal2 S. Potatoes tr ft,
o
Lime V bbl.,
85 Wheat Meal, P ft,
4a4
Corn IP

th< 1'owel we sell for ®Aeents is
reputation
well known—length
yards, width 22 in.—extra
heavy, handsomely bordered—also nr .V., lor. and
\1
T w**ls are cry rheap.
The

Felt Skirts.

\\ I. SHALL OPEN »)N THE

Im not

of

Case

Hash

Doutr'

The halanee of these good- sold out at cost.
dd f< r *1.2A.
*1.00 w sell a kil l tli.f

20th,

For

Corsets,

Extra dean -ilk embroidered, for :J7 l-2o.eacl:.

fail

RIBBONS!
JOB

LOT

OF

Premiums earned and terminated.
Interest and other items.

$970,089.70
101,338.69

One lot worth <10 cents, for

Mach Momie Cloths GZc. <('• S? t-2c
van!—marked down from s7Ce. and $1.00.

per

*1,071,128.45

L>
a”)

..St.00

M 1-2

Mher qualities in proportion.

CONTRA.

re in.-uranre, taxes, rebates, and all other expenditures....
Net gain L-v the year.

Linen Damasks!

87 l-2c. 46 in. Wide.

$822,109.79
249.278.Oh

Look at the

quality
advancing in prices

$1,071,42^.1.7

Umbrella

only 25c. per yard,
funner price *1.2.5.

.*l.on:

W idth.

LOOK at the;

only $1.00,

sell at

we

-ell fur

we
te.

Extra

UMBRELLAS.

Shoodahs in Black & Colors,

premium-,

Cents Per Yard.

Sjt/radid Oitafiftj <(

rents.

*.7*>

<

Losses paid and unpaid, including all
known and supposed losses, return

REMNANTS,

9

Only 10

FORMER PRICE $1.50.

American Dress Goods

STATISTICS.
in-ured since organization. .**209,52(5,222.00
5,472,350.87
L'-'-e- incurred -incc organization...
3,030,901.73

Amount

NAPKINS l

From 10c. to 25c., formerly sold for 2:,<\ and .‘>7e.

Ths ursatsst

Premiums received since organization

7Tie,

Only

One

Remnant Dress Goods!

lot

/Vr

Dozen. All l inen.

north

$ 1.2.5

for

i.50

ASSETS.
have a large stock of short length Dress
all ju:i lit it*-, from the highest cost goods
lowest. MV sliall lose out the lot at an\
»htods v .ith $1.00 per vanl shall dispose of
\ splendid opportunity
and .>7«\ per yard.
tain dresses for children at nominal prices.
W

ami with Bankers.
l nited States Bonds.
Railroad Bonds and Stocks.
Bo.-ton and other Now Knglaml city

*295,140.21
224,375.00

Bonds.
Bank Stock.
Loans on Mortgage (appraised value <>t'

129,275.00
11,ioo.no

real estate $145,000).
Loans secured by Collateral (market

79,xm;.o5

value $148,354.25
Notes.
Due on account Boston, New York and
Montreal < >fliers

117,400.30
388,102.01

Cash in Banks

140,175.00

c

in

Coeds

1.25

••

1,183,873.58

2.50

2.00

**

to <»!•

UNDERWEAR!
50

Dozen Ladies Vests, only

35

Cotton Dress Goods!

25

..

**

Le tts

A- thi- 'fork imut

positively

SCI IM*I»>

grand cleaning out of those goods will he made*,
as the prices vary we cannot quote them. Suf
lice it to say that they will he cheap.

v

-old

we

shall o||‘er

a

K-

AM 1..

One lot Children's Vests, Medium size. I5e. Kaeh.
Kents'

lie

LINE

Gr O O D

Kaeh.

50
—<,

and

Room

Carpet

price.
at

A

98,434.01

wii,i, i;e; f< »im> in <>rn

1.50

to the

<

Bargains!

*1.00

2.00

LIABILITIES.

Indeeshirts 50e.. sold everywhere at die.
;

Tapestries for only $1 Perl

BALL &. LEVEE,

$583,507.23

Capital.

500,000.00

Net Surplus.

400,300.35

Feb.

MUSIC

SANBORN’S

Marine Itis/iS ()nhf.

Meserrey

2,1881.

ORCHESTRA,
«P >1. 1C.

—

Dr.

Dancing to

50 Cts.

Warps,

H i1 have tile I.AHUKsT ami MO>T (.'< IMIM.KTI:
Stock iu llelfast, ami sliall rinse nut the entire lot.
amounting; in value to $!Nxi. shall -ell

liny

one,

Be >ure and remember the-' price-. We >,dl a
li'ood Kid (dove. 2 Buttons. l'<>r25e.
>ne lot for .17
:l Button Kids 5(ie., former
pri« e .*1.(in. t Button Kid- *1.00, -'Id price *|..5u.
We shall oll'. r a lot

Kids,

f

■

Without Supper.

or

*25.

••

Oil Cloths &

money

LACE NECK TIES

I!AKKK McNKAIi.
K. B. Ft LLKK.
FRANK N. THAT DR.
THOMAS DANA.

I
II. * IDIOKNE.
FRANK IF DOI.E.
THOMAS II. l.ORI).
I A.MEs I.ITTI.EITKED.
OEOlil.E HINMAX.

WILLIAM II. HILL.
H. .1. BOARD-MAN.

( II AREEs F.

BLANCH VRI>.

Both
WILL

gist has it. ONI*. DOK1.AR a Itottle. Bear in mind
the proprietor's name and address.
Dr. David
KENNEDY, Kondout, New York.
jv3ti

HERKAs, JAMES H. FROST, of Belfast, in
tile t ounty ot \\ aldo,
by his mortgage deed

November <>, ISt>7, and recorded in Waldo
\ olume l.'JO,
Page 2">4, conveyed in mortRobert Patterson, of said Belfast, a certain
parcel ot land -ituatc in said Belfast, and bounded
•** followBeginning at a stake and stones stand
ingon the northeast corner, on the easterly side of
the road leading by Joshua Towle’s house to John
Hilt's bouse, on tiie north line of lot No.
4.">; thence,
on said Hilt’s line twentv-four rods
N-» hs deg.
to il stake and stones; thence, s., 22
land
dcg.*E.,by
ot said Patterson, eighty-three rods and sixteen
links toa stake and stones; thence,
\\\, b\
S.,(>8deg.
hind of J. Towle, eighty-three rods to stake and
stones; thence N., 10 deg. \\\, by land of Alvin
frost, thirty-one rods to a stake and stones, at the
road aforesaid; thence, N..JI deg. H., on said road,
sevent v-nine rods, to place of
beginning,containing
thirty-live acres, more or less. And whereas, said
Patterson, by his assignment dated February <*,
Js~s. awl recorded in said Registry, Volume *181,
Page lis, assigned said_ mortgage to me; and whereas tin* condition in said mortgage is broken; now
therefore by reason thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
-aid mortgage, according to the statute in such
case made and provided.
BENJAMIN HIGGINS.

M. F.

found on file at Geo.
fMTS "P APPP iTiay
i». Howell & Go’s Newspaper
Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce St.), where advertising
IN NEW YORK.

MARKED DOWN.
Ehe-e -o.ui,

State

,~>0 ( ts.,

BED SPREADS!
full assortment

Street,

WAR!) WILLIAMS.Asst. Secretary,
3\v 1

<>n

hand; look at the spreads
sell for

65 Cents

YORK OFFICE'

In House ofiRcpresentatlves, Jan. 19, 1881.
That all petitions and orders lor

and

special legislation lie presented on
Tuesday, tin* llrst day »>f February, A. 1).
1^1, and that this order he published iu the Daily
Kennebec Journal, Daily Portland Press, Daily
Eastern Argus, Daily Portland Evening Advertiser,
Daily Lewiston Evening Journal,Daily Bangor Whig
and Courier, Belfast Journal, Aroostook
Republican, Bangor Daily Commercial, Calais Advertiser,
Rockland Free Press, The Lnion and Journal and
East port Sentinel.
Read and passed. Sent up for concurrence.
ORA MAN DAL SMITH, Clerk.
In Senate, January lb, 1881.
Read and passed in

TILDEN,

Secretary.

W. TILDEN, Secretary.

-buy

one

IMkl's. Se.. 10i-.. 12

I7i

..

splendid value.-.

WOOLENS! Si HfsJM Ties!
-F O

H-

MEN AND BOYS’ WEAR.
This

»dost»d out regardless of

an\

stock i.~ not larjre, hut have about 500 yards on
to he sold *25 percent, less than former prices.

FLANNELS I
One Lot of

Grey

1-2c. per

Flannel at 12

a

it

22c.

“

ICE FOR SALE!
amm; stored six thofsaxd tons of
ICE for sale in summer, I mu now preto HU orders for cargoes direct from
pond
with ice from 22 to 24 inches thick, at FORT ft
tuENTB I*Kit TON. Those wishing for cargoes should not send vessels that will draw over
twelve feet of water.
■■. n, PEIRCE.
Belfast, Jan. 25,1881.—:Sw4

H

Hamburgs on hand, together with a full
regular lengths. AVe make this stock
specialty, the prices will astonish all.

a

HOSIERY!

“

at

sell for 121-2 Cts..

us

will settle imme-

propose to secure the

as we
an

to the col-

unsettled accounts, and

Attorney

when it is

ser-

required.

1 A The

quotations

on

goods

our

and

the fact that these prices may be relied
upon, should induce the trade far and

Hosiery

wc

indebted to

all

Kemnant

yard.

Sold everywhere at 16 Cts.

parties
diately.

assortment of

Have opened

Buy the Flannel

lation

of

vices of

yard.

One Lot at 18c. per
a

HAMBURGS!

be given

<>ur attention will

prolii.

hand,

AUCTION.
QCHOONER BY AK TIOX OX THIRSDAY, FEB. 3d,
km at 2 o'clock P, M.
ill be sold bv auction at
Lane’s wharf, Belfast, the schooner J. V. KOKUK,
100 tons burden X. M., together with all her Tackle,
Apparel and Furniture, ..1 Chains and Anchors,
Running Rigging nearly new, good Sails, first-rate
Boat. etc. This vessel is well adapted to carrying
hay, which business she is now in, carries 80 to b0
tons; in perfect order for immediate business, will
be sold to the highesi bidder for cash; can be e\
a mi ned any
day prior to sale.
J. L. RYDER. Master ami Owner.
Ciias. C. Ckahy, Auctioneer.
Iw4*

!

BEST fWAKE $2.50

line hem-titched only 12 be.. worth 2br.
ami show it to your friends. All Linen

One lot

$1.25.

or

pared

HO i ts.

we

or

W.

I'oriHcr l*ric<

Carpet Sweepers

Onr assortment to b»•

STATE OF MAINE.

<
Attest.
C.

a

Street.

HERBERT FI LLER.Vice President.

concurrence.
A true copy.
4

»nl. i'

>»

p.

A* our intention U to make
lean >werp of ,.u
•dork, these #no |> will Miller tin- -ame tale of the
others,
''hall .-ed ( artains I'm

north ?.>c.

Marked down from $.‘>.00 and $8.00 per pair.

\

ORDERED,
private
before

t».

VOf. I*er Skein.

THO.S. H. LORI). Secretary.

"Wall

e have men marked down
yard, and these prire> are
aood.' on hand for ';0 da\ >.
vrmcTi.Y < ami.

n ran

i;»

n»

COVENTRY YARN

l'ERHV.

K. B. FILLER. President,

v/:u

In

ilaran*eed

From $2.50 to $6.00.

4:3

Rugs

Double,

SAME SACRIFICE IN l’RICES.

EK'KKRINO.

ISOS Toy OFFICE'

to

Searsmont, Me., January 2(5,1881.—Jw4*

&

Single

MEET THE

;-*>/•. to

SCOTCH YARN
17

ward, not without apparent reason, to death as hionly deliverer. His family physician refused to
amputate (lie limb—asserting that the operation
would kill the patient on the spot. Dr. David KEN
NKI)V, of Kondout, N. V., who was consulted, held
n different opinion and
amputated the limb. The
Doctor then administered freely his great BlootlSpecilic FAVORITE REMEDY to afford tone and
strength tu the system, prevent the return of the
disease, and Air. Klsworth remains to this day in
the bloom of health.
This gentleman’s disease was
the offspring of foul blood, and
Kennedy’s FAVOKI 11. REM EDI purified the blood and restored
to him tile power once more to
enjoy his life. Are
you suffering from tiny disease traceable to the
sitin' cause f
Tr\ Favorite Remedy.
Your drug-

Onhj /?

■

Painify Physieian at Paalt
Darid Kennedy the Sae-

Money i- the universal necessity, ami none but a
cynic or a fool will affect to despise it. Mr. A brain

SOLD EVERYWHERE AT 25c.

’.ban

"

$10.00 TO $37.00.

perfect satisfaction warrantetl

WOOLEN SHAWLS,

niRECTOHO.
S. (

.10 tents.

liyhtlv soiled, best quality, at
their value.

one-half

Hemp Carpeting 15c.,

rcfumtnl.

coin

-Jw’i

contracts may be made for it

Double

KID GLOVES.

from

eessfal Snryeon.

gage

INGRAINS 55 CTS.

Doherty.

Amputation of the Leg.
The old

of

ROCKLAND.

at <S.:iO.

ALL-WOOL 75 CTS.

MNl.t

$2 OO, $2.50, $3.50 and $5.00 Each.

Messrs. BARING BROS. & CO.,
London. England.

BY

VdmiNslon, including Supper,
*•

fio.OO to.fi ItS'. 00.

FORMER PRICE,
ertilieates issued payable in sterling, at Count-

(

ing-house

>upper served frombtosp. M.
nicnce

Present

to

1101 RLE INDIA STRIPED FROM $7.00 TO $30.00.

BY

ASSISTED

fi7.00

DO Cts.

$ 1,483,873.58

HAYFGRD OPERA HOUSE,

Wednesday,

\l

I'oi'incr Priee,
*•

| Lowell Extras,

ROBBER f

CLOAKS!

All known,reported and.supposed losses .* 142,452.4 7
Cross Premiums (at 100
cent.) on all risks not terminated. 441,114.7'.

Registry.

Apples if bush,
Hay fr1 ton, #l2,00n to,.hi
4 a/i Hides P It,,
dried, W tt»
end
Bean s, pea, I m sh 1 .(Jo a 1 .*<; Lamb P It.,
,i«i;
Medium $1 .>5 g 1.70 Lamb Skins,
s 1 ..ills 1.7;'.
Yellow-eyes EftfalTa Mottnn P It.,
"and
Blitter fc" lb,
22~a>:i Oats p bush,
lends
Beef W lb,
7a* Potatoes,
fen.'iO
Barley luish,
Hound lltijj ts Ik
71.
Cheesed lb,
12a 1:5 Straw P ton,
#0.on.fs.nil
Chicken
in a 12 Turkey p It,,
lb,
Pin 14
Calf Skins ¥ lb,
~12 Veal # It,,
OnO
Duck
Pall Wool, washed, P It,,
lb,
44
2(1 Wool, unwashed, it' tt>, :Ci
Eggs ¥ do/..,
Fowl V It.,
SijflO Wood, hard,
#4.00na.(Kl
pall Wood, soft,
Geeselb,
#i.:i(in:i.oo

TOWELS!

a
specialty we -hall oiler a BEA1 1 1 Id I
BLEACH MI) COTTON for onl> l(JCj per yard,
not equalled hy any house in Maine.

/

yourselves.

INCOME,

$

Jail. Path, -fit-. Deo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Fils,
worth; Henry, Woods, Sear-port.
Jan. 21-1. seh. Brunette, Babbage, Boston.
Jan. 22d. >eli. Mary Kli/.a, Bulloek, Boston.
Jan. 2(>th, -eh. Nellie Lanplier,-, New York.

dated

PRICES PAID PRODUCERS.

A s t t. F. n > n
tti ill. Cashmere for 07
75 •.
marked down from s7‘_,c.; >7' ;c. markeddown from

DFlKlt

a re-

yard.

Bleached Cotton I

We shall

he sold at

SAILED.

\\T
f f

Hi <J. ir. sarrkxt, No. S, Main Street.
PRODUCE MARKET.

vinee

yards to 2d yards, we -hall <»*11
a.stonishiinr price of bye. per yard, worth

insured.$01,310,501.00
Premiums Received.
1,00*,941.03

Mt.

Notice of Foreclosure.
BELFAST PRICE CURRENTCorrected Weekly for the Journal.

BROWN COTTON

Amount

Klsworth, of Port Ewen, 1 'lster county, N. y., had
realized this truth. Hi-disease involved the whole
of his thiyh-bonc, and tile
suirering man looked for-

CUTICURA REMEDIES

Bought expressly for this great sale.

to

•lurtitm of AO per rent. We sell for.*l £A a Shawl
furmer.y >M for *j.OO. T .oak at them and run.

December 31,1880

Premium

auuivkd.

•*4- I»0/F\ O* Mil .4 W FS

CORSETS.
$1.00; $l.oo markeddown from $1.25.
to avail yourself of these bargains.

ACCOUNT CURRENT.
For th© Year

n.e assortment is complete; all sha les in .-dock
subjected to the great mark-down. Fine qualities at
$1.00and $1.25 per yard.
Corduroy Velveteens at.
s7'.c. per yard. Striped S;itir.s $1.00, sold for $1.25.

Company.

In

SHIP NEWS.

the

lot. per

!

MARINE

suffering from the errors and indis
cretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,
loss of manhood, &c., I will send a recipe that will
cure you, FliFF OF C1IARGF.
This great remedy
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Ki:v. Joski’H
T. Inman. Station I), Xew York City.
Iy2<>

(icorn-1 W. \a-li and dane-liter of Ci*or.r,. I) •n,.l
lara B. 1’almt r, aged > years and !» mo-.
Mass,
plea-e ropy.;
I papers
In Montville, Dee. JDtli. Mr-. Dorothy Bowen,
1 aged >2 years, 7 month- and 2<i days.
In Camden Jan. Pali. Mrs
Harriet om-v. aged
about 7n.
In Appleton. .Jan. I lib, > trail T.. wife of Kli
Sprague, ag> d *12 year-. 7 moiiths and 25 day-.
In Waldolioro. Jan. till. Pri.-eilla Sprague, aged
17 years.
At Vinlialiiaven. .Tan. 12th, Mr. John Mills, aged
Ml yenrs.
At Iioekvilh- V illage, Camden. Jan. lsth, Mr. \V.
II. Durney, aged 11 years,;* months ami 15
days.
In 1.1!-worth, dam 17th, Hermon Mavo,
age*l Js.
In Orland, Jan. loth, Mr-.,Bet-s IVrr.
aged 77
years, 2 month- and 7 days.

have just received AiOO yard.- of

HEAVY
at

BOSTON

arc

."ear-port. dan. 20th, by W. T. ('. Runnel!-.
K-«j.. dame- 1!. Brown and Flvina B. Fane, both
of Bros poet.
In I-lesboro, dan. 1-t. (apt. d. < ). 11 ayes and Mi-Flora M. >lnrman, both of I-lesboro.
In Roekland. dan. I>th, Thomas Stallbrd of South
riiomaston and Mis- I)elphina A. Oti- of Rockland.
i
In K
kland, dan. I'.Hli, Mr. Marehell L. Inman
! and Mi-- Kllen l>. Man.-lield. both of Camden.
in lb ekport. dan. 1-t. Mr Ferdinand T. Cum.ming- of Watertown, Mas-., and Mi-- Helen M.

W.

_

A CARD.
who

To all

OF

lirst the purification of the blond through an energetic action of the bowels, li\er, kidney- and
-kin. the natural purilurs of the body. Next, to
heal every external evidence of disease and res ton
the beauty, whiteness and freshness of the ->kiu
and quantity and quality of the Hair. (
in ri!.\
Rr.s( m.\ ent is eatbarlic. diuretic, resolvent and absorbent.
It purities tin blood, liver, kidneys and
•*kin of every trace of blood poisons, invigorates
the brain and nervous forces, and throws oil' disease.
Ci'Tierka, a Medicinal Jelly, arrests external disease, removes lifeless tlesh and skin, render*
healthy ulcers, sores and discharging wounds, allays imlammation, itching and irritation, and heals.
It i- the -weetest, cleanest and best Hair Restorer
and Beautitier in the world. Cl''Tin;ra Soai*, for
cleansing, restoring and beautifying the Skin, and
i<n the toilet, hath and
nursery*, is unrivalled. It

PRICES:

In remnants from 0

Belfast.

Store,

SPECIAL NOTICES

<»'. /■’.

1-

AT OUR

I

\ ehoiee lot of app'es, suitable for shipwould -ell for $1 75 P bbl. but fr«*st-bitt**n
if e\ er -o fine otherwise, will not bring as

KsTARRooK.

Of Treating Humors of the Blood, Skin and Scalp
with Loss of Hair.

Our Store to Oc Enlarged

l'I.KS-

I’.iwn»v, duly 2, is?!).

THE CUTICURA SYSTEM

Ttie Deoiai is Imperative.

the demand of our
increasing trade. For 60 days only will this GREAT SALE
continue, as the carpenters will then he at work and our stock nearly if not whoily sold out.
No such bargains ever offered the
people of this county before. RELIANCE must be placed
on the prices advertised, for the
closing out sale is bona fide and
to

in

^

Messrs. Weeks & Potter: Gentlemen,— I have
-uttered from a skin Humor for twenty year- without linding any remedy or treatment that would cure
it, until 1 began the use of the Cnn n\ Remedies, which, in a -hort time and at a small expense,
have entirely eradicated every trace of the disease,
*<> that now 1 am
entirely free from it. 1 therefore
believe they will do all you advertise them to do.

movement.

The Vermont Dairymen’s Association adopted
resolutions protesting against the use of word but
ter on packages of oleomargarine, demanding legis
lation to protect butter producers against thiscoun
terfeit

—

FANCY GOODS, TOWELS,

SKIN HUMOR

Richard Plummer, aged ils. fell dead in Newbury port. Mass Nimbly, lie was one of the
first abolitionists an*i prominent in the Lempeninee

Congressman Fn r. of Maine, was one or the
guests at the Dawes banquet in Washington. Wed
Mr. Frye made a humorous and
nesday night
lmppy speech.

Monday, .Tan. 24, 1881.
Bittkh—We quote fresh lots of creameries and
Western dairy butter at 34c, and a little better price
for a few fancy ones; imitation creamis.obtained
eries* -ell at 22 a25c p It*, and fresh ladle-packed butter at 20 j22e; fall-made N >rthern butter sells at 25
•j2.se, and some choice lots of Vermont butter at
30c. straight lots of Northern dairy butter sell at
2lj25c; freshly made Northern creameries at 27j
32c; common Western ladle butter at lag 17c, and
common light-colored winter-made Northern at 17
20c p lb. The above quotations are wholesale price.that jobbers pay l<> commission houses for lots.
Buyer- of half a dozen tubs or a single one have to
pay an advance of one or two cents P tb.
< ma.si:
We quote line factory at 13a I b\ and
fair to g >od at 12a 13c. The above*are for wholesale
lots, and jobbers’ prices range from
£lc higher.
Ese.s—We hear of sales ai 39** p d z. bv one
house; another report- .-ales at hie, and we heat of
single-ea-e lots hi He.
I*o \ 1 < H> —< hoi<c lloulton Bose could n »t be
bought b\ the car load below sue p bush, and one
or two partie- hold their stock at s5c to-night.
Maine C entral Bose are linn at 7V; New \ ork and
Vermont at 7oj75e p bu-li: Prolities are linn at 7ue
pi ii-li. and Jacksons and Peerless at 05c P bush.
Jobbing !"t- of potatoes rang* from 5#i me higher
1 lian the above quotation

t

BENEFIT

The Fgyptian obelisk was placed m position in
Central Park. New York. Saturday noo.i.
to

F. II. DKAKK.

A X I > WOUlrtVARD AVI!.,
Detroit, Mint., Jan. 24, ls7'.».

LIFFORO ST.

day.

The House Judiciary C> mmittee have agreed
•'avorabiy report the Lowell bankrupt bill

Market.
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one
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d and

sent-
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» eii.rig-in
m ?!:
SiV.*rot> laws
-! ige '•
f iD-d U tic N Y : for
the
an amendn.cn* b* The ’onstitutioii
sale o.' intoxicating honorvas introduced
V res-o e
Ttiesda .lam
h.
the school
in the Senate relating to aim
laws SO that SdO.iHm max neap; o.priated annually
<<
b> <Js
Ai.-o a resolve
for ilic use of tue .Normal
e
for
•mpilatnm u ti.e school laws ami
distribution -t L''"o
eoj ic-. so that evencity. town and school distinct shall po->ess one
Copy, til** cost of the whole L» t to exceed S»'-00.

reference

Weiti>, .1. > W. 11. I>j\ ie-.
I'ije othcer.-were in-tailed Thur.-da> even

:w n,

petite*.we!.

Boston

|

Madrid despatch of the \!lih s.ivs : Inunda
caused the destruction of half the crop
and lemons and the loss is estimated at
over £ 10.000.000 to agricultural interests.
Seville.
Cordova and Burgos are Hooded, but tile loss < t
life is slight.
Loss to shipping on the coasts is
Kolliu.- of « amden.
supposed to exceed a hundred vessels, and the
In < »rlaml. dan. lath. Mr. Fugene 1.. Dorr of into
in ports like Hneloa, Bilbao.
vessels
damage
land. and Mi-- Flora F. I.each of Surry.
Cadiz. Barcelona, and Santander is also estimated
In Lynn. Mas-., dan. 1. Fugene Hodgkins and
After ten days of gales and
at several millions
Mi--di-in.i
Lufkin, both of Fllsworth.
Hoods that have cut otf telegraphs, made trains
forty eight hours late and interrupted lines in the
north and north west of Spain, we now have a snow
DIED.
fall of unprecedented magnitude
The centre and
e' en south of the
!
of
lies
a
Madrid
under
peninsula
Xothiny beyond the announcement of the name, aye,
toot «.ti si.ow.
Snow has fallen in Andalusia. Mai
residence, fc., of deceased persons will be published
under this heading.)
aga and Balearic lies beside.- blocking all passi.and railways in the north of Spain for twelve days.
In Bel last d m. j;M, RcIkm-i a, wife of ThoniaA terrific storm is reported in the Mediterranean
Wliiteomb, aged 71 years.
vessels
have
been
lost.
Bussed
to a higher life, at Newport. R. L. dan.
Many
->ith. dohn L. Blake, formerly of Belfast, aged 17
year- and !> months.
In K adlicl l, Dallas Cm. Iowa. dan. sth, Saris-a
A Gloucester iii;ri has sent home from Sedaliu,
Douglass Co. Colorado, specimens <T petrified V. v\ii<- ot 11. L. Ma-.-lire, formerly of Monroe,
aged .'to year-, 7 month.- and 27 day-.
clams found at the height of six thousand feet
\t ."••ar-i-*rt, dan. 25th. Leonora,daughter of the
above the level of the sea
II<‘ writes that
late < apt. Bhinea- Critlin. aged 20 year-.
oyster shells, various sorts of -hell fish, a li<ii
I
Mon*ill, dan. 2dd, dohn Brown, aged 72 \a ar-,
somewhat resembling an eel. different kinds f
I months and 7 day -.
w< o l. etc
are also found there all in a state of
In
Vntr. M •nt’vilh*. dan. 1 Lii, dennie. wife ot
A

turns have
o* oranges

■<

1

SPAIN

IN

Brighton Cattle Market,
Boston', Wednesday, Jan. in.
Amount of stock at market' Cattle, 1849; sneep
and lambs, 3200; swi».e, 17,iv>o, ouiiibei -*i western
cattlo, 1450; eastern cattle, 218; milch cows and
northern cattle, 175.
Price of beef P 100 lt> live weight, extra quality,
$0 00'£6 75; first, $5 25a5 871.; second, $4 50 £5,12*0 ;
poorest grade of coarse oxen, hulls, etc., $3 25£3
75.
Brighton Hides, 8'a £!k*. p ft*; Brighton Tallow, 7c.
P it*; Country Hides, 7L£8c. P ii»; Calf Skins, 10£
12Hr. p it*; sheep Skins, $l 25£2 00 each; Lamb
Skins, $1 25£2 00 each.
Working Oxen—We quote sales in full:
2 pair girth 0 ft., 8 inches, live weight 2800 lb, $222;
1 pair girth 0 ft., s inches, live weight 2800 lb, $123;
1 pair girth 7 ft., o inches, live weight 3000 tt», $125;
1 pair girth 0 ft., 10 inches, live weight 2900 tt», $135;
2 pair girth G ft., 8 inches, live weight 2700 tb, $120;
1 pair girth 7 ft., 7 inches, live
weight 3000 tb, $153;
5 pair girth 0 ft, 7 inches, live weight
2000, tb $105;
1 pair girth 0 ft., 3 inches, live
weight 2200 it., $80;
1 pair 2 year-old steers, $42.
Milch Cows—Extra, $50£ 70;
ordinary, $25£45;
springers, $17£50 per head. We quote* sales of 1
extra cow, $80; 1 do, $07; 2 springers, $50; 2 new
milch cows for $70; 2 for $55; 2 springers at $30
each; 1 do, $35; 1 cow and calf, $30: ldo, $38; 1
d«», $20; 1 $22 and 1 $30.
Swine—Prices of fat hogs have advanced, those
for this week’s market costing the butchers from
5'
to 5 '„c. p it., live weight.

IN i:N'.jI.AN 1),

Hi: STORM

which began the first of last week was very severe
The loss of shipping in the storm proves immense.
At Yarmouth seven
The loss of life is also great.
vessels were driven ashore and fifty lives lost, in
eluding six life boatmen. At North Shields a boat
with ten men was lost. Several individuals were
overtaken by the storm and frozen to death
I'sually there is not snow enough in England for
even the semblance of sleighing, and ice is an im
portant luxury. It is because the people of England are unprepared for such winters as we have
in Maine, that the late severe cold and unprece
dented snow storms have caused so much suffering
there.
People were frozen to death in snow drifts,
railroad trains were abandoned, and the traffic of
the Kingdom suspended

■

■

Storms.

considerably damaged.
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Week's

SLEET, SNOW, WIND AND RAIN.
The storm which prevailed in New England on
Friday aud Saturday was the most severe of the
season.
Its area embraced the entire country east
of the Mississippi river. It started at New Orleans
Wednesday evening, with heavy rain and light
wind, and travelled directly up the Mississippi
valley. Thursday night the storm centre was at
Louisville, Ky., and, there being a northeast wind,
it travelled almost in a direct line for New York
city, reaching there Friday and rapidly extending
northeastward. In New York and Boston, and
between those cities, there was a heavy fall of
sleet which broke down the telegraph wires, interrupting communication aud causing a loss ot
about $500,000. Railroad trains were delayed and
the mails behind time. Reports received at Bos
tou by mail state that great damage was done to
houses, trees and roadways. Iu New York aud
Brooklyn the fallen telegraph poles and wires
blockaded many streets, aud snow drifts made locomotion difficult.
Saturday the storm made
havoc among the vessels lying at the foot of 10th
street. Fast River. They were three in number,
tin* Wellington of Nova Scotia, Sachem of Boston,
Besides
and Hamilton Fish, all full rigged ships.
these were many smaller vessels. The Wellington
was struck sideways by the full fury of the storm,
and was in so dangerous a position ili.it h<*r crew
abandoned her early iu the day. She was on her
But the Sachem
keel at nightfall, nevertheless
A heavy squall threw her over
had been upset
on her side and stove in her cabin, aud she was
upset. John P. Holm, the ship's carpenter, was
sitting beside it and escaped with difficulty. The
cabin was set on lire and threatened the destrue
After about two hours' work
tion ot the ship.
the lire was got under control, but a portion ul
the vessel that had not been submerged had been

(leueral Hospital for the maintenance of a free
bed during those years. Air Talbot (Fusion) of
Fast Maehias. submitted a proposition to change
the day of the biennial election in this State to
Tuesday next after first Monday in .November.
Senator Dudley of Aroostook introduced a constitutional amendment to confer the elective franchise on women. Ought not to pass was reported
on the bill relating to the holding of office b) wo
men.
The lime for presenting petitions was extended to Feb 1. An older of inquiry was passed
relating to further limiting the power of abato
meat of taxes by assessors
In the House debate took place on the Senate
order for a joint committee to contract for the
Stat'* printing, the question being on au amendment »o giv<- the State printing to the lowest bid
der. Mr Swan (Fusion) of Minot, attempted to
make a little political ••apitai out of what was
Among other things he
really a business matter
said tha* by giving the printing to the lowest bid
Mr Rowder $10,000 will be si
the State
ell, (Rep.) of Hallowel! in reply said that he found
by the treasurers report tint’* the sum paid for
printing was $10.8?2 os, and added that there
might be some man w ho would do the printing (or
$812 os and save the St.de $ Mi,000. winch elicited
laughter. The amendment w as rejected and the
order passed by a strict paity vole
Both houses assembl'd in j but convention,
when Hon Kugenc Hah* was teclared elected
r?iited State* Senator f r six y» ars •ummonenig
with March 4th. The Secreti-.iy < f the Senate was
directed to notify the tiovcruor a:id Council of Air.
Hales election.
Thursday Jan *20. In the vnateit was ordered
that the Committee ol la-gal Affairs inquire into
the expediency uf amending chap 11 sec. hi.'. Be
the sal** <•! lands ot re si
vised Statutes, relalunr
dent owners for taw.-: That tin* Judiciary Coin
mittee inquire what legislation is necessary to reg
ulate the fee- and wav; ot 'i r ai Justices, and
1 t'.at the (do mill i tJ ms*, ices <it I Vac auburn -rum :
tee on .Du!;, lary be reque-t** 1 to ’’.'quire what legislation is nec-ssary. if any, in order to give additional :• lief to p< r d. otors. under chap I1J Be
mittee on Judiciary
vised Statutes: That lie
inquire iniotheexredicncv ui amending chap. (Oe.
laws of |s;o relating t«* iri.il mid attendance of
l-art:es recovering cos's in tue Supremu Court of
this State.
Du motion of B sbee the bill r< ia’iug to equali/.
mg rates ot fare on re.broads wasmkeii from the
Senator Bis
fable and referred in concurrence
bee, also presented a bill which subjects to taxa
tit>n the land, bmldimrs and fixtures of railroad
corporations by cities ami towns in which the
D provides tor payment to
property is located
the State Treasurer ot an annual franchise tax

Hay continues
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Ai'i«l’sta, Jan. Id. Another large batch of petitions was presented to the consideration of the
law makers to-day.
An appropriation of 85,000
for 1881 and $5,000 for 1882. is asked by the Maine

M. 11

M

Legislature.
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Agents for Domestic Paper Fashions.

Catalogues

goods for

help
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em-

proper atten-

tion to the trade.

sold at auction.

ever

ottered to the public.
sale and the

Bleached Hose worth 37 t-*2e. for 1*2 l-‘2e. A 17c*.

they

to avail

to secure

;{

Free.

The addition to our Store and the general enlargement ot our Counter and Shelf
Room, make
it necessary for us to limit this sale to only 60
days, as repairs will then commence. Thanking the public for their generous patronage, we are resolved to merit your continued good will,
by presenting the most attractive bargains ever offered over our counters. We cannot guarantee duplicates, and shall withdraw from this advertisement items as soon as sold.

GEO. W. BURKETT,

83 Main St.,

City Block,

White Store.

the

[From

Cape

Ami

No purer, safer, more unobjectionable stimulant
in medicine than Malt Bitters.

Advertiser.]

Night in Boston Bay.

A

had a rough night, you may believe.
Uncle Moore
Thus spoke a young fisherman, as he stepped on
the shore;
•We ran oil' yesterday noon, to set our trawl.
Thinking to be home long ere nightfall ;
But the wind struck Nor' West, and did heavily
blow.
Accompanied with squalls of rain, sleet and snow.
We three-reefed our mainsail, expecting a hard
beat.
From our jib took the bonnet, and trimmed down
the sheet:
We double-reefed the foresail, and rolled it up
snug.
W-U km wing jib and mainsail were all she could
“Yes!

we

—

lug.

The dories were lashed down, secure and compact.
Then we gave her a good full, down helm and
tacked
Though the sea was running heavy she did not

CANTERBURY

misstay.
And s<*on we" were closehauled. standing up Bos
ton Bay ;
It was fast growing cold with the wind still in
creasing.
But our twenty-ton boat was steadily forereaching.
qhiite fast made the ice, from spray that shed
heave,
As through the turbulent waters her way she

SHAKERS’

WORLD-RENOWNED
SARSAPARILLA.
The Great Health Restorative.

would cleave
at the wheel, and the lookout as well.
Kvory half of an hour were given a spell.
For those who've heat up in a winter's Nor' West
breeze
Km w full well how quickly the helmsman will
freeze
>«> the night wore away till
past lour o'clock.
When close under our lee we made Half Way
Hock.
The water now smooth our position made clear.
We gave her the foresail, on she went like a deer.
i ‘*r Norman's Woe Hock we now shaped our
The

l'V
.mi-' «*t laithfui a: :<•!,lion 1. • tin* minuto-t
'i’-taiN in :::<• (.i;. »\vtii. >ki.k« ri*»n am* Pki r
akATI* »n "f it* imrivdiem- entitle this «rivit *»ri_rinal Family Medieim* to tin-nlid. m
of th.*-e de"irin.ir a pure. -ate, eftVrtiw and p nuine HI... d
ruritier, "prina-Me Iiein,-. Appeti/.er aid T-.air. It
ha' been puidiely indor.-ed and pre-er;bed :■
hundred'ut tile jnvate-i Amer: m .phv-i- jan.', amunir
whom are Dr*. Valentine Mott. 1 >i\i < ro-dn ami
Prnt. C leveland
Kvery drupri-r laniiiiar with it'
virtue> will bear testimony t.. it-univeival e\e<dIcnee, une-inalled purir. ate! m-ver-failimr -mee-'.
It is a

man

course.

The wind

GENUINE SHAKER MEDICINE.
invented b; Tm>-. ( ••rbet: and pn pared i
liTty
'.ear- b\ tile < AMKKIil KV "<" I!. \ nl'MlAKKKS ;
a; "it vKKit Vim. v,k. N H. Th-.-e win. liave tailed ;
t" be benefited by other ".tr-apariihi- an earne-ttil- pur,* and
ly de-ind i" make a >iii<rle trial
w hole--.iue r<»mti'»und <>i "lake; "ai -aoar: !a.
Dan
deli-ui. V ell"\\ I)..ek, M,iiaIrak■•. lb. k < '«•!• -h. liariret. In lian lb in)• am: 1 n- lb rrie- <
;p.-r and
('•a‘.,-l. united wit.'! I ii• t•
IMa'siui;
Ca le h\
the
t i- -ai--. never-laiiinp and
\
adapt.• 1 t ai! t_. and b->tl,
i
*
It
an'*’ood. leualaie- tin -1 -n;:. a, a.".’,
i".w«i'. pun in-- tin- y
11 oi
huimu and inherited di-ea-e-. ami
•!
value in inaiiitaininir
t he lieau h .t he h- ri-eh- dd. I
in ire i- r < ,> itisi
"II V KI a L' "Alt' \ 1' KI I.l. V.
ai e\
u I, r*
■

ei•

-.

j»rirele->

Vim.

"it vivtat

«^Ki. 1

V II.. Jan. I.

mi.

'tamp b»r "i

"e

ik-

r

being

westerly and lighter in force.
heard the deep sullen roar
Uf the seas as tin v broke on the Magnolia shore
A few minutes later as through the water we
in due

more

season we

plough,

The rock shore itself plump on the port bow.
>ur hearts were made light as out of danger

we

passed.

least for the present, and
last.

A;

Fa-sing Ten Found Island,

were

near

home .it

shoot into the cove.
A
1 down goes the anchor of the W. H. (iove.
F ..id proud are we of the staunch little boat,
W hie:. *hr<a:gh so terrible a night kept u<
safely
utiout
i.'-t !i sc uhn eat iish and growl at the price.
I ake a trip < if shore, shovel snow and pound ice :
:<• go.-d >haking
up in old Boston Bay
lad they'll ne'er more find fault with fishermen's
'/av.
pay."

'I anna

Too

A

MALY

■

'■

i.

■

Common

Build -hipB i'bidde.i to

ui:i"i
m.

Mistake.

them.

lb>-ton Idol

,*

i 'he filoije ami other tree
ship papers would
•my look into the matter they would learn that
as able to build wooden
arships as we
e\er w-i'e. and better abie to build iron ones than
ev.-r het'.*re
That we do not i mid more is not due
to tnat
navigation law which forbids entering
r I^II I" 1 NT « »MI'AKAIII.I. M 11111M
mo
r:
.:!, built ships to American registry, but to
taxation and admeasurement law-, those re
it. H -lie an I Mu- ie l’r :u
Mat* rial- than
:<> seamen, the consular .-erviee, A c
There
ttiug
all "tiler l-.rm.- -1 malt <>r m« di«
\\ h
:r-a
is not an intelligent tree
ship man in the I'nited
from the obiertions ur.red ;i_ ii.i't malt
w''Milos who does not know and admit that ad mis
I r dillieult Diue-ti-ui, Mel. lb
i.n p- !
ta«
o.
would be valueless.
registry
Ah. these laws prevent the running of ships at a
I
ti"i). Kmaeiati m. Mental and 1':
•.hau-thui.
this
in
;
and
turn
prevents their being built.
M .ak\er."ii-Ni'-. Want *•! Sleep. (Tvi'a' i.i
B\ the way. American citizens are not forbidden
:a_ AI •:
ne-K-uiiaie-. Kxiiau-ti.'ii .*1 N
-.
| to hi y ships abroad : they car. buv all thev choose,
of tile Aired, and of In : -ate c hii liva. M VI.T 151 1'
a; d American citizens
actually own millions in
I'Kli" ale the pure-t. 1 -t, a id m«*-t «•
>niir;d
'■•:«a:: shipping.
They are. however, forbidden
ho,u sai mg them under the American llag. but
medicine ever <• i11jo• \i:
"-.id ••-. er;.
ii. iv
ti.:s is no great hardship since, it the property
w*
transferred to the American llag. the rate ot
ion alone would be
increased as to wipe
:iv advantage that ability to buy abroad
may
have
given
|
But the I’nited States on an equal footing with
other maritime countries in the matters of taxation. measurement, regulation of seamen, pilot
age
Ac., ami the question of building ships,
wooden or iron will no longer distress the pa
Miotu* fellows who think .1 a burning shame that
; ound of straw is not removed from the back of
m
American earn ing trade, but who fail to recog
u'/e the tons of other material that weigh the
;i;down.
While -tunning at a guat the free
>•'
ip im*ii an* swallowing a many humped camel.
!'
eniioi!- that the prominent tree ship men
ill the 1 uited States will ciing so
tenaciously to
B
assert;.,n that admission ot foreign built ships
■•:’ American registry is a panacea for our slop
ti.eir wn showing, this abu <•
ping lib whe;..
would be of no avail: while on the otfcei hand
tbe ;.i: 11 free rdiip men are more vigorous than
t e
r < ppo:. nts in urging measures ot relief Both
pai’ies are at one on the question of taxation : on
Mie propriety and necessity of a new tonnage
liioa.-u:t'luont : of permitting vessels in the foreign
ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST PEL V:L
trade to take their stores out of bond, duty tret*,
and <
a general revision of the laws relating to
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
scaine!'. the consular service and so forth,
THE CURE OF
f Bos
»n B nniiiercial Bulletin.
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3 Button Black Kifl

AGELVTS AMl» CAMVAK8KHM
Make from $25 to $50 per week selling good- L-r
G.
K.
RII>E< >l'T A: < < >.,10 Barela} Street. Sew ^ ork.
Send for their Catalogue and terms.
lyr.'U

Better Quality, 6 to 8 Black Kid $1,25,

The sanguine mind will find comfort e ven in adversity. When trade is “flat on its back" it is the
best possible condition for "looking up."

Finer

-ALSO A

Making lb*
KM"

Pitts, and others

w

UNFERMENTED

■

<

«

a:ly stages

the medicine w.mid have /mat i-m of the calculus .»r-ton.- rendering

<t

of the New York Marine Society on Monday
wening. ami being invited to speak, said:
i
ner

hardly
s>»r*.

It also represents a trade, of
which the nation has had cause to he proud and
which, unfortunately, has now almost disappeared

©
©

Et,

S
O

danger

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

from the ocean—the American carrying trade. 1
hope t<. see in a few years the trade again so pros-

including

CONSUMPTION
..

I>(> NOT I5I-:

ing similar

DKC}\ i.l:
I;-..

names.

will not be a tax to provide for
perous that
every widow and orphan of every sailor hailing
from this poit
.A petition has been extensively

.use

circulated in this State for

signatures which asks
“-'-gross to abolish compulsory pilotage through
H •!! Gate in Long Island Sound, “thus making the

:

ail-

...

li.'

■

e.

.denature of

Prepared
Mass.

tor.,

I. I.l "1 i
Cents ami 81.00 a IJot.i
by SI I !I \V. j'OWI.L .a SOX', !.
Sold ly !: uggisti and o
r.
>•

Bronchitis. Catarrh. Asthma, and all Throat and
Lung A flections, also a positive and radical cure
for Nervous Debility an i all
ei-vous fo-iip aints.
after having tes’ed i’s w<md*-i:ui <:M:’ive powers
:u thousands «.f f.,Inis felt H his duty to make
it known to his sufl'ering fellows
Actuated by
this motive and a desire to relieve human si.Her
1
i
ol
will
fret
to
all
who
desire it,
ing.
charge
this recipe, in Germ.-.:.. French, m English, with
full direnmu- L»r preparing and using
S*-ut by
ma
ssing with stam
ng t s paper
W
\\
<11!-!: \|.. IP Power's IFmek. R-e- e-ter
X V
Ifl-e.WM

ready

,_r>

no.t

gea<^aiiy.
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combination
in

( ana

organization,

la while under the pi

the

on--- «.j

oxHi/.ing agent- ami t-micSimulating agent ph

In combination with tin*

phorus, po--e--iug

tin- merit of

being

-light!

o-

alka

line, and is di-pen-, d in tin ■••mvenient ami palatable form of -\ nip.
It- effects are u-ualh vis.ole with
twenty-four
hours and are marked bv a -limulation d the appetite, the dige-tion and a.--imi!a<ion. cnb-mg direct
ly into the circulation; n tone- the m rv. ami
muscle-; exerts a healthy action <d the -c« rction>;
neither disturbs the stomach i.*• r injure- tin- -v.-tem

|
|

and

is

chartered

load for San Francisco-The following resu
’iti-were adopted by the executive committee
X w England Ship owners’ association at a
Whereas. The
u.ling held in Boston last week
aiitiie marine >t the United States has been
-tea lily and rapidly
until
its deplorable
declining
eoudi* ion Las aroused the attention of the country
1:ited calls Ur immediate action on the part
“j the government, and. Whereas, The taxation of
> class of
property is one oi the hindrances to
X restoration, ami inasmuch as a direct tax.
fjiavalent to 1 per ent per annum upon the valat'en is h- icd by Hie government of the United
Stales and as tlie snipping derives its Sole
protec'i"i: from the government: therefore. Resolved,
That we respectfully petition the legislature of the
State to enac. such measures as will exempt all
the shipping owned in the State from state and
hick taxation, leaving the income only subject to
Mich taxation.
..

strength,

the tonics t.> retain i' and .• rit
t a
Verv re-pe< t f-ill’.
I \ Ml> I FEE I.* »W>.
J)o not be <h eeiftl hi/ r. net tie. s hnri'
snntor
te for this
name, no other preparation /-• a snbst
I
tender any dreamstun res.
IT
<

soLn b y Ai r i>ura<;/> rs.
For sale by \YM. 0. POOR A SON.

!
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lt< !!

Love

Affair.

For some
JoNEst.ofeo, Tenn. Jan IB, In*I
ime past Hammond Bewham. aged Jl, has been
ievoted in his attentions to a young girl in the
neighborhood of Sedalia His wooings were sue
‘■•■sstuL and an engagement of marriage followed.
In-whams sister, Bella, aged JO, learned of kis
i 'Vc affair. and promptly interposed her
objections
>■ >• told him that she had
picked out a sweetheart
‘or him in every wav the
superior of his alliance 1,
not only ill beauty and intelligence, but social
ility
and iii worldly possessions
She reasoned in vain
Betennimd on cheating her friend's rival out of
her husband, she mixed arsenic with the
dough
which she kneaded for the evening’s meal
Her
victim, ignorant (it her horrible designs, partook
iicartiiv of tin- poisoned food and was taken -nd
dcnly ill He lived for about twenty hours in great
I)-*wham died last Tuesday, the day be
agony
lore the evening fixed upon for his marriage.
A

high degree.

M

|

Shocking

---—

Literary

Notes.

ratio that Scribner's Monthly is
Nicholas, the famous magazine for
prospering,
and
girls
I
hoys, issued by the same publishers,
| grows apace About 101),(ini) copies of the Christj mas (December) number w Te sold while the Jan
uarv number has been for sutne time out of
print
1
February, there is a full amount of the Obelisk
illustrated
from
sketches
aud photographs,
j nebly
showing the great mduolith in all stages of moving
same

St

OF

ALL

Iilmmings

KINDS.

Bleached & Unbleached

Sheetings

The number of The Liviug Age for the week
ending January loth, lias the following variety of
CHEAP FOR CASH, AT
interesting aud valuable articles: Sheridan. Temple liar: A large Crater, by Prof John Milne, F.
G S
Japan: Popular Science Review; An Autumn Ramble, Contemporary Review : New Guinea,
bv Allred K Wallace, Nature; Charles
Kingsley
as
a
fisherman. Gentleman's Magazine; Mme.
Thiers. Pall Mall Gazette; The influence of a Tun
j mg Fork on the Garden Spider. Nature. A Jewish
I Cemetery, Jewish World; Vis'tedon the Children,
All the Year Hound the conclusion of
No. 1, Huraden Block, Belfast, Me.
"My Faith
j1 tul
Johnny. Cornhill Magazine, and the usual vaHaving presided over the Frobate and Insolvent •
Court for the past four years, I feel that I can render ricty of select poetry.
valuable counsel and service to aii persons having
A delightful feature of Scribner’s magazine this
matters in said Court.
11.
| year is a series of sparkling novelettes, or condensBelfast, Jan. 17, l.-wi
ed novels, instead of a serial story. “A Fair Bar
bariau,’ the story of a piquant American girl in
England. by Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett, he
gins in this February number with a twenty-two
the new styles of iiaih coons page installment, arid will run through three is
sues
Since the death of fioorge Eliot it may be
made to order at short notice. Such as Long
Branch Waves, Crimps with invisible partings, said that Mrs Burnett commands a larger English
Frizzes, &c. Combings made into Switches at speaking audience than any other woman. Her
onlv
wilts an ounce. Large Full's
cents apiece.
novelette will he followed by oue by George W.
Switches greyed, and hair dyed. Work warranted
Cable, author of "The Grandissimes,” etc, and
satisfactory and cheaper than elsewhere.
afterward Boyeseu's (jueen Titania” will be pub
MRS. C. 0. MACOMB KB,
Peter the Great,'' Eugene .Schuyler's
3meowf>l*
Bay View Street, Belfast, Me. liBhed.
historical work, begun in February, 1SS0, will be
finished in October of this year
By meaDS of the
WANTED.
recently published special offers of Scribner, the
whole of this great work, with its wealtli of illusCORI»s SPOOL WOOD wanted at OtirRV
trations, can be had at a very low price, in con.JV/Vf nev's Mill, Casli will lx- paid.
nection
with a year’s subscription
Ii. A. OURNEY.
All hook
sellers can give the terms
iwS
Belfast, Jan. 18,1881.

B.

F.

WELLS’.

HERSEY,
& Counsellor at Law,

—

HAIR WORK!

All

•

Is,

Mo.
\mi

a

Imhic !*>t ul

POLLOCK,

California Salmon, Smoked and Canned, Smoked
llalilni!. Herrin!''. Varniniitli lUoaters, and the
Fapns Scotch Cured Finnan lladdics.

s

Our

stuck of t anned Kislt Is complete:

t \N SI it s t I.MOV. t X t Ms. MAi kKHKI, In Tomato
sauce. III It II IIKItitIM.S, sAltllINKS. Klstl and
Mil t HOW HI !!, til-.I!M t\ sVKIUM S In
spices and Mustard.

FISH

lint* ..t

CASHMERE

I

»

\

wiiich lie tried that
him permanent ease FinalK he became

1

haw

U found in tliigreat \ ariet v of

a- can

in

-«*ek,
experiment-.for the de-ired relict Ilc
taken all the well known sedatives, which gave
only temporary relief, and produced nervou-ness,
a

\i i.

GENTS’

j

\

i«•ini?

F. W. COLLINS &

Room P<
I'arl i<

pain, and in every ra.-c llu* relief was perfect.
The cure.- performed by his gifts of Polyform be-

buy ing paper
of

of

charge.

have

My

c<»Mi

lea for 30c.

a

i

\ m

1

AT

& OVERSHOES
WE

i;.

that heat* them all.

OTHER

REDUCED

in

>

si;u.

ver) fair. I have China Set* from >7 to >12.
\lso a good stock of

HARDWARE !
< lolhrs Wrlnurrs, built Brnrh and
Eunimon, Hand
Saws, krj and llrarkrt Sans, Eranted Hnud sans,
from SOe. In $l.|0. Elat Iruns, Ac.

NEW YORK CITY.

Avei’ill

1)111'),() I STS.

se:i.i, tiie:

Chemieal Paint !
ai.so

BOARDING & LIVERY STABLE.

—

IllA.Ilt HIIITVIOHK calls the
^ ^
attention of the public to his Liver) ami
Boarding stable in the rear of his store, (the >t..rc

FLED

the:

OIL—

—

o r

KNITTING

New

Frost) on High Street.
'1 Ih? teams are lirst-elas-. and will be let with or
without drivers.
People from the country and
others who want to put up their team- for a long or
short time, will save money by calling on tin1 subscriber at hi- residence over Frost’s store, near the
stable.
FRANK WIIITMOKF.
Belfast, Dee. p;. isso. -51 tf

H. L.

NOTICE.
TON HAY SOABFS. Small scab s, low price
Just, the thing for farmers.
t»w5.;
FHKI) ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.

In a!! the New Shades.
I‘letisc yin

ns n

cull,

ns

Ferguson

&

Rackliffe,

MASONIC TEMPLE.
Belfast, .fan. I. I1.
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H. II. Johnson A
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Counsellor at
|

Office

keaiiiiL A Held,

uilii

W. G.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

at
on

lielfa.-t, w idiin and
tin second I ie-

W.

1’.

TUO.M I'SON.

[.. !-

and Counsellors at Law.

Attorneys

BEL FA.S’v;
.\r t
L.
Otlic* in Masonic IVmpIo, mtranee IIigh >tr«et.
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ISAAC HILLS.

SURGEON DENTIST,
Nil Id Main M..
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Academy.
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1, 1881,

NOTICE.
A FT E IS TIIE FOlliTH WEDNESDAY
of January. the regular term of the Court of
1
Insolvency for the County of Waldo, will he held at
the Probate other, Belfa.-t, on Thursday following
the second Tuesday of each month, until otherwise
d. 1>. l.A Si SON, Judge.
ordered.
3\v3
Freedom, dan. is. |s-d
[

in.n

MAM T \l "IT

and
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Ilea,i;a•he. Mental Depression,

1

lio
I n\ 111;
11n(»• teia
tan
Kmi'-ioiis. Premature old \m ,'< au-rd 1>\
out exertion. soil al'U»e. or ovn iia 1 ukviuv. \\ hi* h
leal to mi sen deo.i> and death < »* i« lo\ \\ ill •utv
re tail e;:>o>.
Ka< h l«o\ contain- one month's treat
* hie d"I!as
ment.
a ho\.
sis !.o\.
t.-r live d«>|
liir-s.; sent h\ mail prepaid on receipt of price. Wc
i.
s ia. ti
re
a\\ ith each
order
\.d, l.\ a-;\
■•■\es, .a-'"iiipanied
with tin dollar-, w
will -end the pmvha «r om
w ritten auarantee to return the name;, it tlie treat
ment dot
not etl'eet a cure. (iiiarautee- issued h\
It. 11 Ml a »|>> soil' u: !
!'••!! a t. Me
W
s.,1,
loll N (
\\ K-T \ ( o
is| \
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Administrator's Sale.

AN 1>.

pure

1>r

in coils

anv

LLHU,

width up to

s

or on

1

particulars.

Pipe, hut

an

1 ouut\ of Waldo. | -hall -ell
on
mturdav the Pith .lay of Keh
1< k \ 'l .at the -t are ot \ I
I S>1. at 1"
in -a, I Counts. so much of UnMatch, in Isle-lmm
real e-lale oi ll.l/AHi; I’M -I D< HH.K.late of -aid
l-lcsbon i. decease'I, a- w ill produce the sum ot th e
''aid real e-tate consists of the
limalre-i dollar-,
home-load u said deceased, situate in said Islehoro. and «*< i»-i-1i11o ol about Jd acres of land, w itli
hotisi and barn thereon.
|-le.-boro. -Ian. s. ls>l.
N I I.s-«»\ t;i|d\K', Administrator.
,vvman

reel-.

>'iade in strips from
to -24 inches wide, on
feet in rolls.

actual Tin Pipe inside

TIN 'PIPE,

a

inch

reels,

■

Lead Pip*

nuide from Pure Itloek Tin.

PUMPS

SOLDER

MANHOOD RESTORED.

4c.

\

FREE

;

8

Sample* and Catalogue ofbest
• >m

i i ■>

PERFECTED

i

mm
Ws* y

oi

tj

early imprudence, causing

nervous

premature decay, etc., hav in£ tried in \ aiu
x
know ii rciin-i ly .has discovered a
simple means
•1 sell -cure, \\ hich he will scud free to his
fellow
-ulVerers. 'ddrcv-.J. ||. 1{KK\ KS. 4.1 Chatham -t..
N
IvHtf
■

v

J

11

Wells, Richardson & Co's

victim

debility,

...

—

11 s r a n t t
Probate for tin

public auction

;il

PATENT TIN LINED PIPE,

j

MRS. LIZZIK K. COTTON.
West Durham, Cumberland Co., Maine.

Transplanting

■■

OnC.E.1

IN

L M B>( B1BKB lias just perfected a maeiiine
tor the removal and transplanting of forest
trees, and now holds himself in readiness to till all
orders. Having heretofore met with success in this
line, I am better prepared than ever, and cannot
Tail to give satisfaction. The fruits of mv labor
can be seen in the handsome shade trees
along the
streets ot Belfast.
Am prepared to remove fruit
or forest trees from four to fourteen inches in
diameter, terms reasonable. Leave orders with
JOHN I.OMO
Belfast, Nov. t, lss'<b- bnl.»*

i..

"l

all si/.cs aniUvi-ifilits i.it f.M'l

PIPF

*

™ *■'

CUCCT I C A n

of Trees,

l‘i:
MIN!-

deed dale-i

lb >S'l * »N STAR l»U
I FAR
ktnl/,
Warranted strict l\
unsurpassed 1 »v anv in the market.

i C&n

HONEY BEES !

Address,

IN

lair, boner, \c.

sions, Xet

REO LEAD & LITHARGE.
*-

every
<-r,ial profit in feeding bee.-,
^warming controlled.
No loss ot bees m w iuter.
one
who
Kvery
has a larm or garden can now keepbt'es with pleasure and profit. Semi for circular or' full

MAKERS,
I.K.XI.KB*

HEALTH IS WEALTH !

<d»l>, late of Lilieolnville.

*" rl I 1 L

belief.
.iwj
Ilu ii, Justice of u.e Peace.

year.

>

-.

JUNK, PAPER STOCK, IRON &. METALS
Swan ,v Nil'l. >.« ItXVliurf,
It,-Hast, M,
»«-llialn -t curh price puiJ P>r oM rttip-, junk

m>

VA/LIITC

and

Ill'NDltKl) l’Ot'NDS OF I ION FA
np\YI)
JL small glass boxes from a hive of bee-

<

\v

IT-'

Office 24 & 26 Oliver St,, Boston,Mass.,

s>.

I'hc A#'#/' .Si/.-7rill of' Itir hii/iilit/.

i.>■
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SAIL

>car-im

BOSTON LEAD MFU

..sl.nniuin
IIFNIIY T. sA'lSOUN, Trc .- <; y|
M. < ...
Wintcrport, lire, ill, is-fi.

knowledge

..•.i'

H.l

Mi
m
10
.•*i ri \\ ;ddo
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
... \'A_
-I r.irnexed to
by irivini; boml lifii'i-! n ot Dei i I;
a-the law direct-, -he therefore requests all per-mi.me ill inortmue.
e.-riain pari 1 of land," w ith
w ho are indebted to said deceased's e-tate b» make
huildinirs thereon, -ituaii ;n Heltast on the westei
immediate payment, and those who have an\ 1,
lx side oi Ha\ \ iew street, and hounded a- follow-.
mauds thereon, to • *x 11iI>it the same for -elilem<
i ..i-lerl\
!" w il
P>.,> \ iew -ti*i I -vulierlv
<
In
to her.
\
M*
»mt
laud
I K
\
M UCt
I u-lu’-, westerly, l-y land of (
dan. is, Iss|.
•M I’ M liei
,i ",d ia*t la ri v, h\
t r>*lata 1 ot I ana
t'x
and i»eiiiit in an a oue-ei^-lith of an .a re. and
al-" 1»« in:; the -ana
pivmi -es a- w ere deeded to -aid
I Hen I Oillmn I s
M l- Miller on the fust da\
ol M;iy. Ivl.
\nd win
a-, tla- e.-ndilion
d -aid
mortiiaije deed has heen broken, now, therefore. !>\
reason I hereof. I claim a foreelo-ure of -aid m rl
M
*v
SAMI KL LITTLK, Pres.
UAL J. liltllHv, Treas. i -auv
hi; \\\ \«. V\
>\s 1
Heltast. danan !■'». I*0*!

Company

his

t

-s.l

THOMBS & OSBORNE

sons w ho are indelited to -aid deeca.-ed’s e.-tate t*»
make immediate payment, and tlio.-e w ho have anv
deniau I- there*m. t*» exhibit the -aim* b >r -eft lenient
t<> her
it vmm r r. i.rwh.
dan. K issi.

mu n ii>.

ot

t

■

PAKk Id;, late ot Wintrii' ti.
in tin* County of Waldo, deceased, l.\ ^iv'ii:
mid
a- the law direct-; she therefore iv<pie-t
a!! per

-.

best

«

I!

«lrp.‘-it>. placii.a' tlir .'itiiii1 mi iim
>lav** "f Jimr, Jul>. Uuusl ami

■

Al.iCt; W.

a...
Mining property of
Farm Ituil.Uiitr-. .:i
1’an.Timber <,r,.\vtli.
-lu.fl llmi-e.-, Black
smith shop. Kngint* .ml Plant p.r
working Aline:
-I.aiis, ( rossruts ami V.|ucduc(s;
Inronir of
I arm. -iii’i: l.iroinr o| F.mu II.m ... s:u:. Tulal

to tin-

Savings Bank.
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r PI ! K -llb-ei-iber liel h\ ul\
public I; lie, ! all
1 concerned, that -he has been duly appointed
and taken upon herselt the trust <u \.tinini-t rat ri\
of the e-tate of

\\ \I.)mi

BELF 1 ST

s

■

rpil

Hank.-A l.YTs
I
iland.
s.~,
-a,(Mill shares -lock par values;.. .sI.’.'.,.ioii.ih1
os.
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1

1'»a11ki11c U....n:
!'l
| >'.'!11 'M ’••'•l I
iV'i mi tin
tir-t
pt« iulm 1.
111T I >«rrnil»ri-. Ja’iiiarv. 1Y; o’lia!’.
! Marrh. Ii.
I'Tr-t iirini;
•nipntr.i .»n >;um'. tlir first M.oi*la \ >i
June ami l>nein!-.!
ivrriv r-i tails
'll Mill' i.!
I .nra I 11
! T 111*:• (< 1J
la;.
V. M., aii'l
t
I I' 'l
Mitne-i c
Hank !■
at !.'
m*"ii.
\>A I \l S' I
l’i'r-iilriii.
John !!. < >i ! wr.i
1
ui\ t

H\'

rr:\:■

i; -ub-enber 11«felm\r- public note
[o .-ill
1 concerned, that -he tins Ih-.-ii «111i\ ;ipp*>int,
and taken iijinu her-elf the ini-I of \dinin: -t v.<;: : x
of |he estate of

asl. ii.
asl. on

maim;.

LM1KA L. I IMIldL late

I nls M<

I

I.

Heli'uM, Me.
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K it- ,.s
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lie!la-

at
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LOMBARD,
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Co
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Iter, til. i sso.
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THOMPSON & DUNTON.

re.juest-all

sold by DlilMilSTM. I.KOIHls nod HIM;
MKIU'IIASTS ever) where.
i .r, •„
sold ill llelfasl by It. II tIOOIM Druggist.

nnk.

I II

0fllft*over l.D.I hake’s store,! usloin House square
r
BELFAST,
MAINE.

ia the County of Waldo, deeea-ed, !•> ;ri\in_:
a.- the law direct-, he therefore
p<-r
-ons w ho are indebted to said deeea-ed’- e.-tabmake iimnediate payment, and th"-e who ha\ e
demands thereon. to exhibit the -ante lor -e111 i•
i.t
to him.
J< »il\ M. Ki.l-.K il Lb’
K-|.
Helfa-t. dan. Is.

if

nil

FRYE,

\NU

l.rocer for II :
Whir Mm liam for II !
ash your Aluuiinu for ii!

Law,
S ill I n

mer

MAIN STREET, BELFAST

''I'MiK subscriber liereb irive- | ii »li«- m*ti*-e ; C
1
I»«•« n du;\ app--n !• >
concerned, that in- h
and taken upon himse.r tin
*! i.\ ‘.m •!
ru-:
the w ill o|
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FIELD.
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BOHAN
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Store,

\lvilu ealh answered from the oilier.

A. 1». Ivd.

1.1.1 A M
l.KH, J
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HIGH STREET. BELFAST. MAINE

\ f psl-'.s JKI.PImiN, ,i| M"iiK
i.? L
lia\ ina petition, d Pa l« tierVi
lion on the estate ot ! >TI1KR .IKI.l.hi »\ i.u
Monroe, iu said ( ounty of Waldo, dc>va-t -I
< >rdercd.
That the said Jrllismi 14i\ e mu me [ a
1 pi- .»i-1. r
persons interested by causing a • «-p>
to he puhli-bed three’week- -ueees-i’vclv in the lb
publican Journal printed at Kelfa.-t. tha’t (In may
appear at a Probate < ourt, to be held at A lfa-;,
yy it bin and for -aid (
ounty, on the -re. aid Tiw-duy
of February next, at leu m tb. .-!,-ek Pet"!-.- m-mi,
and show eau-e, if any tue\ haye, why die -amtshould not be granted.
J \MF.s D
I. AM son, Judue.
A t rue copy. Atte-t
\
\. F1.1: k it 1.K. Reyi-ter

CURE

\or!fiport Me.. HelfaM.VIr

on

<

Probate ('*»url held

a

I?

LAWRENCE & MARTIN, Proprietors,
III Madison Street, Chicago.
And li liarrluy street. Not Vurk.
11 ,j A-h your Druggist fur il I

sr.vI'K (If

*
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G. KILGORE. M,

G.

F< »\\ I FH. w idou a -I \ M IA F< >W
( ounty
late of l nr; m -a:
a
W uni", deera-ed. hay my pre-mted her petition
a
an allowance tint of the pm-onal ---tate ot -;1:
rea-ed.
Ordered. That the -aid Widow uiv>- no a-, n
persons interested by causing a eop;. ..t thi-mdm
to he published three* weeks sueee--i\cl v n tin- lb
ptihliean Journal printed at llelfa-i, ih a in• > i,
appear at a Probate Court, to be held a; li<
yy it bin and for .-aid County. on die -com
l'u
»'f February next, at ten
c:
the ei.u k
and -how cause, if any they hay e. yy by tin- ; ••:
a
said petition should not be ufautc I.
J \Ml.s |). l. \.\is, »\ a
V true e py
\. \. I 1 I K III.U. Re. i-P
\tte-t

IM,VT 'n itmivntiu i
/ r A I IT I n !V
who I
| IHU I IU ll ■ iinpi-ini iplcd lr;i !i
I try to palm i.tl'up.m you link ami livein place I
TOM UOCK AM) UVK. whirii is the/
\of our
'only medical.d uriiel.- lna-lr, tlo genuine Inn v
/ in;: a liuVUliNJIKM -T \ M1' ..it n h
I

oan on

r.i »e

I

the (.'ounty ot Waldo,

But up in LMiart-'M/e I’."tries i«»r I- aaiilv l -e.
ientilieall\ prepared m' llal-am Topi. ( r\ -talii/.eii lioek < and>
M'l l{;. «•, ami "i !a r t• 11i.■
Tiie
Formula i> kimw u t" our best pin -it run. i- highh
commended by them, and tin anaiv>i-oi' our mo>t
\
prominent ehemi-t, 1’r !.
MARINLB, in
Chicago, is on the label of e\ ery bottle. hi- well
known t<» the no dieal pr"le--;.>n that ft >1.1 |{< >( h
and BY la \\ ill atfor 1 tin- greate-t relief for ( ought-,
("Ids, I ntl ten / a. Hr n. 11 i t i -. Sore Throat, Weak
Lungs, aLo ('on-mnption, in the incipient and ad
vanned -tage-.
L-ed a- a BI.YLBAcK ami A HIM ill / I: U. it
makes a delightful t"isie for familv me. 1- plea-ant
'-ike ; if weak "f «L !d 1 itated. it gu e- tone. aeti\ itv and strength t" the w'hole human frame.

l
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S. LITTLE &
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« .o|;|»< A.
\ «h m i 11 i
|s a AC ( \ H\ i:n, late ot
.u-|.
*.
dccca-c i
r:
-ente.l hi- tir-l ai-eouul "t Vlmim-trati-m .a -.mi
e-tate P a allow anee.
«trdered. That the -aid \dniitd-i r.tPa
:\ e i, a
to all pi r-ons mtere-ted by causinu a copy a ;ni"l-di r to he published three weeks me, e —i\,-i
the lb'publican Journal printed at lied a-t, dial dim.
may appear at a Probate Court, to Pr in-M at |;,
ta-t. within and for -aid Count;., mi tin -ee, a i
Tuesday of February next, at ten ot tl c- lock he
fore noon, and -Imw’ eau-e, iI any they ham. wd.
the -ame should not he allowc 1.
JAMI.s D. 1. \.\hON. .Imi_
\. true ropy. utc-t
\. \. Fl.I.P m.u. lb U1 -1«
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3dill Annual Report now read) fordistribution.
Free lo aii) address.

it

I.

BY THE

BELFAST

a

At -i Probate Court, held at MelI'a-t. yvitbin and for
the < 'ounty of Waldo, on the second I'ur-dav
January
I >. J»|.

at 4 per cent, in
with the
statutes of Massachusetts .17,11'.'
Distributions unpaid
1 >7,17e 61.
Death losses unpaid
00,?.>5 00
Matured endowments unpaid
61,IK'S 00

it,.

iikf.

it 10.:*

I.IFToN (i H A 'I named \.
;-t
tain instrument purp- rliny P> !-• tin I i-t
P -lament >a
a
P.FNJAMIN II OHA'l.
I’ro-pe.-t. in said ( ounty of Wald", deera-ed.
in.a' presented the -nine for Probate.
Ordered, That tin* -aid l-Aeeut"r aive
to all pi-r-mis interr-tcd by eau-i ua a ropy of d
der t'» he ptiblMied three week- -in -.---ivelv n
Hepuhliean dournal printed at lb-1 fa i.tli.p t ln >
appear a! a Probate Court, t" he in. nl at liell'a-t.
-«-e. a nl
\y it bin and Pa- -aid Comity. on
n
I'ur-i.,
-•I February m-\l, at ten ol the e|oek h.-p a--.* in*< -r•
and sh«»yy cause, if any they have, why the -a m*
-hould not he proy mi, approved and all-m A
.1A M Fa 1>. I. \Ms< a .1 i.,
A true ropy
\ttc.-t
A. \ Ft.l. r« ill u. lb
: r
A

•*

JOSKPII M. (iIBBKNS,
March 11 Ls80.—lyrll

!'I:.
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Personally appeared li.e ahovo namr.l llonrv T.
-auburn amt snore that the ulmve slalrmriu is'irur

HE A XT,

dochi.e: avork iiahne:sse:s.
Lime
used; made t<> iieder. One Double Runner
Tbills
and Role.
I'mifr.
•iw.Vi
EKED AT1YIK.UI, Wiutevport. Me.

Se:t

Maine Central R. R.

That the -aid Hu. .'-1!- .a
Ordered,
all person- intere-p-d Py eau-iny a ropy .a
t his order to be published dii ee w eek- n--i y« P
in the Itepuhlii-an .lournal. printed at Heila-I. that
lin y may appear al a ProPale * oitrt. P
-e ai-id a:
Helia-t. within and tor -aid -»mity. • m InI’ue-ilay of February next. a Ten
I tin-e|o.-k he
fore noon, and show e.-ui-e. il any tin-;. Itave. wl.y
the pravrr of -aid petitioner- -hould not i»e u rallied.
I AMP- l>
!, VMMiN, .In a
\ trill -ropy. \lfo-|
\ \ I' ! I I III 11. Ile.'i-P I

$'.',4?>,111 ;60
14'.*,N’»l.u>8
l,v.'5,0oo uo

Collateral.
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m

—
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31 st of December, 1
AssKTs.

tin1

•«

-•

to

Mutual

Stock ami Bonds at market value
Loans on Mortgage.
Real Kstate.
Premium Notes secured by polices
worth double the amount loaned
Outstanding Renewal Premiums upon
policies upon which a valuation has
been made and reserved.
Accrued Interests ami Rent'.
(.’ash in Banks..

toil

Tin* Spring Term will

lTMtOM AND

ANI> OKI >1NA U V SEAMEN, for coast-

W

1 ,*

iaml'ing-

of

estate.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
of Boston,

ire mean

j’five ns i/ooil satisfaction in i/nalitij of fjtnnls anil jiriccs as an y Jirin
in the city.
In

SEARSMONT, MAINE.

SEAMEN WANTED.

x-m:;

i-

«

England

SILK!

TUESDAY,

\V.

i*

Kvtm

Ul'WKI.I.s Adinini-:1

(

STATEMENT

Inch i- said to he tin* best burning <>il now in use.
MARCH
This give- an idea of what I sell, but I have not
enumerated one half the goods.
I have a lai-'e
AND
rONTINlE
III WEEKS.
basket tor a <>l I’.'*.* ItASKF.T. Auv one trading
$2
or more rash, with me, is entitled to a
guess. The
i.
i.
nurixi:).
rcind/mt.
°ne who guesses right or within one half
pint is entitled to a barrel of < ;<>OI> Fid H It the next :» lbs.
Anil mii'Ii assistance as the wants of the school
of Ti;.\; the next 5 lbs of (Ol’FKi: free. .\nv
Board and rooms for self-hoarding
primay rei|iiirc.
son can guess every time he trades
$2 or more, pro- can he obtained at reasonable rates.
viding lie does not trade more t ban once in a dav.
TUITION :
Basket to be measured March 15, 1**1, at in A. M.. I
in the presence of a eonunittee of three.
Primal’).$2.50
itf
Common Knglish. 3.00
IK) AOT EOEEET THE El,M E.
3.75
Higher
Languages. 4.50
For further informali"» address tin* Principal, or
< >. II. K F.FN.
3w3*
Secretary, Freedom, Me.
\\

\fH.

at
o:.

I. l{ A A and
tIn !
ItlAJAMIN II
-aid County -*l Waal",
pert,
prr-ented a petition P the app-

heirs
J\*'PKR
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STOCK A

Fine Assortment

Tr\ it. I

than any

i
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1 yr h‘.

PRICES.

ki:i;i*

imm:i’ \hi:d

Co.,

Intelligence Office, ltorkluml.

OUR

MILLINERY GOODS!

concern in the country, ha\ ing
bought direct from tin* west before the ri-r

.ower

I*

m

LETT,

Pro.,ate Court held
«»f Waldo,
January, \. I). l»l.
a

the ( omit;

I 1

everywhere.
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|a -Ion.
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CROCKERY & GLASS WARE

Price $1.00 per Bottle.

It AN

SELL

SHALL

Bonnets & Hats!

Mv -fork of

For many other complaints beside Neuralgia, such
as Hheumatism, Headache, Sciatica,
(.out, Pain hi
Back or Side, or wherever pain exists without
abrasion • > I the .-kin. Poly form will give
prompt
niief.
I y r4:l

.1. S.

|

The following is the sworn statement to the insiiranee
(omtiilssioner of Massachusetts of the
tlnaneial eomlition of the

v\

.MFNLO PAKIy, N. .1.
I ( F KTI F^
THAT 'III K
PRKPA RATION
KNOWN
I DIsON*> Po| M FORM !-• MAIH.
A< < ORDI.V, To FOR.M1 L\ 1H.\1-U)
\N1>
1’sKl) in MY-FI.I
THOMAS A. KDISON.

to

WE

Corn. Meal & Shorts.

course.

No higher
testimony could be adduced than the
eertilicatc of Prof. Kdison, who autiiori/.i ,-s tin* publication of the following :

er-!.

gI

OS

And All Diseases of Til lio.tr and

GROCERIES !

IN

supervision.

SEAMEN
Apply
SItf
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AT COST AND BELOW.

have it trimmed
,-tock of

I

I*

The number of remarkable cures, and the suffer
ing Poh form has saved, attest the wisdom and phil

M.

1
1

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Bronchitis, Asthma, Consumption,

Drain rs.'

me can

his

occupied by

l'or sale

SURE

AND

BOOK, SHOES, RUBBERS

now

Lung!
inj

used

*<
m
“j

At a Pr-oaP ( "iirt held
the County of Wald",
1 >. ls>|.
January.

have;

celebrated and the demand upon hi.- time
and attention so great, Prof. Ivii-on tinalK
yielded
to the solicitation of those \\ ho knew tin* merits of
his preparation and allowed a
company to In* hu m
ed for tin* manufacture and sale of Polvform under

All.

vVhoop-j
and all

Fish and Oyster Market, Belfast, Me.
F. M. POLLIN'.
s. L. M.KK.PHB.

riiK i>

per,Curtains & Fixtures.

5IV.’

came so

IIY

for|

remedy

CO.,

FINE WHITE SHIRTS!

i

ous

SOI.I)

sure

(

••

1 riria\ evening at 11.1'.

■

HITS. I U’s. CLOVES, S( VUES, OVKIULLS, .11 Ml*His. lit HHI.lt I OATs. HIMES’ (.OSS I Ml I!
EIIII I LVItS. 1 MllltELLAS. AC.

<.ratified with the result upon himself, he tested
discovery upon other.- who suffered from m rv

Manufacturing

and fresh

From $1.00 ti|in arils.

his

i*k 1:1*\ki;i»

a

Peddlers Hill timl this the best place In the
city in act their outfits, as we carry the largest
and most complete stock to select from at BOTTOM
PliltKS.
Orders by telearayh nr mail promptly tilled and
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BANCOR & BOSTON.

said County, deceased, respectfully represents
that the goods, chattels and credits of >aid deceased. are not sufficient to answer his .just debts
and charges of administration by the sum of three
hundred and fifty dollars, and that deceased died
possessed of certain real estate situate in Belfast,
the homestead now occupied by the widow of <aid
deceased, consisting of the house lot. the shop let
and a small parcel bought of l.uther M. Mnith. aim
also represents that it be necessary to sell the whole
of said real estate, as no part couid be sold w itlmut
loss to the balance.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey at private
sale the real estate of -aid deceased, including the
reversion of the widow’s dower thereon, to sati-f>
said debts, and incidental charges and charge- of
SAMCKL KINC-'BCKY.
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goods in above line never before offered.
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Castor and Gauntlet
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SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS,
Annual Statement Januar) I. tsM.
CAPITAL, ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

H/arlof $t.rr>.
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father and two soils wl.j serve in t':i- year's
Gloucester city govcrnmi.Lt. and an exchange calls
it a "singular circumstance
It s
to us
rather a plural circumstance.

Kingston. N

Pleasant to take. CEETAIN and EFFECTIVE in
ACTION, without distress or the reaction that follows
the use of Pills, Mineral waters and other violent
purgatives. They are invaluable for women, children, invalids and the aged.
Canbefrcclv used with
perfect safety. For tale by all druggmta. Price 50
cents per jar.

Fire & Marine Insurance

FOSTER'S HOOK BUTTON KIDS!

A

of

LIVER TROUBLES & PILES.

and most Varied Stock

Numbers,

Opera & Street Shades Only 35c.
Do. Do. in all Numbers tor 65c.

Pitts

CONSTIPATION,
BILIOUSNESS,

-O F-

Hints to F\kmh>. li n t let your horses he
seen standing much at the tavern door: it don t
look right. Deft be wituont Hi.nkv a- Johnson's
Aknh a anhOh. i.i ni\ii.n near at Hand to appiv
iu case of aecidcul. Keep good fences—especially
line fences : it promotes good feelings among
neighbors. Keep Down's Hum : always in the
house, and use in cases of sudden coughs. Ac as
a safeguard against eousuuiL’i.iu and otuer dangerous
diseases
Baxter's Maniu:ak;. Bunns,
taken according to directions. saves large expense
is doctor’s bills.

ILei.ry

A FRUIT REMEDY AND CERTAIN EURE FOR

Assi

••I presume ; >a ix lerstu id my business." said
the census Mner to tue a**:- that.
1 merely wish
to ki oh your oecui aiiou
«>h. yes! 1 tumble."
the
acrobat.
replied

Mr.

Largest

1'i'oui ti to S in lllurh,

The Peruvian S}rup lias cured thousands who
were slidering rrmn
Dyspepsia. Debility. Liver
Complaint. Hal.-. Rumors. Female Complaints,
etc.
Pamphlets free to any address. Seth \\.
Fowie A Sons. B< -:*>u.

Pitta

A. M. ROSS.

Having leased the Nichols Block on Main .Nt.,
and bought for ( ASH the

—

in All

Quality
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Medicated Prunes.

Messrs. Beals & Ross

Gloves,

all numbers, from .V1, t«>.**,goo»l quality for$l.
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B. J. BEALS.
FI LL LINK OF LAME"

WE NOW OFFER A

We call the special attention of our readers to
the advertisement of Mrs. Cotton, in another col
umn under this head. Mrs. Colton’s new system of
Iwl
bee keeping is a great success.
Nothing can exceed the intense aflection which
a girl deals out to her father for a day or two before the time when she's going to ask for a new
dress.

What Mr.
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of
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Bees.
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To the Honorable
of Waldo.
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Have Wlstar's Balsam of Wild Cherry always at
hand It cures Coughs. Colds, Bronchitis. Whooping Cough. Croup. Influenza. Consumption, and all
Throat and Lung Complaints. AO cents and $1 a
bottle.
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When does rain become too familiar with
When it begins to patter on her back.
lady
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BUTTER COLOR

It (iivos Butter thopilt-edsrcd color the year round.
Thousands of Dairymen say IT 1 **
national Diploma at N. V. Dairy Fair.
It costs, who usesit. where to pet it.
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